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Abstract 

Many physical systems are well-modeled by queueing systems in which time is 

slotted, the distribution of the number of entitites that arrive during a slot is de- 

pendent upon the evolution of a discrete time, discrete state Markov chain, and the 

number of entities that may be served during a slot is limited to some number, say 

R. Techniques for analyzing systems in this, or closely related, class have appeared 

in the literature, but distributions have been presented in only rare instances, limited 

to the case R= 1. Yet, distributions are very important, not only in performance 

evaluation, but in design, especially for sizing buffers in integrated (BISDN) commu- 

nications systems and intermediate storage space designs in manufacturing systems. 

In this dissertation, a numerically stable methodology based on eigenanalysis 

and probability generating function technique has been developed for producing both 

occupancy and delay moments and distributions for the equilibrium process described 

above. Feasibility of the methodology is demonstrated through numerical results 

for two examples of an important subclass. Special attention is paid to obtaining 

accurate numerical values; and wherever available, numerical values are compared 

to those previously obtained in the literature. Furthermore, additional important 

models amenable to analysis by the same methodology are discussed and numerically 

feasible approaches for obtaining important performance measures are suggested.
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Statement of Problem 

The behavior of many physical systems is well modeled by a queueing system in 

which time is slotted. the distribution of the nuinber of entitites that arrive during 

a slot is dependent upon the evolution of a discrete time, discrete state Markov 

chain. and the number of entities that may be served during a slot is limited to some 

uumber. As an example, consider the problem of buffering characters, or packets, 

which arrive to a statistical multiplexer from independently operating terminals (Chu 

[1969]). In this case, there is a finite number of individual sources that alternate 

between active and idle periods (Rickard [1972]). During idle periods, no characters 

are generated. but during each successive time slot of an active period, a terminal 

generates one character, which is multiplexed along with the characters generated by 

other terminals. The number of slots in periods of each type is assumed to have a 

geometric distribution. Thus, the number of terminals that are active during a slot, 

and therefore the number of characters that arrive during the slot, is equivalent to the 

state of a discrete time Markov chain. As a second example, consider the sequence 

of water inflows into a Moran reservoir (Moran [1954]). Because water that enters 

the reservoir during a time period may actually come from rainfalls of some previous 

time periods, it is more realistic to take account of the correlation of the units of 

water inl ws among different time periods. A discrete-time Markov chain 1s usually 

employed to take this type of correlation into effect (for example, Lloyd [1963]). 

The type of arrival process mentioned above is known as the batch Markovian 

arrival process (BMAP). Coined in Lucantoni [1991], BMAP includes many famil- 

iar arrival process as subclasses, for example, the Markovian arrival process (MAP) 

(Lucantoni et al [1990]) which includes the Poisson process, the PH-renewal pro- 

cess, Markov-inodulated Poisson process (MMPP), alternating PH-renewal process, 

a sequence of PH interarrival times selected via a Markov chain, a superposition of 

PH-renewal process, and the superposition of independent MAP’s, a MAP with i.1.d. 

batch arrivals. and a batch Poisson process with correlated batch arrivals. In partic- 

ular. BMAP is statistically equivalent to a special class of point process known as the 

versatile Markovian point process (VMPP).



The VMPP was introduced by Neuts [1979]. Using probabilistic argruments. 

Neuts and his colleagues have been able to develop a system of algorithmic techniques 

for analyzing and obtaining useful performance measures for the type of queueing pro- 

cesses mentioned above. The method initially championed by Neuts but contributed 

to by numerous other researchers has become known as the matrix analytical method 

(Neuts [1989]). The matrix analytical method has long been recognized as a pow- 

erful tool not only in obtaining important measures, but also in gaining informative 

insight into the probabilistic structure of many queueing models. The disadvantages 

of the matrix analytical method, however, are its incomprehensibility to many a 

nonpractitioner of probability theory, and its unpredictable and sometimes excessive 

computation time in finding some of the critical parameters for obtaining important 

performance measures (for the second argument, see Daigle [1991]). In fact. among 

the very few numerical examples that use the matrix analytical method as the analyti- 

cal tool in the literature, most of them are very simple and are usually limited to some 

special cases of the general model. Moments are presented most of the time; distri- 

butions are presented only in rare instances and are usually limited to cases of single 

server. Yet distributions are very important, not only in performance evaluation, but 

also in design, especially in sizing buffers, for many queueing systems. 

The purpose of our present investigation is to develop an alternative algorith- 

mic approach to finding important distributions as well as moments for the type of 

queueing models. introduced above. Our objective is to develop an algorithm which 

is efficient in terms of computation speed and effective in terms of stabilitv and accu- 

racy. Our approach is based on classical eigenanalysis and partial fraction expansion, 

and can be applied to the analysis of a large number of queueing models that arise in 

many physical environments such as telecommunications, storage systems and man- 

ufacturing systems. In the remainder of this chapter. we will describe briefly the 

development of the matrix analytical method, discuss our transformn/ecigenanalysis 

approach, discuss the scope of research, and, finally, outline the remainder of this 

dissertation. 

1.2 The Matrix Analytical Method 

Motivated by the immense computational power afforded by modern computing 

technology, researchers have been developing algorithm-oriented methodologies for 

analyzing the behavior of some large and complicated queueing models, an example 

being the matrix analytical method. In Winsten [1959]. the occurrence of geometric 
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terms in the stationary queue length distributions of some queueing problems, namely 

the G/M/1 queues. was given renewed recognition and new derivations were provided. 

Evans [1965] took advantage of this special property by reducing the problem of 

finding the stationary queue length distribution into one of finding the term ratio, and 

an iterative scheme (in this case, the successive substitution method) was developed 

for this purpose. Inspired by Vic Wallace, a student of Evans, Neuts [1981] generalized 

the results obtained by Evans into an algorithmic method for the analysis of a new 

class of queueing models which we hencefore call queueing models of the G/M/1 type, 

and the new algorithmic method was known as the matrix geometric method. 

A queueing model of the G/M/1 type differs from an ordinary G/M/1 queue in 

the fact that the distribution of the service time in the G/M/1 paradigm is dependent 

upon the evolution of a Markovian phase process. This phase process was formalized 

and developed into the renewal process of phase type (PH-renewal process) in Neuts 

[1978]. Using the PH-renewal process as substratum, Neuts [1979] introduced a new 

class of point process known as the versatile Markovian point process (VMPP). The 

VMPP has three types of events (Neuts [1989]): 

a. The Markov-modulated Poisson arrivals, which are of rate 4; during sojourns in 

the phase j, 

b. The transitions from a phase j to a phase ;', 3’ # 7, which do not occur at a 

renewal epoch of the PH-renewal process, and 

c. The transitions from a phase j to a phase j’ at a renewal epoch in the PH-renewal 

process. Such transitions involve an instantaneous absorption and restarting of 

the Markov process. 

In Ramaswami [1980], the VMPP was renamed the N-process and was the main 

feature in the analysis of another new class of queueing models called the N/G/1 

queue. In a N/G/1 queue, as indicated by the special characteristics of the VMPP, 

the arrival process is modulated by an underlying phase process. The N/G/1 queue 

has a transition matrix of the M/G/1 type (see, for example, Daigle [1991]). 

Central to the solution of the stationary queue length distributions for the M/G/1 

and G/AM/1 paradigms is the computation of the entrywise minimal nonnegative so- 

lution of a nonlinear matrix equation of the form G = > A,G" or R=), R"A,. The 

G matrix. which appears in the M/G/1 paradigm, is a matrix in which the entries 

are transition probabilities of a Markov chain. The R matrix, which appears in the 

G/M/\ paradigin. is known as the rate matrix and its entries represent the expected 
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number of visits to states of the immediately higher level before the first return to 

the current level (Neuts[1981]). A duality theorem which establishes the relationship 

between the G matrix and the R matrix was presented and discussed in detail in 

Ramaswami [1990]. and a complete probabilistic interpretation of the theorem was 

given by Asmussen and Ramaswami [1990]. In practice, computation of the G matrix 

or the R matrix is difficult. It is consistently cited in the literature that computation 

times of these matrices are unpredictable and possibly excessive (Daigle [1991]). In 

one special study. Cao and Stewart [1987] concluded that it was more computation- 

ally efficient to solve the equilibrium balance equations directly than to compute the 

rate matrix. 

Five iterative algorithms for the computation of the G or R matrix were reviewed 

in Gtin [1989]. and an extension was proposed to improve their efficiency. The five 

iterative schemes are as follows: 

(i) Successive Substitution: direct iteration on the original matrix polynomial, start- 

ing with G =0 or R= 0. 

(ii) Modified Successive Substitution: similar to successive substitution, except that 

the coefficient matrix of the first power of G or R is grouped and inverted before 

iteration begins, 

(iii) Newton-Kantorovich Method: an iterative scheme based on the Gateau derivative 

of the matrix polynomial. 

(iv) Modified Newton-Kantorovich Method: a modified scheme proposed by Ramas- 

waini [1988] to improve efficiency in the original Newton-Kantorovich method by 

avoiding the solution of a linear system, and 

(v) Uniformization Algorithm: based on the “randomization” technique originally 

due to Jensen [1953]. this method develops a numerical stable way of computing 

the G or R matrix without having to compute the matrices A, (see Lucantoni and 

Ramaswauni [1985]). 

The extension suggested by Gun is based on the fact that the matrix G is stochastic 

and therefore that extention does not apply to the computation of the R matrix. Gun 

suggested that, in cach iteration, the most recent results could be used to obtain 

all approximation to the stochastic matrix by means of linear extrapolation. It was 

reported that savings of up to 50-70%. in the number of iterations and CPU times 

could be obtained using the extrapolation techuique. 

Once the R matrix is obtaimed. computation of the stationary queue length dis- 
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tribution of the queueing system of the G/M/1 type is straight forward because of the 

matrix-geometric property of the probability vectors. Computation of the stationary 

queue length distribution of the queueing system pf the G/M/1 type requires a more 

elaborate iterative scheme. A stable recursive method which avoids subtractions in 

the iterations was reported in Ramaswami [1988]. Recently, Sengupta [1989] discov- 

ered that stationary joint probability distribution of queue length and phase of the 

queueing system of the G/M/1 type had a matrix-exponential form, i.e. ¢(n) = ¢(0)e*". 

Extension of the matrix-exponential result to the M/G/1 paradigm was given by Lu- 

cantoni [1991]. A great deal of simplification in the analysis of subclasses of the G/M/1 

and M/G/1 paradigms has been achieved using these new discoveries. However, no 

numerical study on the new method has been reported to date. 

1.3 The Transform/Eigenanlysis Approach 

The transform method has always been one major tool for the analysis of various 

queueing systems. In this section, we shall review some literatures that use trans- 

form techniques for studying multiserver queues and queues with correlated batch 

arrivals. Then we shall discuss our transform/eigenanalysis approach and present 

several relevant references on numerical eigenvalue-eigenvector analysis methods. 

Early studies of multiserver Markovian queues were due to Erlang, and Molina 

obtained some approximate results on multiserver queues with constant holding time 

(see Crommelin [1932]). The most extensive and lucid results on M/D/c queues, 

however, were obtained by C. D. Crommelin. In Crommelin [1932], formulae for 

distributions of queue length and virtual waiting time were derived. In a follow-up 

paper (Crommelin [1934]), these results were compared with those obtained earlier by 

Pollaczek. In addition, discussions were made on two of Pollacsek’s formulae, namely, 

probability of no delay and average delay, which were not obtained previously by 

Crommelin. A detailed study on G/G/s systems came much later and was provided 

in Kiefer and Wolfowitz [1955]. It was found in that paper that the waiting time 

distribution approaches an integral function which is satisfied by a unique distribution 

function when the traffic intensity is less than 1. 

An M/G/s system was studied in Bailey [1954]. Bailey used the imbedded Markov 

chain method introduced by Kendall [1951] to obtain the equilibrium distribution 

of queue length. Expressions for the mean and variance of queue length and the 

mean waiting time were also obtained. Tables of delay distributions for the M/D/c 

queue were obtained by Kuhn [1976], who computed the probabilities by truncation 
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of infinite stochastic matrices. 

In Bodreau et al. [1962], the queue length distribution of a multiserver, constant 

service-time queueing system was studied using the probability generating function 

approach. In that paper, the numbers of arrivals in a time slot are independent, 

identically distributed random variables. Studies on queues with correlated batch 

arrivals were initiated by research on the stochastic theory of reservoirs (or dams). In 

Lloyd [1963], the sequence of water infl ws into a finite reservoir was approximated 

by a Markov chain. In a series of papers (Odoom and Lloyd (1965], Ali Khan and 

Gani [1968], Ali Khan [1970], Herbert [1972, 75]) that followed, researchers dabbled 

in a wide range of related topics, which included modeling the sequence of correlated 

infl ws by a moving average, studies on stationary and transient behaviors, and stud- 

ies on finite and infinite cases. A more general moving average model for correlated 

inputs was presented in Gopinath and Morrison [1977]. In Morris [1981], analysis of 

the performance of a class of packet switching communications networks which led to 

consideration of a queueing model with input given by a function of a Markov chain 

was presented in detail. There are numerous published papers in the communications 

area that deal with correlated batch inputs. We defer discussion of these papers to a 

later chapter. 

The solution methodology under consideration in this dissertation is based upon 

classical eigenanalysis and partial fraction expansion. In this methodology, the quan- 

tity of interest, namely, the queue length distribution, is modeled in a transformed 

_ compact form using the probability generating function technique, an expression in 

the form of an integral-difference equation is formed, expanded in a spectral series, 

and finally inverse transformed to obtained the distribution. This approach to the 

analysis of a phase-dependent queue was first carried out in Daigle and Lucantoni 

[1991]. In that paper, the transition matrix of the queueing model under investiga- 

tion is of the G/M/1 type. Joint and marginal queue length distributions, and virtual 

and stochastic equilibrium waiting time distributions were obtained. The authors 

also made comparison of their transform/cigenanalysis approach with the matrix- 

geometric approach of Neuts. It was concluded that the transform/eigenanalysis 

approach was “blindingly fast” in comparison to the matrix analytical approach. 

One iain step in the computation scheme proposed in this dissertation requires 
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the inversion of a polynomial matrix of the form 
{ 

A(z) = SA. 

1=0 

where A;,i = 0,1,---.J are MxM square matrices. While each element of the original 

matrix is a polynomial, each element of the inverted matrix is a ratio of two poly- 

nomials, with the denominator being given by the same determinant of the original 

matrix. The zeros of this denominator polynomial are the null values of the matrix 

A(z), where the null values and vectors of a polynomial matrix are the set of values 

and vectors, {z;} and {X,,}, such that A(z;)X., =0 with X,, nontrivial. 

Several techniques for obtaining null values and null vectors of polynomial ma- 

trices have been developed over the last 40 years. In Tarnove [1958], an iterative 

root-finding technique is developed. whereas in Guderley [1959] and Dimsdale [1960] 

the nonlinear problem is converted into a first-degree linear problem of solving a 

matrix equation of the form 

AX = -BX, 

where A and B are IMxiM matrices, = is a scalar and X is a nontrivial vector. Problems 

of this type are known as generalized cigenvaluc-eigenvector problems (see, for exam- 

ple, Peters and Wilkinson [1970a]). If either 4 or B is nonsingular, the problem can 

be further reduced to a standard eigenvalue-cigenvector problem. For cases where all 

eigenvectors are distinct, canned eigenvaluc-cigenvector algorithms are available; for 

example, the QZ algorithm (Moler and Stewart [1973] and Ward [1973]) for the gen- 

eralized eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. and the QR method (Francis [1961, 62], and 

Peters and Wilkinson [1970b]) for the standard eigenvalue-eigenvector problem. For 

the computation of eigensystems with repeated eigenvalues. an algorithm developed 

by Kagstro6m and Ruhe [1980] is suggested. 

Hitherto we have mentioned methods for obtaining the zeros of the denominator 

polynomial of an inverted polynomial matrix. Once the zeros are obtained, the de- 

nominator polynomial can then be factorized and the inverted matrix expressed as 

the sum of partial fractions. For non-algorithmic treatment of polynomial matrix in- 

version, the readers are referred to Lancaster (1966. 75. 77a. 77b]. Gohberg, Lancaster 

and Rodman [1982], and Markus [1988]. 

1.4 Scope of Research 

In this dissertation. we consider a discrete time. multiserver queue with batch 

Markovian arrivals. Our solution methodology is a transform /eigenanalysis approach 
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which is based upon classical eigenanalysis and partial fraction expansion. Since the 

type of queueing models considered herein has great potential for applications in the 

analysis of packet switching communications systems, we will study two communica- 

tions models in detail and present some numerical examples in order to illustrate the 

viability and applicability of our method. In particular, we will obtain the stationary 

distributions and the means of queue length and actual waiting time at departure 

points. Special attention will be given to the accuracy of the results. In cases where 

data is available, we will compare our results with those published in the literature. 

Finally, we will discuss approaches to the solutions of some additional models which 

have more general sturctures than the two communications models have. 

1.5 Organization of Dissertation 

The organization of the remainder of this dissertation is now described. In Chap- 

ter 2. we will present a brief survey on Queueing Theory. Chapter 3 is a brief chron- 

icle on the developments in Telecommunications. In Chapter 4, we will illustrate our 

methodology through detailed ananlysis of a communications model whose queueing 

process has a one-to-one correspondence between the phase of the arrival process and 

the number of entities that arrive during a time slot. In Chapter 5, we will extend 

our approach in Chapter 4 to the analysis of a more complicated communications 

model. Specifically, while in the model of Chapter 4 each source alternates between 

active and idle periods, and each source generates one packet each time slot during an 

active period, in the model of Chapter 5 each source generates one packet every, say, 

T slots of time during an active period. Additional models which have some additonal 

features to those in the models of Chapters 4 and 5 will be presented in Chapter 6. 

In Chapter 7, we conclude our discussions.



CHAPTER 2 

A SURVEY ON QUEUEING THEORY 

2.1 Introduction 

Since its conception about a century ago, queueing theory has developed into 

a very sophisticated analytical tool which can be readily applied for the study of 

many service systems. Among them, telecommunications still commands a major 

percentage of articles contributing to the theory. Other common application areas 

of queueing theory include transportation systems, computer systems, manufacturing 

systems and storage systems. Queueing theory deals with the analysis, design and 

operations of such service systems characterized by their input processes, service 

mechanisms and queue disciplines. In this chapter, we will briefly describe some of 

the major developments in queueing theory from the beginning of this century when 

the theory evolved from studies on telephone traffic congestion through the present 

day. In discussing various classes of queueing systems, we will use the notation 

developed by Kendall in 1953. 

2.2 Early Developments 

The earliest work in queueing theory is usually credited to G. T. Blood who in 

1898 attemped to mathematically describe telephone traffic fictuation in an unpub- 

lished memorandum. Probabilistic studies on telephone traffic were further pursued 

by M. C. Rorty in 1903, and Johannsen and Grinsted in 1907. The foundation of 

queucing theory was laid in 1909 when A. K. Erlang published his Theory of Prob- 

ability and Telephone Conversation. Erlang introduced the concept of statistical 

equilibrium. developed the balance equation approach, formulated the famous loss 

and delay equations. and first attempted at optimizing a queueing system. 

Congestion Theory prior to 1920 was summarized by G. F. O’Dell who in 1927 

published his classic paper on grading. In the same year, Molina published his Ap- 

plications of the Theory of Probability to Telephone Trunking Problems. The first 

comprehensive treatment on congestion problems was provided by T. C. Fry in his 

Probability and Its Engineering Uses in 1928. In the 30’s, many significant devel- 

opments occured. Notable among contributors of the 30°s include Pollaczek, Kol- 

mogorov. Khintchine, Palm, Crommelin. Feller, Vaudot, Lubbeger, Langer, Kosten 
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and Wilkinson. 

2.3 Basic Concepts and Techniques 

The Poisson distribution plays a special role m queueing theory. Originally ob- 

tained by S. D. Poisson in 1827, it was rediscovered independently by E. C. Molina 

in 1908 and by W. H. Grinsted in 1909. Poissonian input was called “pure chance” 

input by O’Dell (1927), T. C. Fry (1928) and C. Palin (1937). 

Statistical equilibrium was developed out of the concept of ergodicity in statistics. 

Erlang was first in applying statistical equilibrium in queueing theory. In 1955, Kiefer 

and Wolfowitz showed that the waiting time distribution of a G/G/s queue did not 

exist in the steady state if the traffic intensity was not less than unity. 

An important result in queueing theory is known by the acronym PASTA which 

stands for Poisson Arrivals See Time Average. This result. states that the fraction of 

arrivals that sees the process in some state is equal to the fraction of time the process is 

in that state. This result was proved by Wolff in 1982. The reverse problem of finding 

under what conditions must the arrival process be Poisson given that arrivals do see 

time average was explored by Konig, Miyazawa, and Schmidt. (1983) and Green and 

Melamed (1990). Melamed and Whitt (1990) droped the Poissonian assumption and 

investigated ASTA or Arrivals See Time Average. They also discussed Departures 

See Time Average. __ 

Another useful result was obtained by Little (1961) who established a general 

relationship between mean queue length and mean waiting time. A comprehensive 

survey on Little’s result was given by Ramalhoto, Amaral and Cochito (1983). Keilson 

and Servi (1988) enlarged on the “distributional form of Little’s law” and established 

a relationship between the distribution of number of customers in system and the 

distribution of time customers spend in system. 

Early approaches to queueing analysis were highlv analytical and relied heavily on 

complex variables techniques and transformation. F. Pollacack imitiated the analytical 

method in 1934. His approach was further pursued by J. W. Cohen (1969. 82) and J. 

H. A. deSmit (1971, 75). Other methods which rely on the use of transforms include 

the integro-differential equation approach of Takacs (1955) and Benes (1956). the 

supplementary variable techniques of Cox (1953). Kielson and Kooharian (1960) and 

the renewal theoretic approach of Gaver (1959), Takacs (1962) and Bhat (1964. 68). 

One major development in queueing theory was the introduction of regener- 

ation points for the description of process of the renewal type by Palm (1943). 
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Kendall (1951) extended the regeneration point technique and developed the imbed- 

ded Markov chain method. With the imbedded Markov chain structure, a wide variety 

of queueing systems can be analyzed using the semi-Markov process technique. This 

later approach was pursued by Fabens (1961) and Neuts (1966, 71). In 1953, Jensen 

introduced the concept of uniformization. 

There are many other useful techniques. Another first was that of Champernowne 

(1956) who considered the M/M/1 queue as a random walk. Takas (1965, 67) devel- 

oped the combinatorial method using the classical ballot theorem. Runnenburg(1965) 

used the method of collective marks to derive generating functions by means of proba- 

bilistic arguments. Spitzer (1957, 60) and Prabhu (1965) introduced the Weiner-Hopf 

technique. Keilson (1965) studied the Green’s function method. 

The most popular process in queueing analysis is the birth-death process. Kendall 

and Bartlett studied the birth process independently in 1949. Further results in 

birth-death process were obtained by McGregor (1957). Multidimensional birth-death 

process was studied extensively by Cooper (1972). 

In order to render analyses of complex queueing models more tractable, some ap- 

proximated methods were developed. Important works on heavy traffic limit theorem 

was given by Kendall (1957), Kingman (1961, 62) and others. Marshall (1966) and 

Marchal (1978) gave inequalities for some queueing models. Gaver (1966) studied 

diffusion approximation, and Newell (1971) gave flid approximation results. 

Numerical analysis of queueing models is recently gaining more and more atten- 

tion. Numerical inversions of transforms were studied by Gaver (1960) and Bellman 

et al (1966). In the past two decades, algorithmic and numerical methods for queueing 

analysis were developed by Bhat (1971, 73), Bagchi and Templeton (1972), Wallace 

(1973), Brandwajn (1977), Neuts (1977, 81, 89), Daigle (1986, 89, 90) and others. 

Simulation is used either as a supplement to theoretical results or as a tool for the 

analysis of analytically intractable models. In 1955, G. Neovius used pseudo-random 

numbers generated by a digital computer to evaluate congestion in telephone systems. 

Specific problems arose in simulating queueing systems were investigated by Motchell 

(1973). Fishman (1974) and others. 

2.4 Queueing Models 

The simplest stochastic model in queueing analysis is the M/M/1 queue. The equi- 

librium behavior of 4//A1/1 queue can be derived from Erlang’s study on M/M/s queue. 

Transition probabilities were obtained by Clarke (1956), Bailey (1954), Ledermann 
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and Reuter (1954). Champernowne (1956) and Conolly (1958). Autocorrelation func- 

tions of queue length were obtained by Morse (1955). Transient behavior and waiting 

time distribution were studied by Palm (1943), Kendal (1951), Bailey (1956), and 

Prabhu (1969). Prabhu (1960) studied the busy period distribution. Burke (1956) 

and Reich (1957) showed that the departure process of this queue is also Poisson. 

Initial studies on Af/G/1 queue is due to Pollaczek (1930) and Khintchine (1932). 

Waiting time distribution was studied by Takas (1955), Prabhu (1965) and Bhat 

(1965). Extensive studies on queue length distribution were done by Takas, Cox 

(1955). Gaver (1959), and Neilson (1960). Kendall’s imbedded Markov chain method 

(1951. 53) gave the limiting queue length distribution of this model as well as that of 

the GI/M/1 queue. 

The GI/M/1 queue is the dual of the M/G/1 queue. Many results developed for 

the Af/G/1 queue can be used on GI/A/1 queue. Smith (1953) discovered that the 

limiting waiting time distribution of GI/M/1 queue is always exponential. 

Neuts (1981. 89) and others extended the concepts of M/G/1 and GI/M/1 queues 

into 2-dimensional Af/G/1 and G/M/1 paradigms. 

Pollaczek was first in considering GI/G/1 queue. Lindley (1952) derived an integral 

equation for waiting time distribution. Spitzer (1956) expressed the waiting time as 

the maximum of a partial sum process. Kingman (1962), Rice (1962) and Prabhu 

(1965) studied the busy period, 

Studies on multiserver Markovian queue were due to Erlang. M/G/s queue was 

studied by Crommelin (1932, 34). GI/G/s queue was studied by Kiefer and Wolfowitz 

(1955), and Kingman (1966). Tables of performance measures for GI/G/s queue were 

provided by Seelem. Tijms and van Hoorn (1985). Whitt (1985) and Tijm (1986) gave 

some approximation results. A multiserver queueing model with versatile Markovian 

point arrivals and arbitrary service time distrubtion was studied by Neuts (1981). 

The first transient solution for a birth-death model with constant coefficients was 

obtained by Clarke (1952). Bailey (1956) and Lederman and Reuter (1956) solved 

sone time dependent problems using the method of generating function and spectral 

theory respectively. Significant results for transient behavior of queues were due to 

Karlin and McGregor (1955). Cox (1955), Clarke (1956), Luchak (1956), Conolly 

(1958). Gaver (1959). Keilson (1960). Saaty (1960). Takacs (1961. 62), Prabhu (1963, 

65). and Luchak (1964. 68). Recently. Boxma (1984). Towsley (1987), Syski (1988), 

Whitt (1987. 88) and others had made significant contributions. 
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Mellor (1942) first attempted at getting the delay distribution for random selec- 

tion for service. The waiting time distribution of M/M/1 queue with random selection 

for service was studied by Palm (1957) and Riordan (1962). Kingman (1962) studied 

the limiting behavior of M/G/1 queue with random selection for service. 

Cobham published the first paper on priority queue in 1954. Extensive works on 

priority queue were done by Phipps (1956), Barry (1956), Kesten and Runnenburg 

(1957), Morse (1958), White and Christies (1958), Jackson (1959), Miller (1960). 

Fuhrman (1984) and Cooper (1986). 

Queues with customer impatient behaviors such as balking, reneging and jockey- 

ing were studied by Haight (1957), Barrer (1957), Finch (1959), Ancker and Gafarian 

(1963), Rao (1965) and others. 

Queues with customers arrive in gropus and/or served in groups are called bulk 

queues. Bailey (1954) first investigated queues with batch service. Miller (1959) first 

studied queueus with batch arrivals. Significant works on bulk queues were done by 

Keilson (1962), Kinney (1962), Bhat (1964), Cohen (1969), Neuts (1971, 81, 89) and 

others. 

Extensive investigations into queueing systems with vacations were done by Gaver 

(1962), Heyman (1968, 69, 77), Doshi (1983, 85), Shanthikumar (1981, 82, 83), Neuts 

(1979, 84), Fuhrmann (1981, 85, 86), Keilson (1962, 86), Levy (1976, 86), Cooper 

(1969, 90) and others. 

In 1954, O’Brien studied the problem of two queues in series. Studies on queucing 

networks were made by Hunt (1956), Marshall and Reich (1956), Jackson (1954, 57. 

63), Klinrock (1964), Gordon and Newell (1967), Whittle (1967, 68), Burke (1956, 

76), Daduna (1982), Kelly (1979, 83) and Gordon (1990). The time-reversal approach 

frequently used in queueing network analysis was due to Kolmogorov (1936). 

In 1937, Palm studied holding time given by the sum of exponential terms. An 

extension of this type of Erlangian distribution was done by Luchak (1956) who 

showed the wider applicability of the weighted-sum-Erlangian distribution. Schess- 

berger (1973) proved that any nonnegative random variable can be represented by a 

compound sum of independent, identical exponential variables. A mixture of expo- 

nentials is called the hyperexponential distribution. Hyperexponential distribution 

was studied by Morse (1958) and Botta, Harris and Marchal (1987). 

Another general distribution which has many simple distributions as subscts is 

the class of PH-distri-bution investigated by Neuts (1978), and Takahasi and Takami 
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(1976). The PH-distribtion provides the substratum for Neuts’ versatile Markovian 

arrival process and Lucantoni’s batch Markovian arrival process. 

2.5 Applications 

Early studies on queueing theory such as those by Blood, Rorty, Johnannson, 

Grinsted and Erlang were centered around applications in solving telephone traffic 

congestion problems. In 1952, Bailey published a study on appointment systems in 

hospitals. Edie looked into traffic delays at toll booths in 1956. 

In 1957, Alison Doig published a bibliography on queueing theory, in which pa- 

pers on eight application categories and two theoretical categories were included. 

The eight application categories are: storage problems such as the optimal size of 

dams; problems relating to flows through a network; inventory control and produc- 

tion scheduling problems; problems arising in servicing automatic machines; counter 

problems; road traffic and related topics; problems in telephone traffic; and miscella- 

neous topics which include the scheduling of air traffic and the design of appointment 

systems. 

In 1958, Morse’s book with applications of queueing results to realistic problems 

was published. In 1962, Bather attempted to extend some methods developed for 

inventory theory to the solution of queueing problems. 

In 1963, Hillier introduced standard optimization techniques to queueing problems 

in his paper on economic models for industrial waiting line problems. In the same year, 

Brosh and Naor considered attaching priorities to individual arrival streams when 

cost functions are assigned to the expected queue size of these streams. Additional 

optimization problems in priority queues were investigated by Etschmaier (1966) and 

Jaiswal (1968). 

Some of the design and control problems studied under the context of Markov 

decision process were carried out by Miller (1967), Shaler (1968), Kumin (1968) and 

Evan (1968). Today, papers deals with queueing systems for specific applications can 

be found in various journals dedicated specificlly to those applications. 

2.6 Conclusions 

We have presented in this chapter an overview of some of the major results in 

queueing theory as the theory has developed over the past ninety some years. Empha- 

sis has been placed on providing a historical perspective on the subject. For extensive 

bibliographies and detailed discussions on major developments and results in queue- 
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ing theory, the reader is referred to the survey papers by Bhat [1969, 78], and Cooper 

[1990], and the textbooks by Saaty [1961]. Cohen [1982] and Syski [1986]. An excellent 

survey paper on queueing systems with vacations is given by Doshi [1986]. Walrand 

[1988] provides a comprehensive discussion on queueing networks. Klemrock [1976] 

specifically deals with queueing systems in computer applications. Daigle [1991] treats 

extensively queueing applications in computer communications, and Viswanadham 

and Naraham [1992] in performance modeling of automated manufacturing systems.



CHAPTER 3 

DEVELOPMENTS IN TELECOMMUNICATIONS 

3.1 Introduction 

In ancient times, men transmitted messages by fire and smoke signals, drum 

beats. runners, pigeons, boats, postriders and sentinels who relayed shouted signals. 

In the last decades of the eighteenth century, the future James II of England designed 

a set of flag-signals which was later systematized by Kempenfelt and Earl Howe. 

The invention of telescope greatly improved the possibilities of such visual systems, 

but telegraphy, in the modern sense of the term, was not developed until the 1790’s. 

In 1794, Claude Chappe developed a visual system which he called an ocular, or 

semaphore, telegraph. Claude Chappe’s system consisted of a line of towers 6 to 10 

miles apart. On top of each tower was a semaphore which could be bent into different 

shapes. Claude Chappe’s system was expensive to operate because it required men 

to be stationed at each tower. Dicoveries in electricity during the eighteenth century 

quickly changed the way telecommunications was defined. We will present in the 

following a brief chronicle on major developments in modern telecommunications 

technology. We will trace through early experiments on conduction of electricity, 

the inventions of teletypewriters and telephones, the invention of integrated circuits 

and digital computers, and finally the development of packet switching and digital 

computer communications systems. 

3.2 Early Developments in Electric Telegraphy 

Static electricity was known to the anciect Greek as early as 600 B.C. During 

the reign of Queen Elizabeth I of England, William Gilbert wrote a comprehensive 

treatise on magnetism which he called De Magnete. In 1660 von Guericke invented 

a frictional machine to generate electricity. Shortly afterward, Francis Hauksbee 

demonstrated that charged bodies might repel as well as attract each other. In 1728 

Grey and Wheeler showed that electricity could be conducted to a great distance. In 

1729. Stephen Gray distinguished conductors and non-conductors. In the folowing 

year. Charles Du Fay discovered that electricity could be of two kinds: positive and 

negative. In 1745. Cunens discovered the Leyden jar, a device which stored electric 

charges. In 1746. Winkler discharged a Leyden jar through a wire of considerable 
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length. In 1747, Watson extended the experiments over a distance of 4 miles. In 

1748. Franklin identified lightning as an electric discharge. In 1754, John Canton used 

pith balls to measure electric charge. In 1774, George LeSage tested a short-distance 

telegraph systems in which signals were detected by the deflection of 24 pith balls. 

In 1784, Lomond sent signals to a neighboring room using a pith ball electrometer. 

There were other experiments conducted by Reiser. and Cavalo. In 1787, the gold- 

leaf electroscope was invented by Bennet. In 1798, Betancourt established a 26 mile 

telegraph between Madrid and Aranguez. 

In 1786. Luigi Galvani discovered the presence of electricity in frog legs. The 

first battery was invented by Volta in 1800. Electrolysis was discovered by Humphrey 

Davy, who also noted that a brilliant light was emitted between two pieces of carbon 

when they were struck with a spark. In 1809, Soemering constructed the first galvanic 

telegraph at Munich. There were other proposals by John Coxe, and Francis Ronalds. 

In 1819, Oerstead discovered electro-magnetism. In 1920, Ampere suggested the 

construction of an electro-magnetic telegraph. The first electro-magnet was con- 

structed by Sturgeon in 1825. In 1827, Georg Ohm discovered the famed Ohm’s 

Law. In 1831, Joseph Henry discovered a method of forming magnets of intensity 

and of quantity. In the same year, Michael Faraday demonstrated electro-magnetic 

induction. The next year, Baron Schilling contrived a deflective magnetic tele- 

graph. In 1833, Gauss and Weber constructed a simplified electro-magnetic telegraph. 

June 1837, the deflective Electro-Magnetic Telegraph of Cook and Wheatstone was 

patented. July 1837, Stienhiel constructed his Registering Electro-Magnetic Tele- 

graph betwen Munich and Bogenhausen. October 1837, Samuel F. B. Morse entered 

his first caveat for an’ “American Electro-Magnetic Telegraph”. His invention was 

patented in France in 1838 and in the U.S. in 1840. Edward Davy patented a chem- 

ical telegraph. and Alexander Bain obtained a patent for his Electro-Magnetic clock 

in 1838. In 1844. Morse completed a line between Baltimore and Washington, D.C., 

using Morse code to transmit messages. Cooke and Wheatstone formed the Elec- 

tric Telegraph Company in 1846. Bain obtained the English patent for his improved 

Electo-Chemical Telegraph in 1846 and the U.S. patent in 1849. In 1848, Royal E. 

House obtained his patent for a Printing Electric Telegraph. In 1848, Zook and Barnes 

invented a modification of the Electro-Magnetic Telegraph. In 1849, Horn invented 

his Igniting Telegraph. There were also works by Johnson. and Daniel Davis. 

3.3 Commercialization of Electric Telegraph and Telex 
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In 1850, the first submarine cable for telegraphy was laid under the English Chan- 

nel. In 1851, a greatly improved cable was opened for service in November. In 1856, 

the Atlantic Telegraph Company was organized and Western Union was formed. The 

first successful Atlantic cable began operation in 1866. In 1871, Emile Baudot in- 

vented a time multiplexing system. The basic design for the modern teletypewriter 

was invented by Baudot in 1874. In 1878, the first public exchange in the U.S. was 

opened in New Haven, Connecticut. In 1907, the Morkrum Company was formed. 

Morton and Krum designed the first practical teletypewriter in 1920. In 1925, the 

Morkrum Company became the Teletype Coorporation. In 1927, switched public tele- 

typewriter services, known as Telex, were introduced in Europe. Later. telex service 

was provided in the U.S. by Western Union. In 1928. E. E. Kleinschmidt invented the 

modern teletypewriter. In 1931, AT & T began a manually switched teletypewriter 

service similar to Telex, calling it Teletypewriter Exchange Service (TWX). TWX 

was merged into the telephone network using a device called a modem in 1962. 

3.4 Telephone 

In 1837, Charles Page observed that pieces of iron gave out. musical notes when 

they were subjected to rapidly changing magnetic fields. In 1860. Phillipp Reis con- 

structed an apparatus by which a melody could be transmitted electrically to a dis- 

~ tance. In 1875, Elisha Gray developed an instrument very similar to Reis’ and filed 

a U.S. patent in 1876. In 1876, Bell successfully transmitted a sound through a tele- 

phone and filed a patent application for “improvement in telegraph.” January 1877, 

Bell filed a patent on an electro-magnetic telephone. It was in the same year the 

first commercial telephone was constructed. In July. the Bell Telephone Company 

was incorporated. In 1880, Bell Telephone Company was reorganized as the Amer- 

ican Bell Company. In 1885, the American Telephone and Telegraph Company was 

incorporated. In 1887, Heaviside predicted that the addition of inductance to tele- 

phone lines could help compensate for attenuation and distortion. In 1888. AT & 

T purchased the Western Electric Company. Automatic switching was introduced 

by Almon Strowger in 1890. In 1907, DeForest invented the triode vacuum tube. A 

telephone repeater with a vacuum tube amplifier became availbale in 1912. In 1914. 

carrier systems using a frequency translation technique were used to carry a voice 

signal at a frequency other than its natural one. Telephone repeaters were tested 

across the width of the U.S. in 1914. and transcontinental service was inaugurated in 

1915. In 1920, the Bell System’s C-Carrier system added three voice channels to an 
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open-wire voice line. In 1925, the Bell Telephone Laboratories were formed. 

3.0 Wireless Communications 

The existence of electro-magnetic waves was discovered by James Clark Maxwell 

in the 1860’s. In 1887, Heinrich Hertz succeeded in producing electro-magnetic waves 

experimentally. Oliver Lodge first demonstrated “wireless” telegraph in 1894. In 

1898, Lodge invented the selective tuner, and John A. Fleming invented the diode 

vacuum tube. In 1901, Guglielmo Marconi made the first trans-Atlantic transmission 

using Morse code. Reginald first produced a continuous wave with an alternator in 

1903 and later invented the heterodyne circuit for receivers. In 1914, Edwin Howard 

Armstrong invented the feedback circuit. In 1918, Armstrong invented the super- 

heterodyne circuit which is basic for modern radio and radar receptors. Commercial 

broadcasting began in the U.S. in 1920. In 1921, the Detroit Police Department first 

used land mobile radio. In 1926, J. L. Baird demonstrated the first practical television 

system. In 1932, television broadcast began in London. New York Police Department 

used land mobile radio in the same year. In 1941, television broadcast began in the 

U.S. In 1947, mobile communications in U.K. began. In 1948, commercial long dis- 

tance microwave telephone and television transmission began between New York and 

Boston. In 1951, coast-to-coast U.S. TV service via microwave began. The first 

passive communications satellite was launched in 1960. The first communications 

satellite with an active repeater known as Telestar was launched two years later. In. 

1963, the first geostationary communications satellite Syncom II was launched. In 

1969, INTELSAT 3F4 was launched, completing the global reach of INTELSAT’s 

network. CB radio became popular in the U.S. in the 1970’s. In 1981, The Nordic 

Mobile Telephone system was launched in Sweden. Today, more and more new mobile 

telephone systems are being established around the world. 

3.6 Digital Computer Communications 

A mechanical calculator using binary components called Z1 was constructed by 

Konrad Zuse in Germany in 1931. In 1936, Alan M. Turing published a paper called 

“Can a Machine Think!” In late 1930’s, John V. Atanasoff and Clifford Berry built 

the first. electronic digital computer. In 1939, George R. Stibitz, S. B. Williams and 

others completed their “complex computer”. In 1944, a report by John von Neu- 

man, Herman H. Goldstein and Arthur W. Burks first. described the design of an 

electronic stored-program digital computer. In 1945, the Whirlwind computer was 
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constructed at MIT under the direction of Jay W. Forrester. In 1946, the valve-based 

Electronic Numerator, Integrator and Computer (ENIAC) was built at the University 

of Pennsylvania. In the same year, Alan Turing presented to U.K.’s National Phys- 

ical Laboratory a detailed design for a stored-program electronic digital computer. 

In 1948, John Bardeen, Walter Brattain and William Shockey published the results 

of their work on solid-state electronic devices. In the same year, Claude Shannon 

developed information theory. In 1949, Forrester invented magnetic-core storage for 

the Whirlwind. In 1950, the Electronic Discrete Variable Automatic Computer (ED- 

VAC) was built. The Universal Automatic Computer (UNIVAC) was built for use 

by the U.S. Census Bureau in 1951. In the 1950’s, medium to large-scale computer 

systems known as mainframes were introduced for business use by IBM, UNIVAC 

and others. In 1954. John Bachus of IBM published the first version of FORTRAN. 

In 1957, the first patent for a micro-electronic (or integrated) circuit was granted to 

J.S. Kilby of the U.S. In 1959. a standardized high-level language known as COBOL 

was developed for business use. In the same year, Christopher Strachey in the U.K. 

proposed the idea of a time-sharing mainframe computer. 

In the year of 1960, the RS-232 physical layer interface standard was published, 

laser was invented by T. H. Maiman, and the first time-sharing computer operating 

system was introduced by Corbato and his colleagues. In 1961, MIT demonstrated 

a model time-sharing system. In 1962, Steven R. Hofstein and Frederick P. Heiman 

made the first metal-oxide semiconductor (MOS) chip. In 1964, Bryant Rogers at 

Fairchild invented the dual-in-line package (DIP). In the same year, Paul Baran of the 

Rand Corporation published an 11-volumn report describing what we now call packet 

switching. In 1965. Donald Davies of the NPL in the U.K. coined the term “packet”. 

In 1966. the use of glass fiber as waveguide was proposed by Kao and Hockham. In 

1967, the first published document on a packet switching network, the ARPANET, 

was presented. The System Network Architecture (SNA) was developed by IBM in 

the late 1960's. In 1969. ARPANET became operational. In 1969, the Societe In- 

ternationale de Telecommunications Aeronautiques (SITA) reorganized its switching 

network to act like a packet switching network. In 1969, a time-sharing service bu- 

reau. Tymshare Coorporation started installing a network based on minicomputers. 

In 1972. Bolt Beranek and Newman. Inc. formed Telenet Communications Coorpo- 

ration. In 1973. the CYCLADES network linked serveral major computing centers 

throughout France. In 1974. RCP (Reseau a Commutation par Paquets) started by 
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the French PTT Adininistration became operational. In 1976, the European Infor- 

matics Network (EIN) became operational. In the same year, a three-layered interface 

architecture for packet switching called X.25 was recommended by the International 

Telephone and Telegraph Consultative Committee (CCITT). In the year of 1977, 

both EPSS in the U.K. and DATAPAC in Canada became operational, and TYM- 

NET was approved as a carrier in the U.S. In 1983, the seven-layered communications 

architecture called Reference Model for Open Systems Interconnection (OSI) was ap- 

proved by the International Organization for Standardization (ISO). In 1984, a series 

of recommendations on Integrated Service Digital Network (ISDN) called the I-series 

was adopted by CCITT. Recently, Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) was recom- 

mended as the target transfer mode for implementing broadband ISDN (B-ISDN). 

3.7 Conclusions 

We have presented in a short passage major developments in telecommunications 

technology of the last three centuries. We observe that in a period of approximately 

three hundred years, telecommunications has grown from some sporadic experiments 

in electricity to a colossal edifice of modern technology. This chapter has drawn on 

materials from many sources. The first four sections and part of section 5 are mainly 

from Jones [1852], Kirby et al [1956], Derry and Williams [1961] and Daumas [1979]. 

Pratt and Bostian [1986] and Parsons and Gardiner [1989] provide most materials for 

the wireless communications section. The digital computer communications section 

mainly comes from Powers and Stair [1990]. The two textbooks by Schwartz [1988] 

and Spragins [1990] also provide valuable information. Materials on packet switching 

are mainly due to Roberts [1978].



CHAPTER 4 

A PACKETIZED VOICE COMMUNICATIONS MODEL 

WITH ON-OFF SOURCES 

4.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we illustrate our approach through actually solving the model for 

the special case in which there is a one-to-one correspondence between the phase of 

the arrival process and the number of entities that arrive during a slot. We present a 

numerically stable solution methodology that vields both moments and distributions 

for the equilibrium process. We use classical eigenvalue /eigenvector techniques, which 

were found to be extremely fast and reliable by Daigle and Lucantoni [1991]. 

In digital commnications of the future, information will be sent in chunks of data 

bits known as packets. Packets are units of data which are transmitted through a 

myriad of electro-optical networks like letters through the mail system. Unlike ded- 

icated communications lines in the past, a packet is stored and then forwarded at 

various switching nodes in the networks. This stored-and-forward mode of transmis- 

sion engenders delay for the packet during its course of transmission. and buffers are 

required to stored it at various nodes. Studies on packet delay and buffer requirement 

for packet switching networks are numerous. Early studies include Chu [1969] and 

Rickard [1972]. Packetized voice systems are studied by Jeng [1984]. Stern [1983] and 

Daigle and Langford [1986] etc. Sriram et al. [1983], Konheim and Reiser [1986]. 

and Rubin and Zhang [1988, 90] study the special case where voice and data are 

integrated using the movable-boundary method. | 

Many researchers, for example Stern [1983]. have pointed out that packets tend to 

arrive at input nodes in bursts; that is, they arrive during distinct periods of activity. 

which are alternated by periods of idleness during which no packets arrive. This 

unique arrival pattern is captured by the Markov-modulated model in Burman and 

Smith [1984], Hefffes and Lucantoni [1986], Stern and Elwalid [1991] and Liao and 

Mason [1989], and by the switched batch Bernoulli model in Hashida and Takahashi 

[1991]. In this chapter, we will study the queueing behavior of a packetised voice 

system with bursty arrivals using a batch Markovian arrivals model. 

As stated in Chapter 1. the batch Markovian arrival process (BMLAP) is statisti- 

cally equivalent to the versatile Markovian point process (VAIPP) developed by Neuts 
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[1979]. In the VMPP, entities arrive at a queueing system im accordance with a distri- 

bution whose parameters evolve with the state of an underlying Morkov chain known 

as the phase process. In Ramaswami [1980], a detailed analysis of a single-server 

queueing system whose input is the versatile Markovian point process is presented. A 

recursive algorithm for computing the steady state queue length distribution vector 

for the same type of queueing system is formulated in Ramaswami [1988]. Lucan- 

toni [1991], however, points out that Ramaswami’s recursive algorithm is in practice 

infeasible to be implemented in its full generality. Lucantoni proceeds to constuct a 

new batch arrival process which is notationally much simpler than but statistically 

equivalent to the VMPP and calls it the batch Markovian arrival process. Lucantoni 

also shows that the G matrix, which is essential for the computation procedures in 

the matrix analytic approach to queues of BMAP/G/1 type. has an exponential form. 

Other studies on single-sever queues with BMAP inputs include Bruneel [1988] and 

Stavrakakis [1990]; in both articles, results on average queue length are presented. 

Neuts [1981] analyzes a R server queue with constant service times and a vesatile 

Markovian arrival process using the same matrix analytical technique as in Ra- 

maswami [1980]. Neuts approaches the problem by partitioning the transition proba- 

bility matrix into square blocks of R rows and R columns of matrices. In this way. the 

analysis of the R server queue is analogous to that of the single server queue but with 

huge matrices. Neuts’ approach is theoretically sound but creates tremendous compu- 

tational difficulties. In more recent work, van Arem [1990] and Li [1990] respectively 

present results for special cases of discrete time R server queues with BMAP arrivals. 

van Arem considers a slotted transmission systems in which packets are generated by 

N sources which alternate between passive and active periods: but in each time slot. 

only one change is allowed. Li [1990] considers a similiar communications system. Li 

writes the one step transition probability matrix as the Kronecker product of 2 x 2 

matrices and approaches the problem via a spectral decomposition technique. 

The organization of the remainder of this chapter is now described. In Section 2. 

we formalize the model, provide the general framework for the resolution of occupancy 

distribution. describe our proposed approach through an example in which there is a 

one-to-one correspondence between the state of the Markov chain governing the arrival 

process and the number of arrivals that occur during a slot. The PGF will be specified 

in Section 3, the zeros of the denominator of the PGF will be specified in terms of the 

eigenvalues of a matrix in Section 4. and the resolution of the unknown probabilities. 
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using both eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the previously mentioned matrix. will be 

addressed in Section 5. Inversion of the PGF. again using eigenvalues and eigenvectors 

of the same matrix. will be addressed in Section 6. In Section 7, we formulate the 

equations for obtaining delay distribution. In Section 8, we present some numerical 

results. Our example demonstrates the potential of our eigenanalysis approach by 

showing that we can reproduce mean occupancy statistics for larger instances of the 

most complicated case previously presented in the literature, and that, in addition, 

we obtain occupancy distribution, mean delay and delay distribution. In section 9, 

we draw conclusions. 

4.2 The Queueing Model 

For the remainder of this chapter. we shall refer to the entities that are multiplexed 

as packets and the state of the Markov chain described in the previous section as the 

phase. A time slot will be thought of as representing the amount of time to transmit 

a frame. Thus. the state of the system at the end of the j-th time slot. which we 

shall refer to as time 7. will be given by the point (n,m) where the first component 

specifies the number of packets in the system and the second component specifies 

the phase. both quantities being observed at the end of a slot. Thus, the process 

is a vector. discrete valued. discrete parameter Markov chain on the state space 

{(n.m).n > 0.0 <m < N}, where N is the number of sources generating packets and 

the total number of phases is therefore N +1. Let #(j) and m(j) denote the number 

of packets in the system and the state of the phase process, respectively, at the end 

of the j-th time slot. the evolution of the queueing system can be described by 

ij +1) =(RMj)- RYT +4G +1), 

where (-)* = max {-.0}. and a(j +1) is the number of packets that arrive in the half 

open interval (j.3 + 1). Let 

Onm(J) = P{n(j) = n,m(z) = m}. (1) 

Also. define o,(;) to be the row vector of probabilities such that the number of packets 

in the system is n at time j. That is. 

Only) = [Oonol) Onat)) te On. N(J)]- (2) 

With regard to the phase process. define P to be the one step state transition 

probability matrix. That is. define 

Pae= Pity t 1) =hklia(y) =r. 
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then 
Poo Poi vo PON 

? ) ++: DN 

Pay hie. (3) 
PNG PNI ute PNN 

Now, there is a random number of packet arrivals to the system during any slot, 

and this random number is dependent upon the phase of the system. Therefore, let 

@m, independent of 7. denote the mumber of arrivals to the system during a slot in 

which the phase process is in state m. 0 <m < N. In addition, let Pay = P{am = i}, 

and let 

P, = diag (P{ay = i}. P{a, = i}.---, P{ay = 7}) 

= diag (Py... Py j.---. Pxj). (4) 

This system is readily analyzed in a manner analogous to the ordinary M/D/R 

system. In particular. in order that the svstem have. say, n packets at the end of the 

(j +1)-st time slot. there must have been 7 packets, 0 <i<n+R, present at the end 

of the j-th time slot and » —(¢ — R)* arrivals during slot j +1. Thus, 

nth 

onli +1) = S° oj)PPr——pyt- (5) 
=0 

This expression can be rewritten in the matrix form 6(j + 1) = 6(j)P, where 

Oj) =[oes) os) o2(7) O3(7) +: +e], 

and 
PP, PP, PP, PRPs =) +] 
PPo PP, PP, PPs 

PP, PP, PP, PP, 
0 PP) PP, PP, 
0 0 PP PPR 
0 0 O PPy iv ee 
0 0) 0 O see seed   

where the first row of the matrix is repeated R times if there is a capacity of R packets 

per slot. 

Thus. we see that for the special case of R = 1. the queucing system under dis- 

cussion satisfies the Af/G/1 paradigm of Ramaswami [1980] which. as we have pointed 

out. has been analyzed extensively in Lucantoni [1991] and the references therein. 

For general values of R. methodology analogous to that of the single server case has 
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been presented in Neuts [1981b]. Neuts’s approach is to simply create larger blocks 

by grouping together R rows and columns of blocks of the matrix P. The overall size 

of the blocks is then (N +1)R x (N+1)R, but the new block structure is identical to 

that of the ordinary M/G/1 system. 

We shall first specify the probability generating function (PGF) for the joint 

phase, occupancy probability masses in a manner analogous to the analysis of the 

ordinary M/G/1 system. Although the analysis is straightforward, we include inter- 

mediate steps in order to discuss the notation needed later in a natural way. The 

resulting PGF will be specified in terms of a matrix of unknown probabilities, which 

will, in turn, be resolved by formulating a linear system of equations based on the 

zeros of the denominator of the PGF. 

4.3 The Probability Generating Function 

We define 
CoO 

Glz,3) = J 5 ="dnlJ). (6) 
n=0 

Then upon substitution of (6) into (5), we find after a little algebra that 

R-1 R+i-1 

Gz,j+1)= [Sour +27 "|e. y- > 2v) PFilz), (7) 
1=0 

where F;(z) is the diagonal matrix of PGFs representing the distributions of the 

number of arrivals during a slot in which the system is in phase m, 0<m<N. That 

is, 

Fan (2) = >_ 2'P {aim = th, 
2=0 

and 

F,(2) = diag ( Fag(2),Fas(2),--°- Fan (2)) - (8) 
Upon taking limits in (7) as j — oo, we find 

R-1 R+i1-1 

a= [Soot fac d a} | Prue (9) 
1=0 

where 

G(= _ ym G( (2,9), 

and where we have assumed that the implied limits exist (see Hunter [1983] for exis- 

tence conditions). Upon solving (9). we find 

R-1 

G(=) [2"I—PF(=)) = So (2" = =)6,PFa(2). (10)



By letting B(z)=[2®-1 28-2 --. -R--8]and @=[¢f oF --- $%_,]", we 

mav readily rewrite (10) as 

G{z) [2"I — PF,(=)| = B(z)®PF;(2z). (11) 

Thus. 

1 
STD 

> ~{~)ac]i R _ a ~ det [21 — PFy(2)| B(z)®PF;(z)adj [z"I — PF;(z)]. (12) G(=) 

where we note that B(z) is a row vector of dimension R and @ is a matrix of dimension 

Rx (N +1) and we have used the fact that A7! = (1/det A)adj A. 

Upon postmultiplication of both sides of (11) by e which, as usual, denotes the column 

vector in which each element is unity, we find that the probability generating function 

for the marginal occupancy distribution is given by 

1 
~ > ] R — - det [FRI PF Ol PP Fal di [z"I — PFa(z)]e. (13) Fi(z) =G(z)e= 

Equation (12) is a vector-valued version of equation (5.16) of Hayes [1986], which 

gives the probability generating function for the queue length distribution in a time 

division multiplexing system. Analogous to the scalar case in which there are R 

unknown probabilities, the matrix @ is a vector of R row vectors of dimension N +1 of 

unknown probabilities, amounting to Rx (N +1) unknown probabilities in the present 

case. For the general case, this vector of unknown coefficients can, in principle, be 

determined by formulating and solving a linear system of equations which result from 

the fact that #;(z) is a PGF, and is therefore, bounded inside and on the unit circle 

of the complex plane (Hunter [1983]). 

In the general case, a formulation of the proper linear system of equations is dif- 

ficult. and alternate techniques are required. An algorithmic approach for computing 

the unknown vector in the BMAP case with R = 1 is provided in Lucantoni, Meier- 

Hellstern, and Neuts [1990] and Lucantoni [1991] and with arbitrary values of R in 

Neuts [1981,1989]. Their algorithmic approach, which appears applicable to the cur- 

rent case with minor modification, requires the method of successive approximations 

and its computational complexity is not polynomially bounded. In addition, once 

the unknown probabilities are known. the transform equation must still be inverted. 

Inversion methods developed to date. even for the case R = 1 require iterative compu- 

tation of the unknown probabilities. thus leadmg to increased roundoff errors as the 

number of probabilities needed increases. 
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In the next three sections, we first address the problem of finding the null values of 

the matrix [z"I — PF,(z)|. We then address the resolution of the unknown coefficient 

matrix, 6. of (13), and next we address the inversion of (13) to obtain the probability 

masses. 

4.4 Kigenanalysis Approach to Determining the Required Null Values 

In this section. we shall restrict our attention to the case in which P{a, =z} =0 

for i # m and P{a,, = m} = 1, where 4a,, represents the number of arrivals during a 

time slot in which the phase is m. In this case, (8) becomes 

Fa(z) = Anai(z'). (14) 

This is exactly the case in which there is a one-to-one correspondence between the 

phase of the arrival process at the end of the slot and the number of arrivals that 

occur during the same slot. 

For this particular case, a total of (1/2)R(R+1) unknown probability masses must 

be determined in order to complete a specification of the probability generating func- 

tion for the queue occupancy. As previously pointed out, these unknown probability 

masses may be determined by forming a linear system of equations based on the null 

values of the matrix [z*I — PF;(z)] inside and on the unit circle of the complex plane. 

In this section, we demonstrate that these null values may be obtained by formulating 

the problem as an eigenvalue problem. In addition to obtaining the null values, we 

also obtain the null vectors which will also be instrumental in forming the required 

linear system of equations. 

For the general case, let 

A(z) = z®I — PF;(z). (15) 

Then, for the case under consideration, we find that 

A(z) = 2? I — PAw4i(z’'). (16) 

Now, A(z) can be factored into the form 

A(z) = AL(z)Ar(z), (17) 

where 

iN 2? 0 . 
Ap(=z) -| pak ) aw n(e®)| =diag(l <z - zk ZR zh) (18) 
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and 
Ni 

_,_ [Arei(e*®") 0 Tr+1 0 _ gi Ai(z) = 0 Iver} 7? ] 0 Aw—alz*t) = Ae, (19) 

with 

N, = max {R,N — R}. (20) 

The A;, i =0,1.---.N,, are (N +1)-square matrices of constants whose values follow 

directly from (19). We now introduce some additional notation to aid in specifying 

the A; in compact form. Define e; to be the column vector whose i-th element is 1 

and all other elements are 0, and we define E; to be the matrix whose :-th column is 

e; and all other columns are zero. If i <0 or i> N-+1, then E£; is defined to be the 

(N + 1)-square null matrix. In addition, we define J and O to be the i-square identity 

and null matrices, respectively. With these definitions, we are now ready to define 

Or 0 Trai 0 | Ao = _?P 21 
° | 0 Iwo -a | | 0 On-R (21) 

and for 1<7< N;. 

A; = Er_-i — PER4i. (22) 

In expanded form, these definitions result in the following: 

Ao = [| -Po —-Pi --- —Pr-2 —Pr-i (er—Pr) erti -*: en | 

Ay = [ 0 0 ce 0 ~—E€R-1 0 —Pr+i te 0 | 

Ay = [ 0 0 sce —E€R-2 0 0 —Pr+2 ce 0 | 

N
 For example, suppose N = 5 and R= 2. Then N, = 3, and Ar(z)=diag(1 z 

2? 2?) 3?) and 
3 

Ar(z) = > Ajz' 
1=0 

with 
Ay = [| -Po —-Pi (e2 Po) €3 €4 | 

A =[ 0 «4 0 Py 0 0 ] 

Ay = [| e& 0 0 0 -mh oO | 

Ay = [ 0 0 0 0 0 =P, |



where P; denotes the 7-th column of the matrix P. 

Now, suppose that 

2*€Z = {-=|det A(z) = 0}. 

and that *(z*) is a null vector of A(z) corresponding to the null value :* of A(z). 

Then. 

Az(z*)Ar(z*)u*(2") = 0. (23) 

For z* #0, define u(z*) = Ar(z*)b*(z*). We then find 

Az(z* )ae(=*) = 0. (24) 

Thus. for z* #4 0, we may determine w*(z*) by first finding o(=*). the null vector of Az(z) 

corresponding to the null value z* of A(z), and then premultiplying by Ap(:*)~!, where 

it is obvious that the required inverse exists since all null values of A(z) are equal to 

zero: that is,det Ar(z) = 0 if and only if z =0. 

In order to find the null vectors of Ar(z). we shall convert. the set of equations 

A,(z)v(z) = 0 into a larger set of equations of the form 

[Co _ 2C;|X(z) 0. (25) \\ 

where Cy and C, are square scalar matrices and X(z) is a column vector conforming 

to the dimensions of Cy and C,. The null values of A;(=z) will then be the same as the 

null values of [Cy — zC;| and the null vectors of A,(z) will be obtained by partitioning 

the null vectors of [Cy — zC,]. Provided that Cy! exists. the null values of [Co — -C,] 

are simply the inverses of the eigenvalues of the matrix Cy'C,. and the null vectors of 

A,(z) are simply the corresponding eigenvectors of Cy'C,. Alternate procedures are 

readily specified for the case in which Cy’ does not exist. 

To facilitate completing definitions of Cy and C,. we first define the following 

transformation matrices: 

I, is defined as the matrix formed by removing rows (R-1) through (2+ 1) from the 

(N + 1)-square identity matrix. 

I; For N;, >i> 1, J; is defined as the matrix formed by removing rows (R-7)+ through 

(R+z7)— and columns (R+1—.)+ through (R+/—1)~ from the (V41)-square identity 

matrix, where the notation (a)t denotes max {a.0}. and the notation (a)~— denotes 

minfa.N +1}. 
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With the above definitions, we now define 

oz) (2) 
r 0 0 =. 0 0 a 

eC |. 0 0 -: 0 1! Ye | 
X(z)={ ~ a2) =|0 <h 0 -::- 0 0 als (26) 

Xy,-1(2) | ar) rt 0 0 0 zTy 0 . 
Xn,(z) Mud Ay, (*) 

Based on the above definitions, it is then readily verified that 

  

Apo 0 0 --- QO 0 

0 I 0 te 0 0 

Cony O OF Oe (27) 
0 0 0 on I 0 

0 0 0 tee 0 ] 

and - - 

-A, -A, —As —Ay,-1  -An, 
Lo 0 0 0 

c,-| ° q, o 0 0 (28) 

0 oO oO -. 0 0 
0 0 0 cee In, -1 0 

where | 
7-1 

A; =A: |] 57 for 2<1< N,, (29) 

j=l 

and the superscript T denotes the transpose operator. We note in passing that the 

dimension of the matrices Cy and C, is 

K =(1/2)R(R+1)+(1/2(N-R+1) 41. (30) 

Upon comparing the definitions of Co and Ap, it is readily verified that Co is 

nonsingular if and only if Ap is nonsingular. Again, from the definition of Ap. we sec 

that the condition for nonsingularity is that the matrix 

—Poo Po. ve —Po,R-1 —PoR 

—~P10 Pil vt —P1,R-1 —Prir 
Gr wee nee eee wee wee (31) 

—PR~1,0, ~PR-1,1 0 *°°) TPR=-1.R-1) —PR~1.R 

—PRo —PRA oh = PRIRA-1 l—prr 

is nonsingular. A discussion of why this matrix is nonsingular for most cases of 

practical interest is given in van Arem [1990]. 

We offer the following proposition by the matrix generalization of Roucheé’s the- 

orem (de Smit [1983]): 
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Proposition 4.1: The matrix A(z) has 

(i) (N +1)R—1 null values inside the unit circle of the complex plane, 

(ii) a null value of zero with multiplicity at least (1/2)R(R+1)+(N — ROR, 

(i) a null value of one with multiplicity exactly one. 

(iv) at most (1/2)(.N — R+1)(N — R) finite null values outside the unit circle of the 

complex plane. 

As mentioned above. the null vectors and null values of [Co — zC;] are readily 

obtaimed from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Cy'C,, which may be obtained by 

using standard library routines. Let 

a €S§ = {aldet [oI —Cy'C,| =0}, 

denote an eigenvalue of C7'C,, and W(c) its corresponding eigenvector. Also, let 

SI!) = {ao €S§ Jol €[0.1)} and SU) = {6 € S,|a| € (1. 00)}. 

Then. as we have observed above, the null values of [Cy — zC,] are given by 2°) u 

Z20.~)4{>} Y {1}, where 

ZN = {= =1folo€ sto} and Z(1,0)U{oo} ={: =1lfolco€ sion, 

Additionally. 

X(z)=Wo) for z€ ZOD Y Zeodvtok y (1). 

Noting the latter. we shall use X(z). W(o), and X(c) and v(z) and v(c) interchangeably 

throughout the remainder of this chapter. 

4.5 Resolution of the Unknown Probabilities 

As we pointed out im the previous section, the probability generating function for 

the queue occupancy has a total of (1/2)R(R4+1) unknown probabilities. We shall use 

the null values and null vectors determined in the previous section to form a linear 

system of equations from which to determine the unknown probabilities. 

For continuity, we repeat (11) 

G(=)[2"I — PFa(2)| = B(z)®PF4(2). (11) 

By substituting Ay(:)Agis) for [-"7 — PF;(2)] mto (11) and solving for G(=). we find 

Giz) = B(z)®PF;(2)Ag'(z)Az;' (2). (32) 
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Since Arg(=) is diagonal. its inverse is trivially obtained. The inverse of A;,(z) is more 

difficult to obtain. but it can easily be shown that Aj'(z) is equal to the upper left 

(N + 1)-square submatrix of (Cy — 2C,)7'. In order to express A;'(z) In a convenient 

form. we first obtain a convenient expression for (Cy — 2C,)7!. 

Let o;.0 <i < K—1. denote an ordering of the eigenvalues of C7'C,. With o; = 1/2; 

and W=[Wloul Wio,) +. Wlox_,)]. we readily find from (25) that 

WA(o;) = Cy'C W. (33) 

By multiplving both sides of (33) by z. subtracting the result from W, premultiplying 

by Cy. and then solving for (Ca — zC,)7!. we find 

(Cy — 2,7 = WIT zA(o, I (GoW). (34) 

yo 

, | . (39) 
} he _ J | 

If we define 

| 
y= (CyoW 7! = 

we readily find 

(Cy — 2C,)7' = WUT zA(o;)| 1 Y 
K-1 

1 Tr ~.\yvi c 
= S. i1_ =a; W (o;)¥ ‘ (36) 

=0 

  

If we now recall the definition of X(z;) as given in (26) and the equivalence of W(c;) and 

X(z;) for z;=1/o;.andset Y'=[€ Vy --- Yx, ], where the subvectors of Y' have the 

same dimension as the subvectors of W(=;), we find that the upper left (N + 1)-square 

submatrix of (Cy — 2C,)7! can be expressed as 

    

A -1 

Al '(2)= ) poe, tris = 2 Ta a9, re (37) 
a= ila;ES 

Upon substitution of this result into (32) and rearranging terms, we find 

  

1 _ 
Fils} -Gisie— S- Bl j®PFa(z)AR (200, Ee. (38) 

— 20; 

Since F,(2) 1s bounded within the unit circle. we readily see that 

0 = Biz, )@P F512, )AR' 2, el z, Ee 

= Bt: ibPFsl-, IAD ls, etc.) for =, € ZO), (39) 
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where we have used the fact that o(<;) = ¢(¢,) for o; = 1/2;, 2, € Z@"). But, since 

{2 I — PFa(=i)] Aj (ze(=) = 0 

it follows that 2? AR! (2,)&(2:) = PFa(z)AR (2i)u(:) so that (39) becomes 

0 = Biz,)®ARMz,)u(z)) for 2, € ZO). (40) 

Upon substitution of the definitions of B(z;)and 4, (40) becomes 

el 
0= So(:f — )S- eb jeer( =i) for Zr, € Z0Od) (41) 

7=9 c=0 ~t 

Since there are (1/2)R(R +1)—1 elements of Z@”, only one additional equation is 

required to completly specify the unknown probabilities. 

The required additional equation is based on the null value of A(z) at z = 1. 

Differentiating both sides of (11) yields 

G'(z) [2"I — PFa(z)|] + G(z) [Rz*"'T — PFi(z)| = B'(z)®PFy(z) + B(z)®PFi(z). 

Upon postmultiplying both sides of the above equations by e and taking limits as 

z— 1, we find 

R—G(1)FL(ie = B'(1)6e, (42) 

where we have used the fact that #,(1) is an identity matrix so that 7;(1)e = e and 

that G(1) is the stationary probability vector for P so that G(1)P = G(1) and G(1)e = 1. 

Again. since G(1) is the stationary probability vector for P, the quantity G(1)Fi(1)e 

represents the overall average number of arrivals per slot in stochastic equilibrium. 

We therefore define 

Ela] = GO)F;(1)e. 

Finally, by substituting the appropriate definitions for B(z) and © into (42), we have 

R-1 t 

R- Ela] = S((R-i)) 4; (43) 
7=0 y=0 

This last equation then completes the specification of the (1/2)R(R+1) linear equations 

that are needed to solve for the unknown probabilities in the occupancy distribution 

probability generating function. 
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4.6 Inversion of the Probability Generating Function 

The expression for the probability generating function for the occupancy distri- 

bution was presented in (38). In this section, we invert the probability generating 

function to obtain the occupancy probabilities. For continuity, we repeat (38). 

1 . 

Fil=)= DS) pa BU=)OPFil=) AR (el ovEe- (38) 
{ilorES} i 

  

A more convenient form for (38) may be obtained by recognizing that B(z)@PF;(z) 

Api (z)e(aijéie is simply a polynomial. If we let 6;(=) represent this polynomial, then 

from the definitions of B(z), Fa(z), and Az'(z). we find 

  

. , [-eP]fi 0 “gi 
n=) = oF Sneei(2) crop | | 0. An—r(zit!) Ploi}ere, (44) 

and 
] 

Farlz)= S- Dag il?) (45) 

If we denote the coefficient of :/ in (44) by 6;;. we find 

N 

b;(=) = S- bs 527, (46) 

j=0 

where the coefficients are easily determined by examination of (44). 

To facilitate further discussion, we expand (45) according to the location of the 

elements of S as follows: 

  

1 
Fi(z)=bol2)+ Do so bil=) + S- Toso Pi() (47) 

{ilosestim)} {iJo,ESO0 } 

where oy = 0. Now. from the definition of C,. it is readily seen that ¥(0) = er. Thus, 

by examination of (44), we see that bg(z) is a polynomial of degree R. Also, since F;(z) 

contains no singularities in the unit disc of the complex plane, (1 — o;z) is a factor of 

b,(z) for o; € S!-). Therefore, 

~ 1 (=) = S- yil=). (48) 
{ilo,esl~)} {2Jo,est.co)} 

  

where 

  (49)



and 4¥;(=) is a polynomial of order N — 1. Finally, 

\- bi) = > vz) te% SO oe (50) 
{iJo,Esiou} {iJo, E5001} {ilo,Esoou} 

    

where again 7;(z) is a polynomial of order N — 1, and 

ry = of" bi(o;'). (51) 

If we write 
N-1 

yz) = Dy vis2?, (52) 
j=0 

it is readily seen that 
J 

—k 
Yj = = bio}, (53) 

k=0 

and 
N 

rr, = S> bio NF. (54) 

0 k= 

Upon substitution of (48)-(54) into (47), we find 

  

N-1 J N 
; “ok _ 1 

F(z) = ) z bo; + ) ) bizo? k +2 ) ) bio N ‘—: (55) 

j7=0 {ilo;Esio.co)} k=0 {iJo,Es01)} k=0 , 

The occupancy probabilities, P{% =n} are now easily obtained from (55) by simply 

taking the coefficient of 2". We find 

k forn<N 
y (56) 

bon + Lifijoiest?.-)} Deno Fiko; 

Pin ~ nj ~ n—N N N-&E 

Le {iJares@} o; =o bin; for n = N. 

This concludes our specification of the occupancy probability masses. A procedure 

to obtain the joint phase-occupancy probability masses could have been similarly 

specified. The primary difference in the approach is that all operations would have 

been performed without postmultiplication by e with the result that the 6,(z) and 

+(z) would have been vectors of polynomials rather than scalar polynomials. 

The mean occupancy can be obtained by differentiating (55) and taking limits as 

z 1. that is E[n] = F£(1). 

4.7 Computation of the Delay Distribution 

Once the occupancy probabilities are found, computation of the delay mass prob- 

abilities is straightforward. Define ¢, to be the N +1 order row vector whose m-th 
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element is the stationary joint probability such that the number of packets in the 

system is n and the phase process is in state m, and a, = PP,e to be the N +1 order 

column vector whose m-th element is the transition probability such that the number 

of arrivals in the (j +1)-st time slot is k, given the phase process at the end of the j-th 

time slot is m. The expected number of arrivals which are delayed for d units of time 

is then given by 

R min {dR,N} N 

Ela,d = S~ 4, S° ark —(d—1)R) + > a,R| for d=1, (57) 
n=0 k=(d-1)R+41 k=min {dR,N}41 

dR-1 dR-n N 

Ela.d)=RHS(57)+ én So kt » aan) for d=2, (58) 
n=(d—1)R+1 k=1 k=dR—n+1 

{d-1)R min {dR—n,N} N 

E[a.d) =RHS(58)+ S > on Ss” alk +n —(d—1)R)+ > anh 
n=R+} k=(d—-1)R—-n+1 k=min {dR—n,N}41 

for d>3, (59) 

where RHS(i) represent the right hand side of equation (i). 

Let d denote the time of delay, the delay probabilities are readily obtained by 

Ela, d| 
P{d=d}= Fal   for d=1,2,3,---. (60) 

Here E[a] is the expected number of arrivals given by 

N 

Ela] = v p» oc 

where v is the row vector of stationary phase probabilities obtained from vP = v, and 

ve = 1. 

The mean delay can be computed using Little’s result 

E[d| = aa (61)   

or directly from the delay probability masses 

~ oo d ~ 

ei =14 5° (1-Sopd=a). (62) 
d=1 i= 1 

The extra 1 unit of delay on the right hand side of (62) derives from the fact that 

newly arrived packets must wait for the departing packets to be cleared before they 

can be processed. 
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4.8 Numerical Examples 

In this section, we present numerical examples of stationary distributions and 

mean values for occupancy and delay. In particular. there is a finite number, N, 

of identical sources. Define a to be the probability of remaining active and / the 

probability of remaining idle, then the lengths of active periods are geometrically 

distributed with parameter (1 —a) and the lengths of idle periods geometrically dis- 

tributed with parameter (1—). The expected length of an active period is then given 

by (1—a)~! and the expected length of an idle period by (1—3)~'. Denote the expected 

length of an active period and the expected length of an idle period by EA and EP 

respectively, and the traffic intensity by p. From the theory of alternating renewal 

processes (Ross [1983, 85]), we obtain the traffic intensity by 

EA NV 

P= BALEP * R (03) 

We note that the number of active sources in an arbitrary time slot. is binomially 

distributed with parameters N and p. Define the state of the phase process to be the 

number of active sources; that is, there are m. 0 < m < N. active sources when the 

phase process is in state m. The phase transition probabilities are computed by 

; min {k,1} ; - 

P{m(j +1) = k|m(j) = it} = >, @ G 7) al(L ayer gl -o-rcy  gykor 
r=(k—(N—i))+ 

(64) 

Figures 4.1 and 4.2 provide an example of the type of unmerical results that 

may be obtained from our method. The input parameters for the system are those 

used by van Arem [1990] to model voice traffic on a slotted ring. Figure 4.1 shows 

the complementary occupancy distribution function for several values of R, which 

represents the number of slots, with the number of users. V. fixed at 18. van Arem 

[1990] did not present distributions, and the largest example therein is for N = 10. 

Thus, we could not compare our results for a model of this size. Figure 4.2 shows the 

complementary delay distribution for several values of R. 

In addition to the results shown in Figures 4.1 and 4.2. we ran all numerical ex- 

amples presented by van Arem, and the results are presented in Tables 4.1 and 4.2. 

Furthermore, we present in Table 4.3 the mean values for van Arem/’s representative 

voice traffic model with 22 phases for several feasible values of R. In all these tables, 

the traffic intensity or utilization is given by E[a|/R. the mean occupancy is computed 
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from F4(1), the absolute error which measures the degree to which the resulting prob- 

abilities sum to unity is obtained by |1.0—F,(1)| and the mean delay is calculated from 

Little’s result. From the tables, it is readilv seen that our techniques yield extremely 

accurate results. 

4.9 Conclusions 

We demonstrated in this chapter the feasibility of our approach through the so- 

lution of a special but nontrivial subclass of the class of queueing systems we have in 

mind, namely, the BMAP/D/R queueing system. In particular. we address the sub- 

class in which there is a one-to-one correspondence between the number of arrivals 

during a slot and the state of the Markov chain governing the arrival process. We 

obtained both the occupancy distribution and the mean occupancy for this model 

for which, to the best of our knowledge, only mean values have been presented im 

the literature to date. In addition, while we have not exhausted our capabilities. we 

analyzed systems having as many as up to 22 phases and 20 servers while the best 

techniques to date seem to have failed with more than 7 phases. Extension to obtain- 

ing mean delay and delay distribution is also investigated, and numerical results are 

obtained. 
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Table 4.1. 

Mean occupancy, mean delay and absolute error for van Arem’s representative traffic 

with 6 sources for all feasible values of R. 

  

  

  

  

R Utilization % Mean Occupancy Mean Delay Absolute Error 

3 69.2 2.719264e4+1 1.309275e+1 6.055269e-17 
4 01.9 3.957621e+0 1.905521e+0 5.442695e-17 
3 41.6 2.162381e+0 1.041147e+0 9.595189e-18 
6 34.6 2.076923e+0 1.000000e+-0 

Table 4.2. 

Mean occupancy, mean delay and absolute error for van Arem’s nice traffic 

a 
S
O
W
A
 
D
o
 

Utilization % 

with 10 sources for all feasible values of R. 

Mean Occupancy Mean Delay Absolute Error 

93.8 
79.0 
62.5 
53.6 
46.9 
41.7 
37.9 

9.316806e+1 
9.782579e+0 
4.583619e+0 
3.849530e+0 
3.758128e+0 
3.790328e+0 
3.750000e+-0 

2.484482e+-1 
2.608688e+0 
1.222298e+0 
1.026541e+0 
1.002167e+0 
1.000087e+0 
1.000000e+0 

1.375148e-15 
3.127923e-17 
1.149254e-17 
5.377643e-17 
1.084202e-19 
1.734723e-17 | 

  

  

  

Table 4.3. 

Mean occupancy, mean delay and absolute error for van Arem’s representative traffic 

R 

10 
12 
14 
16 
18 
20 
2? 

with 22 sources for selected values of R. 

Utilization % 

95.2 
16.2 
63.5 
04.4 
47.6 
42.3 
38.1 
34.6 

Mean Occupancy 

9.979745e+-2 
2.735915e+1 
8.910448e+0 
7.673494e+0 
7.616792e+0 
7.615399e+0 
1.615385e+0 
7.615385e+0 

Mean Delay 

7.89219e+1 
3.992616e+0 
1.615385e+0 
1.007631e+0 
1.000185e+0 
1.000002e+0 
1.000000e+0 
1.000000e+0 

Absolute Error 

2.442436e-15 
1.436026e-16 
3.014082e-17 
3.66677 2e-16 
2.059984e-17 
1.105886e-17 
2.688821e-17 

  
 



CHAPTER 5 

A PACKETIZED VOICE COMMUNICATIONS MODEL 

WITH LINE SPEED CONVERSION 

5.1 Introduction 

In this chapter, we will extend our methodology developed in Chapter 4 to the 

analysis of a more complicated communications model. Specifically, while in the 

model of Chapter 4 each source alternates between active and idle periods, and each 

source generates one packet each time slot during an active period, in the model of 

this chapter each source generates one packet every, say, T slots of time during an 

active period. We present a numerically stable solution method based on classical 

eigenvalue/eigenvector techniques that yields both moments and distributions for the 

aforementioned equilibrium queueing process. 

The bursty characteristics of the input streams arriving at the multiplexers of 

asynchronous digital communications systems are well noted in the literature. Yet 

another salient feature is quite often ignored; it is not unusual that the input lines 

of the multiplexers have a speed lower than the ouput chunk, thus creating bursts of 

packet arrivals that are periodic in nature. In this chapter, we will investigate the 

behavior of a class of queueing models that exhibit the distinct charateristics of this 

sort. 

It is noted in Rickard [1972] that a buffered data network has the capability of 

providing speed conversion in addition to reducing bandwidth requirements and ac- 

cepting messages quickly. Unfortunately, Rickard does not elaborate on this special 

feature of the buffered data network. Eckberg [1979] presents an algorithm for com- 

puting the delay distribution of a single server queue whose arrival process is the 

supperposition of a finite number of independent. equivalent deterministic streams 

of equally spaced packets of fixed message lengths. Eckberg’s models does not take 

account of the burstiness of the arrival streams. nor the randomness of the messages 

lengths. 

A similar model is considered in Roberts and Virtamo [1991]. In that paper, a 

closed form expression for the queue length distribution for cases where all streams 

have the same period is derived. and upper and lower bounds for cases where the 

periods are different are obtained. Robert and Virtamo’s model considers bursts of 
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periodic streams of packets or cells. Specifically, they consider a single server queue 

handling N sources, each transmitting one cell every D units of time, and the N cell 

arrival epochs are independently and uniformly distributed in an interval [t — D.1). 

Descloux [1991] describes a more sophisticated model of a multiserver queue in 

which the cells of a given burst arrive over randomly spaced time slots, the leading 

cells arrive according to a discretized Poisson process, and the number of cells in a 

given burst has a modified geometric distribution. Descloux presents results in the 

form of graphs which show cell loss probabilities and some queue length averages in 

terms of average burst sizes and average spacings. Recently, Landry and Stavrakakis 

[1994a. b] studied the queueing behavior of a finite-capacity multiplexer with periodic 

Markovian sources. They present numerical results for both queue length distribution 

and packet loss distribution. 

Our present investigation considers an infinite-capacity multiserver discrete time 

queue in which N sources generate bursts of cells which arrive periodically during 

active periods. However, the length of the idle period in units of time and the number 

of cells in a burst are geometrically distributed with parametes (1 — 8) and (1 — a) 

respectively. We capture both burstiness of the arrival streams and the randomness 

of the message lengths in a finite state Markov chain. We derive expressions for both 

distributions and averages for queue length and delay. 

The organization of the remainder of this chapter is now described. In Section 

2, we formalize the model and provide the general framework for the resolution of 

occupancy distribution. The PGF will be specified in Section 3, the zeros of the 

denominator of the PGF will be specified in terms of the eigenvalues of a matrix in 

Section 4, and the resolution of the unknown probabilities, using both eigenvalues 

and eigenvectors of the previously mentioned matrix, will be addressed in Section 5. 

Inversion of the PGF, again using eigenvalues and eigenvectors of the same matrix. 

will be addressed in Section 6. In Section 7, we formulate the equations for obtaining 

the delay distribution. In Section 8, we present some numerical results. Our example 

demonstrates the potential of our eigenanalysis approach by showing that we can 

reproduce both mean statistics and distributions. In section 9, we draw conclusions. 

5.2 The Queueing Model 

For the remainder of this chapter, we shall refer to the entities that are multiplexed 

as packets and the state of the Markov chain described in the previous section as the 

phase. A time slot will be thought of as representing the amount. of time to transmit 
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a frame. Thus. the state of the system at the end of the j-th time slot, which we 

shall refer to as time j, will be given by the poimt (n,m) where the first component 

specifies the number of packets in the system and the second component specifies 

the phase, both quantities being observed at the end of a slot. Thus, the process 

is a vector, discrete valued, discrete parameter Markov chain on the state space 
N+T 

N 
{(n.m),n > 0.1 <m <M}, where M = ( 

arrival process, NV is the number of sources generating packets and there are T + 1 

) is the total number of phases in the 

states in each individual source’s phase process. Let ”(j) and m(j) denote the number 

of packets in the system and the state of the phase process, respectively, at the end 

of the j-th time slot, the evolution of the queueing system can be described by 

Mj +1) = (AG) — RF + a5 +1), 

where (-)t = max {-.0}, and a(j +1) is the number of packets that arrive in the half 

open interval (7.7 + 1]. Let 

On,m(j) = P{i(j) =n, mg) = mh. (1) 

Also. define ¢,(j) to be the row vector of probabilities such that the number of packets 

in the system is n at time j. That is, 

Pn(J) = [daaly) onalj) et on,M(3)| : (2) 

With regard to the phase process, define P to be the one step state transition 

probability matrix. That is, define 

Pik = P{m(j +1) = klm(y) = 7}. 

Then 
Pi P12 “7+ DIM 

Pay ht Pe My (3) 
PM1 PM2 °°: PMM 

Now, there is a random number of packet arrivals to the system during any slot. 

and this random number is dependent upon the phase of the system. Therefore, let 

am. dependent of j;, denote the number of arrivals to the system during a slot in 

which the phase process is in state m, 1<m< M. In addition, let Pj; = P{am = i}. 

and let 

= diag (Pj. P2i.--+, Pai). (4) 
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This system is readily analyzed in a manner analogous to the ordinary M/D/R 

system. In particular, in order that the system have. sav, n packets at the end of the 

(j +1)-st time slot, there must have been ¢ packets. 0 <7 < n+ R. present at the end 

of the j-th time slot and n— (i — R)t arrivals during slot ; +1. Thus. 

n+R 

énlJ +1) =} oi /)PPa—ci-nyt- (5) 
i=0 

This expression can be rewritten in the matrix form $(j + 1) = 6(j)P. where 

O(j)=[4o(j) O17) onl) oalf) ee). 

and 
PPo PP, PP. PP; 

PP) PP, PP, PP, 

PP, PP, PP, PP, 
0 PP) PP, PP; 
0 OO PR PR: + 

| ° 0 0 PP, --- | 

0 oOo oO 9 

p= 

where the first row of the matrix is repeated R times if there is a capacity of R packets 

per slot. 

Thus, we see that for the special case of R = 1. the queueing system under dis- 

cussion satisfies the M/G/1 paradigm of Ramaswami [1980] which, as we have pointed 

out, has been analyzed extensively in Lucantoni [1991] and the references therein. 

For general values of R, methodology analogous to that of the single server case has 

been presented in Neuts [1981b]. Neuts’s approach is to simply create larger blocks 

by grouping together 2 rows and columns of blocks of the matrix P. The overall size 

of the blocks is then (M x R) x (M x R). but the new block structure is identical to 

that of the ordinary M/G/1 system. 

We shall first specify the probability generating function (PGF) for the joint 

phase, occupancy probability masses in a manner analogous to the analysis of the 

ordinary M/G/1 system. Although the analysis is straightforward. we include inter- 

mediate steps in order to discuss the notation needed later in a natural way. The 

resulting PGF will be specified in terms of a matrix of unknown probabilities. which 

will. in turn, be resolved by formulating a linear svstem of equations based on the 

zeros of the denominator of the PGF. 
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3.3 The Probability Generating Function 

We define 
x 

Glz,j)= >) ="on(J). (6) 
n=l 

Then upon substitution of (6) into (5), we find after a little algebra that 

R-1 R4+i-! 

Gzj+I= [So oG)t+27" Gej)- So ods) | PFale). (7) 
1=0 1=0 

where F;(z) is the diagonal matrix of PGFs representing the distributions of the 

number of arrivals during a slot in which the system is in phase m.1<m <M. That 

iS, 

Fi, (2) = ) 0 2'P{am =i} 
2=0 

and 

Fa(z) = diag ( Fa,(2),Fas(2),-+-. Fan (2) - (8) 

Upon taking limits in (7) as j — 00, we find 

R-1 R+i-1 

G(z) = So git278 G(z) — 3 Pi | pre. (Y) 
i=0 i=0 

where 

G(z) = lim G(z, 3), 

and where we have assumed that the implied limits exist (see Hunter [1983] for exis- 

tence conditions). Upon solving (9), we find 

R-! 

G(z) [2*I — PFy(z)] = S-(2" — =!)o;PFa(=). (10) 
7=0 

By letting B(z) =[z®-1 <z*-: - z€_2R-') and @=[of of --» oh, )". we 

may readily rewrite (10) as 

G(z) [2"1 — PF;(2)| = B(z)®PF;(=). (11) 

Thus. 

G(z) } B(=)®PF,(=)adj [2" I — PF; (2)). (12) 
~ det [2&1 — PF; (z)| 

where we note that B(z) is a row vector of dunension R and @ is a matrix of dimension 

Rx Mf and we have used the fact that 47! = (1/det Ajadj A. 
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Upon postmultiplication of both sides of (11) by e which, as usual, denotes the column 

vector in which each element is unity. we find that the probability generating function 

for the marginal occupancy distribution is given by 

1 
= —______ 6 ~(z)adj fz? 7 — a(z)je. = det (RT — PR) era) dj [2" I~ PF;(z)le (13) Fa(z) = G(=)e 

Equation (12) is a vector-valued version of equation (5.16) of Hayes [1986], which 

gives the probability generating function for the queue length distribution in a time 

division multiplexing system. Analogous to the scalar case in which there are R 

unknown probabilities, the matrix ® is a vector of R row vectors of dimension M/ 

of unknown probabilities. amounting to R x M unknown probabilities in the present 

case. For the general case. this vector of unknown coefficients can, in principle, be 

determined by formulating and solving a linear system of equations which result from 

the fact that F(z) is a PGF. and is therefore, bounded inside and on the unit. circle 

of the complex plane (Hunter [1983]), and some other conditions. 

In the general case. formulation of the proper linear system of equations is diffi- 

cult. and alternate techniques are required. An algorithmic approach for computing 

the unknown vector in the BMAP case with R = 1 is provided in Lucantoni, Meier- 

Hellstern, and Neuts [1990] and Lucantoni [1991] and with arbitrary values of R in 

Neuts [1981b,1989]. Their algorithmic approach, which appears applicable to the cur- 

rent case with minor modification, requires the method of successive approximations 

and its computational complexity is not polynomially bounded. In addition, once 

the unknown probabilities are known, the transform equation still must be inverted. 

Inversion methods developed to date, even for the case R = 1 require iterative compu- 

tation of the unknown probabilities, thus leading to increasing roundoff error as the 

number of probabilities needed is increased. 

In the next three sections, we first address the problem of finding the null values 

of the matrix [="I — PF;(=)]. We then address resolution of the unknown coefficient 

matrix. @, of (13), and next we address inversion of (13) to obtain the probability 

masses. 

¥.4 Eigenanalysis Approach to Determining the Required Null Values 

Define ;.0<7< N. to be the number of phases in which 7 packets arrive at the 

system. By a simple combination argument. 

w= (> et), 

Nt 
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and the total number of phases, M. in the arrival process equals to 7%, M;. In this 

section. we shall restrict our attention to the case in which P{a@,, = 7} =1for1<m <A 

for (=O and S312), My <m <P _y My for i > 1, and P{a,, =i} = 0 otherwise; where 4,, 

represents the number of arrivals during a time slot in which the phase is m. In this 

case, (8) becomes 

Fa(z) = diag (diag y,,(1), diagay, (2), --- ,diagy,(z”)), (14) 

where diag,(x) 1S an n x n diagonal matrix whose diagonal clements are all x. 

For this particular case. a total of 37\' M; unknown probability masses must. be 

determined in order to complete specification of the the probability generating func- 

tion for the queue occupancy. As previously pointed out, these unknown probability 

masses may be determined by forming a linear system of equations based on the 

null values of the matrix [:"7 —PF;,(=)] inside and on the unit circle of the complex 

plane. plus some other conditions. In this section, we demonstrate that these null 

values may be obtained by formulating the problem as an eigenvalue problem. In 

addition to obtaining the null values, we also obtain the null vectors which will also 

be instrumental in forming the required linear system of equations. 

For the general case. let 

A(z) = 2? I — PF;(2). (15) 

Then. for the case under consideration, we find that 

A(z) = 2"I — Pdiag (diag y,,(1), diagy,(z),---,diagyy, (2%)). (16) 

Now, A(z) can be factored into the form 

A(z) = Az(z)Ac(z)Ar(z), (17) 

where 

An(z) = diag (Uaga,(1)  diagy,(z) ++: diag yn u;(2)), (18) 

Ni 

Ac(=) = D> Ais, (19) 
7=0 

and 

A,(=) = diag (=;), (20) 

Where :,.¢ = 1.2.---./. are powered terms of z with nonnegative powers less than or 

equal to max{R.N — R}. The definitions of Vv, and A;. 7 = 0,1,---,N,, follow directly 

from (16)-(20). 
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Now, suppose that 

z*€ Z = {z\det A(z) = 0}, 

and that *(z*) is a null vector of A(z) corresponding to the null value z* of A(z). 

Then, 

Ar(z*)Ac(2" )Ar(z* )yp*(2") = 0. (23) 

For z* £0, define u(z*) = Ar(z*)y*(z*). We then find 

Ac(2*)p(2*) = 0. (24) 

Thus, for z* #4 0, we may determine 7*(z*) by first finding #(z*), the null vector of Ac(z) 

corresponding to the null value z* of Ac(z). and then premultiplying by Ar(z*)7, 

where it is obvious that the required inverse exists since all null values of Ap(z) are 

equal to zero; that is,det Ag(z) = 0 if and only if z =0. 

In order to find the null vectors of Ac(z). we shall convert the set of equations 

Ac(z)P(z) = 0 into a larger set of equations of the form 

[Co _ 2C,|X(z) = 0. (25) 

where C, and C, are square scalar matrices and X(z) is a column vector conforming 

to the dimensions of Cy) and C,. The null values of Ac(z) will then be the same as the 

null values of [Cy — zC,] and the null vectors of Ac(z) will be obtained by partitioning 

the null vectors of [Cy — zC,]. Provided that Cy! exists, the null values of [Cp — zC,] 

are simply the inverses of the eigenvalues of the matrix Cy'C,, and the null vectors of 

Ac(z) are simply the corresponding eigenvectors of C;'C,. Alternate procedures are 

readily specified for the case in which C;' does not exist. 

Let J; be a square matrix formed by removing some rows and columns from the 

M-square identity matrix, we first define J;, 1 <i< N, —1, to be the transformation 

matrices obtained by eliminating some of the redundant elements from z'y(z), 1 <i < 

N, —1. With the above definitions, we now define 

hy{ ~ yf -- 
ae r 0 0: 0 0 ie} 

x. ( , 0 0: 0 0 x. (: 
Y(zy=] =|0 <=h 0 0 0 “ee (26) 

Xy,-1(2) a . Xy,-1(2) Ne 0 0 O «- sty,-1 0 Nt 
Xx, (2) Neel Xv, (¢) 

00



Based on the above definitions, it is then readily verified that 

Ao 0 0 = 0 O 
0 © 0 -- 0 0 

Com] OO 2 20 
0 0 0 r 0 
0 0 0 0 I 

and - - - 
-A; -A, As —Ay,-1 ~An, 

ih 0 0 0 0 

Ga 0B! ys (28) 
0 0 O =. 6 0 
0 0 Oe Enya 0 

where 
1-1 

Aj=Ai[[1;" for 251 <1, (29) 
j=l 

and the superscript T denotes the transpose operator. We note that the dimension 

of the matrices Cy and C; is K. Upon comparing the definitions of Cy and Ao, it is 

readily verified that Co is nonsingular if and only if A, is nonsingular. 

We offer the following proposition by the matrix generalization of Rouché’s the- 

orem (de Smit [1983]): 

Proposition (5.1): The matrix A(z) has 

(i) M x R—1 null values inside the unit circle of the complex plane, 

(ii) at most >%5'(R-i)M;—1 non-zero null values inside the unit circle of the complex 

plane, 

(iii) a null value of one with multiplicity exactly one, 

(iv) at most 7. 2,,(i—- R)M; finite null values outside the unit circle of the complex 

plane. 

As mentioned above, the null vectors and null values of [Cy — zC;] are readily 

obtained from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C)'C,, which may be obtained by 

using standard library routines. Let 

cES= {o|det [ol —~Cy'C] = 0} . 
! 4 

denote an eigenvalue of Cy'C,, and W(c) its corresponding eigenvector. Also, let 

SOE) = {fo €S.\o|€[0,1)} and S*) = {a ES. |o| € (1,00)}. 
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Then, as we have observed above, the null values of [Co — zC,] are given by 2@}) u 

Z{l.co)utoo} Ly {1}. where 

ZO — {2 =1/folo€ sinc} and = Z{1c0)U{oo} {2 =l1folo€ sion} . 

Additionally, 

X(z)=W(o) for z € ZOV) y Zou} y {1}. 

Noting the latter, we shall use X(z), W(c), and X(c) and y(z) and #(c) interchangeably 

throughout the remainder of this chapter. 

5.5 Resolution of the Unknown Probabilities 

As we pointed out in the previous section, the probability generating function 

for the queue occupancy has a total of 37;' M; unknown probabilities. We shall use 

the null values and null vectors determined in the previous section, plus some other 

conditions, to form a linear system of equations from which to determine the unknown 

probabilities. 

For continuity, we repeat. (11): 

G(z)[ 28 I — PF,(z)| = B(z)®PF;(z). (11) 

By substituting A;(z)Ac(z)Ar(z) for [z®I — PF,(z)] into (11) and solving for G(z), we 

find 

G(z) = B(z)®PF,(z)AR (z)AG! (z) Az (2). (32) 

Since Ar(z) Ax(z) are diagonal, their inverses are trivially obtained. The inverse of 

Ac(z) is more difficult to obtain. 

Let K', with K' < K, be the number of distinct eigenvalues and o;, 1 <i < kK’, de- 

note an ordering of the eigenvalues of C)'C,. With o; = 1/z; and W =[W'(o,) W'(o2) 

W'(o',)], Where W'(o;). 1 <i < K', are rectangular matrices whose columns are 

the principal vectors (see, for example, Golub and Wilkinson [1976] for the definition 

of principal vectors) associated with the eigenvalues o;, 1 < i < K’', respectively, we 

readily find that 

WJ =C)'CiW, (33) 

where J is the Jordan canonical form of Cy'C,. That is 

J=diag(J(o,) J(o2) --- J(on)),



and J(o;) is the Jordan block associated with the eigenvalue o;. 

It can easily be shown that Az'(=) is equal to the upper left M-square submatrix 

of (Cy —=C,)~'. A closed form expression in terms of the eigenvalues and the principal 

vectors of Cj'C, for (Co — =C,)~! is provided in Gohberg [1982]. Gohberg’s solution, 

however, requires the inversion of another polynomial matrix, and therefore is not 

suitable for numerical computation. In this chapter, we will present a numerical 

approach to finding the inverse of Ac(z). 

In our numerical examples. we have found that all eigenvalues of Cy) 'C,; except 

that at 0 have multiplicities of 1: we will make this assumption in the remainder of 

this chapter and obtain the inverse of Ac(z) by meaus of the partial fraction method. 

Define h to be the index of the eigenvalue at 0, that is, h is the dimension of the 

largest elementary Jordan block in J(0). Using the fact that det Ag = det (Co — zC,), we 

find by partial fraction 

1 

1— 20; 

h-} 

Agi (2) = (1/det Ac(2))adj Ac(z) = S> Diz S| 
i=0 { jlo; E50) } 

  E;, (36) 

where D;, 0 <i < h, and E; for {j|o; € S™~)}} are M-square matrices of constant 

elements. Define F; = D; + D{jlej;eso.r} Ejo, for 0 <i <h. We obtain 

h-1 
_ ; 1 

Agi(z) = > Fiz + 3 Ejopz". (37) 
é 1 —z0; 
i=0 {jlo; Esc) } 

  

It can easily be shown that F, = Aj'. F = -ASHS '_, A:F.-.) for 0 <i <h, and the 

columns of E,; for {jlo; ¢ S@-~)} are multiples of v(c;) and hence can be represented 

by v(o,)é7, where € for {j|o; € S@-~)} are row vectors of dimension M. The elements 

of € can be obtained by first finding the corresponding E; matrix and then dividing 

one clement in each column of E; by the corresponding element in p(c;). The matrix 

principal part E; is obtained by multiplying (1 — jz) to Ag'(z) and taking limits as 

z— 1/o;. A numerical technique for computing E; is discussed in Daigle [1991] for 

distinct null values (also see illustrative problem 5.3 in Brogan [1982]). 

Upon substitution of (37) into (32) and replacement of E; by ¥(o,;)é’, we find 

h-t 
1 . 

Filz)=Gsje=BOPFAAW (| OR + PQ eta elote" | ap oe. 
= { jlo, ES'° ~it 

 



Since Fa(<) is bounded within the unit circle, we readily see that 

0 = B(z,)®PFa(z)AR (zib(zieiotz* Apie 

= B(z;)®PFa(zi)Ap (zio(zi) for 2, € ZO, (39) 

where we have used the fact that ¥(z;) = (0;) for o; = 1/2, z=. € Z©*. But, since 

(2? I — PFa(z:)| Ap’ (zb(zi) = 0 

it follows that 2? Ag! (z:)b(z:) = PFa(z)AR'(zi)¥(z:) so that (39) becomes 

0 = B(z,)BAR(zs)O(zi) for 2; € ZO”), (40) 

Upon substitution of the definitions of B(z;)and @, (40) becomes 

0= Yet — 2?) yt Bieve(z;) for z26€ Zod) (41) 

£=0 2 

Since there are at most 3>*,'(R —i)M; —1 elements of Z®), at least one additional 

equation is required to completely specify the unknown probabilities. 

An additional equation is based on the null value of A(z) at z = 1. Differentiating 

both sides of (11) yields 

G'(z) [z®I — PFa(z)] + G(z) [Re® 1 — PFi(z)]. = B'(z)®PF;(z) + B(z)OPFi4(z). 

Upon postmultiplying both sides of the above equations by e and taking limits as 

z—1, we find 

R-G(1)Fi(1)e = B'(1)6e, (42) 

where we have used the fact that #;(1) is an identity matrix so that F;(1)e = e and 

that G(1) is the stationary probability vector for P so that G(1)P = G(1) and G(1)e = 1. 

Again, since G(1) is the stationary probability vector for P, the quantity G(1)Fi(1)e 

represents the overall average number of arrivals per slot in stochastic equilibrium. 

We therefore define 

Ela] = G)F;Z(1)e. 

Finally, by substituting the appropriate definitions for B(z) and @ into (42). we have 

R-1 z 

R- Ela] = So (R-1) S° 4. (43) 
i=0 j=0 
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This last equation then completes the specification of at most )/)'(R-i)M; linear 

equations that are needed to solve for the unknown probabilities in the occupancy 

distribution probability generating function. 

In cases where the total number of equations obtained from Z‘") U {1} is less 

than 3>%7'(R —7)Mj, additional equations are required. We note from the structure 

of P that gn. = 0 for {(n,m)|0 <n < Nand yp, Me <m < N}. A linear expression of 

énm in terms of the unknown 3>%,'(R—i)M; probability masses can be obtained from 

(38). By equating the linear expressions Of dnm for {(n,m)|R <n < Nand Yvi_y Me < 

m < N} to 0, we can obtain 37% p,,(i— R)M; additional equations. By adding these 

Yai — 8)M; additional equations to the set of equations obtained above, we have 

more equations than unknown probability masses. Redundant equations are then 

eliminated by means of row reduction or other computation procedures (see Brogan 

[1982]). 

Let us represent PF3(z)AjR'(z (Die iz + ble; ES(0,0°)} Toz0; pee Wz) op2 zh) Az'(z) by 

a matrix polynomial )>*, Giz', where G;, i > 0, are M-square matrices. We can rewrite 

G(z) as follows 
R-1 R-1 oO 

— ), biz! + (D> 6;)2" x ci!) 

i=0 j=0 i=0 4 

where we have substituted \- es) dizi + (oe 0 ds )z R for B(z)®. 

Now, ¢n is the coefficient of the z" term in G(z). For n> R, we have 

R-1 

= S| $:(Gn—r — Gn-i)- 
7=0 

Let G” be the m-th column of G;, we find 

R-1 

Pn,m = 2, @i(G7 nh. - Gy i): 

By equating ¢,,m for {(n,m)|R <n < Nand >7j7_) Mz < m < N} to 0, we obtain a set 

of Se 24 4(¢ — R)M; additional linear equations in terms of the unknown probability 

masses. 

5.6 Inversion of the Probability Generating Function 

The expression for the probability generating function for the occupancy distri- 

bution was presented im (38). In this section, we invert the probability generating 

function to obtain the occupancy probabilities. We rewrite (38). 

oD



  wz Jéatz" | Ap \(zje. (38) 
~ , 

wd 

Fa(z) = B(z)®PFi(z)Aqi(z) 5 Fizt + » 
7=0 { jlo; €S(%)} 

A more convenient form for (38) may be obtained by recognizing that B(z)@P 

Fa(z)ARi(2) (iad Fiz!) Az '(z)e and B(z)®PFa(2)AR'(2) (Xpyjoes00o0} Toa PEE oh") 
Ajy'(z)e are simply polynomials. If we let b9(z) represent B(z)®PF;(z)AR (z) (ois Fiz’) 

Az(z)e and 6,(z) represent B(2)®PFa(VARM2)(S ies} i Ble )Gotet) Ap (ze. 

then we find 

  l F Fi(z)=b(z)+ lca, bz). (45) 
{ilopE sto.) } 

If we denote the coefficient of 2? in };(z) by 6;;. we find 

N+h 

bi(z) = DY biz’ for filo; € SO}. (46) 
j=90 

To facilitate further discussion, we expand (45) according to the location of the 

elements of S as follows: 

    Fa(z) = bo(z) + S- i I bz) + S- I b:(z). (47) 

{iJosest.-0)} ‘ {iJo;es()} ad 

Now, since F;(z) contains no singularities in the unit disc of the complex plane, (1—¢;z) 

is a factor of 6;(z) for o; € S!'-). Therefore, 

  
1 

» 1-20; b;(z) = S- vilz), (48) 

{ilo Eslt.co)} {ijo;est.o)} 

where 

b; 
vi(z) = 1 a for {ilo; € SIN}, (49) 

and 4;(z) is a polynomial of order N +A —1. Finally. 

» 1 a bi(2) = De qi(z) + 20" De 1 a (50) 
{ilo,Ees(oi} {iJo,es.} {ijoresio} 

    

where again 7;(z) 1s a polynomial of order N +h —1. and 

ri = aNt*b(a7!). (51) 
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If we write 
N+h-1 / 

Wi(z) = Ss” Vij2?s (52) 
j=9 

it. is readily seen that 
j fk 

¥ij =D bina], (53) 
k=0 

and 
N+h 

r= \, bya Nth*, (54) 
k=0 

Upon substitution of (48)-(54) into (47), we find 

N+h-1 J N+h l 
5 : ; \ : j—k N+kh ) ) N+h—-k 

Fa(z) = zI bo; + S > bina? +2 th bind; + loos 

> 
— rm 

j=0 { fo, ES(0.00)} k=O {iJo,Es.0} k=O ' 

(55) 

The occupancy probabilities, P{m = n} are now easily obtained from (55) by simply 

taking the coefficient of z". We find 

bon + Df iJorEst0.co)} oe k=0 bor * forn<N+h 

Pin = nt = N NV . (56) 

Defies} oN bof t * forn>N+h. 

This concludes our specification of the occupancy probability masses. A procedure 

to obtain the joint phase-occupancy probability masses could have been similarly 

specified. The primary difference in the approach is that all operations would have 

been performed without postmultiplication by e with the result that the 5,(z) and 

+:(z) would have been vectors of polynomials rather than scalar polynomials. 

The mean occupancy can be obtained by differentiating (55) and taking limits as 

> 1. that is E[a] = F4(1). 

o.¢ Computation of the Delay Distribution 

Once the occupancy probabilities are found, computation of the delay mass prob- 

abilities is straightforward. Define 4, to be the N +1 order row vector whose m-th 

element is the stationary joint probability such that the number of packets in the 

system is n and the phase process is in state m, and a, = PPxe to be the N +1 order 

column vector whose m-th clement is the transition probability such that the number 

of arrivals in the (j +1)-st time slot is k. given the phase process at the end of the j-th 

time slot ism. The expected number of arrivals which are delaved for d units of time 

or



is then given by 

R min {dR,N} N 

E[a, d| = }* dn ag(k —(d —1)R) + >, a,R| for d=1. (57) 
n=0 k=(d—1)R+1 k=min {dR,N}41 

  

dR-1\ dR—n N 

E[a, d] = RHS(57) + S- On | S> agk + S- ap(dR — n) 

k= I 

  

n=(d—1)R+1 kKa=dR-n41 

(d-1)R min {dR—-n,N} N 

E[a,d| =RHS(58)+ D> dn| 5S ag(k +n —(d—1)R) + SS ark 
n=R+1 k=(d—1)R—-n+1 kK=min {dR-—n,N}+1 

for d> 3, (59) 

where RHS(i) represent the right hand side of equation (1). 

Let d denote the time of delay, the delay probabilities are readily obtained by 

Ela, d] 
Ela| 
  P{d=d}= for d= 1,2.3.---. (60) 

Here E[a] is the expected number of arrivals given by 

N 

E{a] = > vt . 
k= 1 

where v is the row vector of stationary phase probabilities obtained from vP = v, and 

ve = 1. 

The mean delay can be computed using Little’s result 

Eld| = at (61) 

or directly from the delay probability masses 

oo d 

i =1+ 90 (1D Pti=a), (62) 
d=] 1=] 

The extra 1 unit of delay on the right hand side of (62) comes from the fact that 

newly arrived packets must. wait for the departing packets to be cleared before they 

can be processed. 

9.8 Numerical Examples 

In this section, we present numerical examples of stationary distributions and 

mean values for occupancy and delay. In particular. there is a finite mumber. V. of 
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identical sources, and each source generates a packet every T units of time during 

active periods. The lengths of messages in units of packets are geometrically dis- 

tributed with parameter (1 — a) and the lengths of idle periods in units of time are 

geometrically distributed with parameter (1 — 8). That is, each input source evolves 

in accordance with the T +1 state Markov chain 

B 1-~, O 0 0 -- O 0 

0 0 1 0 Q --- Q 0 

0 0 0 1 QO --. Q 0 

0 0 0 0 QO --- OQ 1 

1l—a a 0 0 O --- O 0 

The expected length of a message is then given by (1 — a)~! and the expected length 

of an idle period by (1 — 8)7!. 

Denote the expected length of a message and the expected length of an idle 

period by Ef and EP respectively, and the traffic intensity by ». From the theory of 

alternating renewal process (Ross [1983, 85]), we obtain the traffic intensity by 

Tx EM N 

P~TXEM+EP TXR (63) 
  

We note that T x EM is the expected length of an active period. 

Denote a state of the aggregate phase process by m. A state of the aggregate phase 

process corresponds to a phase vector m = (mym2---mr4i), Where mz, 1<k <T +41, 

is the number of sources in state k of the individual phase process. Let i and k be 

respectively the from state and the to state in an aggregate phase transition, and i and 

k the corresponding phase vectors. The phase transition probabilities are then given 

by 

P{r(j + 1) = klin(j) = i} = 
min {ir41,k2} . . 

S- (7 ) ( ay ) a’(1 _ a)irtinn gi —katr(y _ ByRe-r, (64) 

r ko -—r 
r=(k2—1,)t 

for ky =ip-1.3<r <T 41, and 74) +i74) = ki + ky; and 0 otherwise. 

Figures 5.1 and 5.2 provides an example of the type of numerical results that may 

be obtained from our method. The input parameters for the system are T = 2, EM = 8, 

and p= 0.9. Figure 5.1 shows the complementary occupancy distribution function for 

several values of R, which represents the number of slots, with the number of users, NV. 

fixed at 8. Figure 5.2 shows the complementary delay distribution for several values 

of R.



In addition to the results shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2, we ran numerical examples 

for G users with the same values for T. EM and p. and the results are presented in 

Tables 5.1 and 5.2. Table 5.1 presents the mean values for 6 users and Table 5.2 

for 8 users. In all these tables, the traffic intensity or utilization is given by E[a|/R, 

the mean occupancy is computed from ¥:(1), the absolute error which measures the 

degree to which the resulting probabilities sum to unity 1s obtained by [1.0 — F,(1)|, 

and the mean delay is calculated from Little’s result. From the tables, it is readily 

seen that our techniques yield extremely accurate results. 

5.9 Conclusions 

We demonstrate in this chapter the feasibility of our approach through the so- 

lution of an important subclass of the class of queueing systems we have in mind, 

namely a R server queue with batch Markovian arrival process (BMAP). In particu- 

lar. we address the class of communications models in which packets are gernerated 

by each individual sources every T units of time during active periods. We obtain 

both distributions and mean values for occupancy and delay. Our methodology is 

computationally stable and yields extremely accurate results. 
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Table 5.1. 

Mean occupancy, mean delay and absolute error for a 1:2 speed-conversion multiplexer 

with 6 sources for several values of R. 

R Utilization % = Mean Occupancy Mean Delay Absolute Error 

  

  

  

1 90.0 2.6935 79e+1 2.99286le+1 7.041893¢-17 
2 90.0 8.010574e+0 4.450319e+0 3.8277 76e-16 
3 90.0 3.032765¢e+0 1.123246e+0 4.753330e-08 

Table 5.2. . 

Mean occupancy, mean delay and absolute error for a 1:2 speed-conversion multiplexer 

with 8 sources for several values of R. 

R Utilization % = Mean Occupancy Mean Delay — Absolute Error 

1 90.0 3.3574260e+1 3.(30474e+1 5.854692e-17 
2 90.0 1.510279ce+1 8.390437e+0 2.093260e-12 
3 90.0 6.029186¢+0 2.233032e+0 4.953675e-12 

  

  

 



CHAPTER 6 

ADDITIONAL MODELS 

6.1 Introduction 

The behavior of many physical systems is well modeled by a queueing system in 

which time is slotted, the distribution of the number of entitites that arrive during a 

slot. is dependent upon the evolution of a discrete time, discrete state Markov chain. 

and the number of entities that may be served during a slot is limited to some number. 

This new class of queueing models is known as queues of the M/G/R type, whereas 

the kind of arrival process mentioned above is known as the batch Markovian arrival 

process or BMAP (Lucantoni [1991]). In the previous two chapters, we developed 

a straightforward algebraic algorithmic methodology for analyzing the behavior of 

queueing systems of this sort, and presented detailed descriptions for obtaining certain 

important performance measures for two models of a very important subclass in 

the telecommunications area. In this chapter, we will demonstrate the versatility of 

our methodology by outlining the general approach for obtaining the performance 

measures of several additional queueing models. 

Reservoir or dam models are perhaps the earliest. class of queueing models that 

are amenable to analyses along the lines of queues of the M/G/R type. Lloyd [1963], 

in recognition of the limitations of the reservoir theory of independent and identically 

distributed inflows developed by Moran [1954], extends the theory by taking account 

of the serial correlation in the sequence of inflows. He approximates the structire 

of the correlated sequence by a Morkov chain with a finite number of states and 

works with a bivariate Markov process involving the joint distribution of levels aud 

inflows. Lloyd outlines the general form of the transition matrix for Markov inputs and 

Moran withdrawals. Odoom and Lloyd [1965] obtains the equilibrium probability of 

emptiness and the generating function of the distribution of levels for a semi-infinite 

reservoir subject to Markovian inputs and unit withdrawals. Ali Khan and Gani 

[1968] outline the time-dependent solution for the same models as in Odoom and 

Lloyd [1965] and show that their solution approaches that of Odoom and Lloyd at 

equilibrium. Finite dams with inputs forming a Markov chain is presented by Ali 

Ixhan [1970]. He derives the probabilities of first. emptiness before overflew and with 

overfow. An equation for the probability that the reservoir ever dries up before 
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overtiow and a time dependent. formula for the probability distribution of the dam 

content are also obtained. The probability generating function for the distribution of 

the time to first emptiness for semi-infinite storage systems with a Markov chain input 

aud unit outflow is obtained by Herbert [1975]. Herbert also considers the probability 

that the dam ever empties and computes the mean time to first emptiness. 

The two-state breakdown model presented in Towsley [1980] is an excellent exam- 

ple of those queueing models with non-deterministic servers to which our methodology 

can still be applied. In this paper. a statistical multuplexer which operates in a two 

state Markovian environment is analyzed and the resulting generating function for 

the equilibrium queue length distribution is obtained. The breakdown model is used 

to analyze a multiplexer with a head of the line fixed priority premptive queueing 

discipline. 

The meteor burst communications system suggested in Robert, Mitrani and King 

[1988] present another queueing model with intermittent service which is amenable to 

analysis by our methodology. The meteor burst communications system is a rather 

unusual communications system which makes use of the reflective power of the ion- 

ization layers in the earth’s atmosphere created by showers of meteors for the trans- 

iission of data. Robert, Mitran and King construct a probabilistic model with a 

two-dimensional Markov chain for obtaining the steady-state joint distribution of the 

number of packets awaiting transmission at a station and the remaining duration of 

the current operative or inoperative period. Chandramouli, Neuts and Ramaswami 

[1989] take account of different stages in transmission as well as data loss to construct 

a finite state Markov chain model for the analysis of the metor burst communications 

svstem. They analyze the model using the matrix analytical method (Neuts [1989] 

etc.) developed for the analysis of queues of the M/G/1 type. 

A queueing model with multiple Markovian arrival and service processes is con- 

sidered in Li [1990] as an extention to the analysis of a ATM multiplexer whose arrival 

process is the sum of a finite number of two-state Markov chains. A simple Kronecker 

product. technique is used to decompose the analysis of the queueing system into an 

evaluation of individual sources. 

The organization of this chapter is now described. In the next section, we will 

outline the approach to obtaining the probability generating function of occupancy 

for the general A1/G/R queue. In Section 3, we will describe in detail the procedures in 

constructing sets of linear equations for finding the unknown boundary probabilities 
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for the dain/storage model. the breakdown model of Towsley. and the meteor burst 

communications model. We also discuss an approach for finding the probability gen- 

erating function of occupancy for a queueing model with multiple Markovian arrival 

and service processes. In Section 4. we draw conclusions. 

6.2. The Approach 

In this section, we will outline an approach for obtaining the probability generat- 

ing function of occupancy for the general 14/G/R queue. 

Let *% and m denote, respectively. the number of entities in the system and the 

state of the phase process at equilibrium. and let 

\ Oa = P{i=nvm =m}. (1) 

Define ¢, to be the row vector of probabilities such that the number of entities in the 

system is n at equilibrium. That is. 

Gn = [Ona On2 crt On AE]. (2) 

where A is the number of phases in the phase process. 

Denote the one-step transition probability matrix by P. Then, at equilibrium, 

& = $P, where 

b=[(b0 ob ob: Os or oe], 

rT Boo Bou Bo» Boa ret 

Bio Bia By 2 By . “7 

Br-yo Briiys Breig Breia 4 

    
P=| Ao Ay Ay Ay 

0 Ao Ay cls 
0 0 Ay “ly 

0 0) 0) ly tetas 

| 0 0 0 0 ee eee | 

A;, for ¢ = 0,1,---, and B,;, for i = 0.1.---. j = 0.1.---. are Af-square matrices of 

probability masses. In detail, 6 = 6P can be rewritten in the form 

R-] JtR 

Oo; = S- 0; Bij + S- OAR. for 7 =O,1,---. (3) 
=0 =P 

Now. let G(2) = 3 Lyoet. Al) =D Ly Aye. and Bisi=2 X, Bix. Upon substi- 

tuting these expressions into (3). we have 

R-1 
Gz) [2"T —~ A(z) = S On, (2" Bas) — 2! ACs] . (4) 

« La .



where o,. for i =0,1,---.R—1, are vectors of unknown probabilities. 

The probability generating function of occupancy, F(z), is given by G(z)e, where 

e is the column vector in which each element. is unity. That is 

1 
Falz) = det [2®T — A()| 3 é; [z® Biz) — z'A(z)| adj [z"J — A(z)le. (5) 

Define the null values and vectors of a matrix, A(z), as the set of values and 

vectors, {z;} and {X,,}, such that A(z;)X,, = 0 with X,, nontrivial. The inverse of 

[2" 7 — A(z)], then, can be expressed in terms of its null values and vectors. In order 

to find the null values and vectors of [z*I— A(z)]. we decompose [z*I — A(z)| into 

three M-square polynomial matrices, that is [z*I— A(z)] = ArAcAr, where A; and 

Ar are respectively the products of some elementary matrices and diagonal matrices 

of z powers. In other words, A; and Ag together contain all the trivial null values of 

[-"7 — A(=)] whereas Ac: contains the rest. 

Let Z denote the set of null values of [2*I — A(z)|. That is, 

Z = {z|det [-"I — A(z)} =0}. 

Now. for 2* € Z, let ¥*(z*) be the null vector of [z"I — A(z)] corresponding to the 

null value z* so that 

A(z") Ac(z")Ar(2")p"(2") = 0. 

For :* #0, define ¢(2*) = Ap(z*)b*(z*). We then find 

Ac(2*)b(2*) = 0. (6) 

Since det [z®7 — A(z)| if and only if z = 0, once having determined #(z*), we may 

calculate &*(2*) = Ar(z*)7!v(2*) for 2* £0. 

In order to find the null vectors of Ac(z), we convert the set of equations Ac (z)¢(z) 

= 0 into a larger set of equations of the form 

[Co — 2C,|X(z) = 0, 

where Cy and C, are square scalar matrices and X(=) is a column vector conforming 

to the dimensions of Cy and C;. 

The null values of Ac(z) will then be the same as the null values of [Cg — zC,] and 

the null vectors of Ae-(z) will be obtained by partitioning the null vectors of [Cg — C4}. 

Provided that Cy! exists, the null values of [Cy — =C,] are simply the inverses of 
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the eigenvalues of the matrix Cy'C,, and the null vectors of Ac(z) are simply the 

corresponding eigenvectors of Cy'C). 

Denote Ac-f{z) = ae A,-'. Let Z, be a square matrix formed by removing some 

rows and columus from the Af-square identity matrix. we first define Z,,1<1< N,-1. 

to be the transformation matrices obtained by eliminating some of the redundant 

elements from z'u(z). 1<i< N, —1. With the above definitions. we now define 

  

uz h{z) 

: a 0 0 O87 Oe) Ye I) 0 O + OO 0 Kee | 
Miel= | ST ts] 0 sh 0: 0 0| _ | (7) 

Xv.) | a 7 | AN 31) | if 0 oO 0 sIy,-1 0 Me 
Vy, () : a Xy,(2) 

It is then readily verified that 

‘Ayn 0 0 +6 OOO 
0 Fo OO =. O QO 

Cape NT nS, (8) 
0 0 0 I 0 
0 oOo oO 0 I 

and _ _ _ _ 
[-A, -A, —-Azg +++ ~An,-1 ~—An, 
| fi, 0 0 0 0 

0 ly 0 0 0 
C= | ; ; a |? (9) 

| 9 0 0 -- 0 0 | 
LO 0 O +»  In,-1 0 

where 
il 

A, =A] 4" for 2<71<N,. 

j=l 

and the superscript T denotes the transpose operator. 

We note that the dimension of the matrices Cy and C, is AK. Upon comparing the 

definitions of Cy and Ay. it is readily verified that Co is nonsingular if and only if Ao 

Is NOnSINeUlar. 

As mentioned above, the null vectors and null values of [Cy — =C,] are readily 

obtained from the eigenvalues and eigenvectors of Cy'C;, which may be obtained by 

using standard library routines. Let 

aes= {aldet [ol — Cy Cy] = Q} . 

denote an cigenvalue of C7'C). and W(c) its correspondime cigenvector. Also, let 

SY’ a fa eSsa  ElO.jy} and SU™) = {a € Sila) € (1.x)}. 
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Then, as we have observed above. the null values of [Cy — =C:] are given by 209 u 

Z\.~)Ufoo} 1) {1}, where 

Zod) — |: =I1/olo€ sire} and Zit} = {= =lfola€ sieny. 

Additionally, 

X(z)=W(oc) for ze ZOU ZU wloo} yy (1), 

Let K', with A’ < AK, be the number of distinct eigenvalues and o;. 1 <i < A". de- 

note an ordering of the eigenvalues of Cy'C,. With o; = 1/2; and W=[Wo1)  W'(os) 

W'(o},)], where W'(o;), 1 <i < Kh’, are rectangular matrices whose columns are 

the principal vectors (see, for example, Golub and Wilkinson [1976] for the definition 

of principal vectors) associated with the eigenvalues o;,. 1 < i < Kk‘. respectively. we 

readily find that 

WJI=C)'CiW, (10) 

where J is the Jordan canonical form of Cy'C,. That is 

J =diag(J(o,) J(o2) --- J{on)), 

and J(o;) is the Jordan block associated with the eigenvalue o;. 

Tt can be easily shown that A;g'(z) is equal to the upper left. Af-square submatrix 

of (Cp —zC,)~. In practice, all eigenvalues of Cy'C; except that at 0 have multiplicities 

of 1; we will make this assumption in the remainder of this chapter and obtain the 

inverse of Ac(z) by means of the partial fraction method. 

Define h to be the index of the eigenvalue at 0, that is. A is the dimension of the 

largest elementary Jordan block in J(0). Using the fact that det 4¢-(2) = det (Cy — =C\). 

we find by partial fraction 

h-\ 
_ . 1 Ag'(z) = (1/det Ac(z))adj Ac(z) = )> Djz' + > ap. (11) 

i=0 {jla,ES~ 5} ~4 

  

where D;, 0 <i < Ah, and E; for jlo; © S:*) are M-square matrices of constant 

elements. 

Define F, = D; + Df jj es~} Ejo" for 0<i<h. We obtain 

h-l 

_ S 1 ) l hh 
Ani (=) = F.~ + j_-a. cyan (12?) 

m= { jla;Esoo~} J 
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It can easily be shown that Fy = Aj', Fi = ~As' (Shes A:Fi-r) for 0 <i <h, 

and that the columns of E; for {j|o; € S*)} are multiples of ¢(¢;) and hence can be 

represented by u(aj;j@. where & for {j|a; € SO} are row vectors of dimension M. The 

elements of €& can be obtained by first finding the corresponding E; matrix and then 

dividing one element in each column of E; by the corresponding element in 7(0;). The 

mnatrix principal part E; is obtamed by multiplying (1 — o;z) to (1/det Ac(z))adj Ac(z) 

and taking limits as z — 1/o;. A numerical technique for computing E; is discussed 

in Daigle [1991] for distinct null values. 

With the definftions above, equation (5) can be rewritten in the form 

R-1 

Faz) =) i [2" Bile) ~ ='A(=)] AR'(2) 

h—-1 1 _ 
x So Fiz + S> wz, eof 2" A; (z)e. (13) 

7=0 
1— 2:0; 

{ jlo; ESI} ? 

  

where F;(2) is the probability generating function for the occupancy distribution. The 

occupancy probabilities, P{r% =n}, n = 0,1,---, are now easily obtained by expanding 

(13) and using the coefficients of z:", n =0,1,---. 

We note that there are M x R unknown probabilities, that is ¢,,_ for 0<n< R-1 

and 1<m < AM. in (13). Some of these unknown probabilities are readily obtainable 

from (3). while others must be obtained through the resolution of a set of linear 

equations. In the remainder of this section, we will obtain some of the linear equations . 

using the null values and vectors of Ac(z). We will set up the rest of the set of linear 

equations for individual models in the next section. 

The probability generating function, F;(z), is bounded within the unit cirle of the 

complex plane. From (13), we readily see that 

~ { 1 

0; [=f Bi(ze) — 2, A(ze)| Ag (za) ven ofzfAze ° I 

iM
 

a 

0; [=f Bi(zn) — 2, A(2n)] AR (za)b(ee) for 2, € ZO”, (14) 
oO ? 

where we have used the fact that ¢(z,) = v(o;) for og =1/ze, z, € ZO". But, since 

[=e 2 — A(cx)] Ap! (caduze) = 0 

it follows that =f Ag! (ca )e(ze) = Ale )AR' (ze) (ze) 80 that (14) becomes 

R-1 
0= F O; [2 Bile) — opty] An (eK) O (<r) 

i=o 
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= So 6; [Bilzn) ~ iT] Agi (ce)elen) for zy € 2), (15) 

Equation (15) gives us at most Rx M—1 equations: the proof of this statement can 

be obtained from a matrix generalization of Rouché’s theorem (see de Smit [1983]). 

One additional equation can be obtained from the null value at z = 1. 

Differentiating both sides of (4) vields 

Gz) [2°21 — Alz)] + G(z) [Rz*'T — Al(z)] 
R-1 | R-1 | 

= > oj[R2"-' By 2) — 12! A(z)] + s- o[z" Biz) — 2'A'(z)). 
i=0 i=0 

Upon postmultiplying both sides of the above equations by e and taking limits 

as z= 3 1. we find 

R-1 R-1 

R-GA)A' De = 5 (R-‘de+ SY 6(Bi) - Ale, (16) 
=0 1=0 

where we have used the fact that A(1)e = e. B(lje = e and G(lje = 1. Again, since 

G(1) is the stationary probability vector for the phase process, the quantity G(1)A'(1)e 

represents the overall average number of arrivals per slot in stochastic equilibrium. 

We therefore define 

Ela] = G(1)A'(A)e. 

Finally, by substituting the definition of E[a] into (16), we have 

R-1 R~1 

R- Efa]= Yy(R-i)diet+ J $i[BM1) — A'()le. (17) 
= 1=0 

This last equation then completes the specification of at most Rx M linear equations 

for the resolution of the unknown probabilitieses in the probability generating function 

for the occupancy distribution. In general, the mumber of equations obtained from 

the null values and vectors of Ac is less than the number of unknown probabilities in 

Fx(z). Additional equations are obtained in Section 3. 

6.3. The Models 

In the previous section, we set up a linear system of equations for the resolution 

of the unknown probabilities for use in the probabbility generating function of the 

occupancy distribution using the fact that F,(¢r) is bounded within the unit circle 

of the complex plane. The mamber of equations thus obtained, however. is usually 
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less than the number of unknowns. In this section, we continue setting up additional 

equations for the resolution of the unknown probabilities using special relationships 

afforded by the algebraic structure of each specific model. 

6.3.1. Infinite Dam/Storage Model with Modulated Arrivals 

The dam is considered at equally spaced times and the amount of water removed 

per time slot is assumed to be constant at R units. The inflews into the dam form a 

M-state Markov chain {a(j),7 >1} with transition probability matrix P. That is 

Poo Pol “7 PON 

PayjPe py ONY, (18) 
PNO PNi ‘*** PNN 

where N = M —1 is the maximum amount of infl w into the dam per unit of time. 

and pix = P{a(j +1) = kla(j) = ¢}. 

The contents of the dam forms a stochastic process {n7(j),j > 0} by virtue of the 

relation 

mj +1) = (A(j) + 4G +1) — RY", 

where (-)+ = max{-,0}. The process {(#(j),a@(j3),7 > 0} is a vector, discrete valued. 

discrete parameter Markov chain on the state space {(n,m),n > 0,0 <m< N}. This 

system is readily analyzed in a manner analogous to the M/D/R paradigm. 

At stochastic equilibrium, let ¢n,m = P{i =n,a =m}. Define ¢, to be the row vec- 

tor of probabilities such that the amount of water in the dam is n units at equilibrium. 

That is, dn =[¢no ¢n,1 °*',¢n,n]- Also, define Ay, k =0,2,---,N, to be a M-square 

matrix whose elements are zeros except that its kth column is the kth column of P. 

That is 
0 --- O por 0 0 

Ags [PR (19) 
O --- O pre 0 0 

Then ¢ = ? and $e = 1, where 

B=[bo 6; 2 63 - «'], 

| peo Ap Arit Arto ARts + ce] 
R—1 
pao 4k SC AR = = ArR4i) «=AR+2 

Ag+ Aj Ag As Ay 

2 

a= Ag Ay Ay Ags 

0 Ao Ay A» 

0 0 Ao Ay 

0 0 0 Ao     0 0 0 Ov ee] 

-J
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and P is the one-step transition probability matrix. Upon substitution of appropriate 

definitions, the probability generating function of occupancy, F;(z), is then given by 

R—1 

Faz) = S° 6 [2" Biz) ~ ='A(z)] Ape) 

h-1 

x D, Fiz' + y, } bz )ors" | AL (z)e, (13) 
: 1 — <7; 
7=0 {jlo;Eese~} 

  

where Bj(z) = Dyzg Ak + OM, An-i4j2? for i= 0.1,---,R=-1. 

We notice from ? that the right-hand-side of (13) has a total of (1/2)R(3R + 1) 

unknown probabilitites. whereas [z*J — A(=)| can provide only (1/2)R(R + 1) linear 

equations from its null values z ¢ 2” U {1}. The remaining R x R equations required 

for the resolution of the unknown probabilities can be obtained directly from P. They 

are 
R-k 

O0,k = (s * P,. for k=1,2,---,R, 

1=0 

O1k =Orzi-ePe, for &k=2,3,---,R+1, 

Or-1,k = G2R-1-kPr, for kK=R,R+1,---,2R—1, (20) 

where P;, i =0,1,--:,N, is the ith column of P. 

6.3.2. Towsley’s Model with Server Breakdown 

Towsley’s breakdown model is a statistical multiplexer which operates in a two 

state Markovian environment. The multiplexer transmits one unit of data, packet, 

during one time slot when it is in the operative state. The environment state of 

the multiplexer, {m(j),j > 0}, is a Markov chain with transition probability px = 

P{m(j +1) = k[m(z) = 2}. 

Let a, independent of time, denote the number of packets arriving during one 

time slot in which the environment is in state m, m = 0,1. In addition, let Pa. = 

P{am =i}, and 
Oo 

Fi, (2) = So 2! P lam = i}. 
7=0 

Define qm, m = 0,1, to be the probability that a packet cannot be transmitted 

during a slot. while the environment. is im state m. and gm =1— qm the probability of 

successful transmission. Define the function 

Fi... | x) = dm + Gm a. 
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Denote the number of packets in the buffer at the beginning of the (jy +1)-st time 

slot by 7(j). and the number of arrivals during the (j + 1)-st time slot by a(j +1). The 

stochastic process {7(j),j > 0} is governed by the relation 

nj+1)= (aly) — Ry + 4(y +1). 

where (-)* = max{-,0}. The state of the system is represented by the vector, dis- 

crete valued, discrete parameter Markov process {(a(y). m(j),7 > 0} on the state space 

{(n,m),n > 0,m=0,1}. The one-step transition probability matrix is then given by 

Buu Bur Box Bus -: | 

ly Ay Ay A, + 

0 Ap Ay Ay 

() 0 Ay A, 

0 0 0) Ala 

0 0 0) (0) 

a
 lI 

where 

Py kPoo Po kPvt Pu 0 | Pow mel 
Bor = ’ , = , . for k&k>Q, 

0k [pee PikPu 0 PreJi Pio Pil’ ~ 

Ae = renee (Po.04o 0 _ | Pat 0 Poi 

° (Pid )Pio (Pid pi 0 Progi)| [Pro Pir} 

and 

, Ap = pee + Po,t—-190)Poo (Pongo + Po.k—1490)por | 
(Prehi tPie-ig)pio (Pied + Pre-igi pin. 

Po kdo + Po.k—140 6 ) [poo por 
= , , _ . ff k> 1. 

| 0 Prcgi t Prwig | Pio Pil er ~ 

Let A(z) = O32, Ajz?, and B,(z) = 23, B;.;2?. we have 

Fa(=) 0 Poo Pot 
Bo(z) = ° . 

(2) 0 ra] [ Pi | 

A(z) = | Fag =2)FGq(2) 0 ie or] 
0 Fa (=F 5 (2)} Lpie Pid’ 

and 

[Fa (=)(= — Fq,(=)) 0 Poo Poi 
2B 2)- A(z) = f ° Wo . 21 

o(2) (=) 0 Fa les Fal=) } pw piu (21) 

Now, Towslev's multiplexer breaks down at state 1. that is q = 0. Therefore, 

Fi,(2)=G@ +2 =2. Consequently. 

=Bo(=) ~ Alc) = [ Fanishe = Fate | | ny (22) 
0) 0 Pio Pir. 
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Let Onn = P{hr =n, = m} at stochastic equilibrium and substitute (22) into (13), 

we have 

Fi(z) =| 40,0 $0,1 | [zBo(z) _ A(z)| AR (z) 

h—-t 

x So Fiz! + 

7=0 

  
1 / . 1s 

S- Ta —— W(25)67 0} 2" Aj; (z)e. (23) 
j 

{ jlo; Eso) } 

We note that there are two unkown probabilities in (23). But since all the elements 

in the second row of zBo(z)— A(z) are 0, the unknown probability, ¢),, disappears from 

the probability generating function for the occupancy distribution. Therefore, we can 

substitute 69, with 0 in (23) and still be able to find the occupancy distribution. 

The unknown probability, ¢90, is determined by (16). That is 

1 — mo( E[ao] + 90) — m1 (El4@i] + 91) = $0,090, (24) 

where 

Tm = Piam/(Po1 + Pio), for m= 0, 1 

m=l1-—m, for m=0,1, 

and | 

Elam] = F;,(1), for m=0,1. 

We now extend Towsley’s model to considering a multiplexer in which R packets 

are transmitted during one time slot. The one-step transition probability matrix is 

then 

    

r Boo Bon Bo Bo3 ] 

Bio Bia By» Bix 

Br-io Br-ia Br-i2 Br-is 
P= Ao Ay Ag A3 , 

0 Ao Ay Ag 

0 0 Ao A; 

0 0 0 Ao 

L O 0 0 0 W 

where 

TP -dy 4 P oo" 0 , 2} By = v.kdu T £U,k-740 _ Pov Pul . for i=1,2,---,R—1 k>0o 

‘* | Q Piri + Pix-igi}| Pio Pu oe , 7 

re | 
alia 

4, = Pongo + Po,k—RG0 0 Poo Poi for k>1 

0 Pret t+ Piru} ) Pio Pir? ~~ 
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We have used the fact that Pi, = 0 for k < 0 above. Defining A(z) = S772) Aj2?, 

and Bz) = 7%, By jz’, we find 
j=0 

Fa{=\ Go + 402") 0 | ee re ; B=) = ° - j , for 2=1,2,---,R-1, 
‘*) | 0 Fa (2h +2") | [pro Pi 

A(z) = | Zest=N(a +402") 0 | { poo por 0 Fa, (eq + az) } pie pis 

and 

2" Biz) —2'A(z) = oun — 2')qo Poo Pe] (25) 

0 Fa,(2 2" - a Pe Pu 

Now. Towsley’s multiplexer breaks down at state 1, that is q@ =0. From (25), we 

have 
. / _ yt _ Fa,(2)(2" — 2")g 0 
2? B,(z) Als) =| 0 ° 9 

  

[pee ror . (26) 
Pio P11 

The probability generating function for the occupancy distribution is given by 

(13). We note that there are 2R unkown probabilities in #;(z) for this special case. 

But since all the elements in the second row of z*B,(z} — z'A(<), i= 0,1,---,R—-—1, are 

0. the unknown probabilities, ¢;,, i = 0,1,---,R—1, disappear completely from F;(z). 

Therefore. we can substitute ¢;1, 7 =0,1,---,R—1, with 0 in (13) and still be able to 

find the occupancy distribution. The unknown probabilities, ¢;9, ¢ =0,1,---,R-—1, are 

then determined by the null values of [z?7 — A(z)] in 2!) u {1}. 

From the definition of A(z), we have 

_~R o\fn . «ft : , . 
Rp 4/-) — | * 0 | | Fa(z)(Go + goz") 0 Poo Poi 
ois Ay = | 0 S| 0 Fale +2") } lpi pid’ (27) 

Upon substituting q = 0 into (27), we have 

0 | [2% — Fa,(z)(do +402" poo = —Fao(2)(Go + w2")p ~RT_ Ae — lo | | Go\< )\ 40 0 Poo ao oT qu Or | 98 

I= 19 2k —Fa,(=)pr0 1 = Fa(e)pu (28) 

With & trivial null values factored out, [z*I—A(z)] provides R null values in Z@") U {1} 

for the resolution of the R unknown probabilities, é;9, ¢=0.1,---,R—1. 

6.3.3. A Meteor Burst Communications Model 

The meteor burst communications system transmits data via an intermittently 

available ionization layer created by the arrival of meteorite showers in the upper 

atmosphere. The communications link, therefore. alternates between an operative 

period and an inoperative period which are of jg and ms time slots respectively. 

During inoperative periods. the receiving station generates a probing signal, which 
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when received by the sender, indicates the arrival of operative periods. The sending 

station starts sending R packets per time slot until acknowlegement. signals are no 

longer received. This indicates that the reflecting layer has become inoperative, and 

packets sent during the last Mg time slots are lost. and must be retransmitted in the 

next operative period. 

Assume that a packet sent during the first my = mg — Mr slots of an operative 

period has a probaility ¢ = (1—r)¢ of being received. where r is the bit. error rate and 

d is the number of bits in a packet. The inoperative period has a phase type distribution 

PH(8,5S). That is, the inoperative periods are i.i.d. with probability mass 

Pliag =k} =BS* "5°, for k>1. 

Such a distribution is obtained as the distribution of the absorption time in a discrete 
0° 

Markov chain with initial probability vector (? 0) and transition matrix lS . |. 

where S° = e— Se, and e is the column vector in which all elements are unity. The 

operative periods are also i.i.d. and have probability mass 

by for k< Mr 
P{tng = k} = 

by, aT’ 'T® for k=Mpeti. ¢> 1. 

where hj, k = 1,2,---,Mg, and by, = 1- ie b; are nonnegative probabilities, the 

length of the operative period in excess of Mg slots has distribution PH(a.T). and 

T° =e-—Te.. 

The states, {m(j),7 > 0}, of the communications medium at. successive epochs are 

described by an irreducible M = Mp + Mp + Ms state. where My + Mer is the total 

number of operative states and Ms is the number of inoperative states. Markov cham 

with transition probability matrix 

T T° () 0 

_| 0 0 Imp 0 
P= ; 0 0 0 8 (29) 

bmp S°a by, 5° S*h OS 

where J, denote the k-square identity matrix. and b =(baj,-1 b ) is a vector of 

nonnegative probability masses. 

Suppose that the number of packets arriving in successfive time interval [j.j + 1) 

is 1.i.d. with common distribution {P{a@ = 7} = P;.i > 0} and probability generating 

function 
x 

Fa(z) = D0 2'P{a = sf. 
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Define i(j) as the number of packets in the system at time j+, and m(j) the state 

of the medium at time j~. The process {(2(j),m(j),7 > 0} is a discrete time Markov 

chain with state space {(n,m),n >0,m = 1,2,---,M} and transition probability matrix 

    

  

Tr «Boo Bon Bo Bo eel 

Br-io Br-in Br-ij2 Br-i3 
p.| 40 Ay Ap As a 

—_ 0 Ao Ay Ao wee wee |? 

0 0 Ao Aj 

0 0 0 Ag 

| 0 0 0 0 | 

where 

Bix =P | jxo Ci,j Pe jl My 0 |. for i=0,1,---,R-1, k>0, 
0 P.-iIMp+Ms 

R 
A=? | 2=0 cai Pail My 0 , for k>0, 

0 Py-rIMpims 

ay= (era for 72=0,1,---,R-1, O0<j <i, 

and 

P,=0, for k<0. 

Let On.m = Pi{ir = n,m = m}, Pn = (on On,2 “ee Pn,M ) G(z) = no On2", A(z) = 

Yeo Age’, and B,(z) = eo By yz*. We find 

R-1 

Falz) = >> $3 [z"Bi(z) ~ 2*A(z)] AR'(2) 

h-l 1 . 

x Fyz* + i eben azz" A;'(z)e, (13) 
i=0 { jlo; ES(0.0)} j 

where Fi(2) = 032, z'P{n = t} is the probability generating function for the occupancy 

distribution. 

By using the definition of A(z), we have 

2 _ 4(2)= (ie 0 | —P 7a) ino crj2 IM, 0 ) 

| 0 I p+Ms 0 Falz)IMe+Ms 

Int, 0 | 
. 30 

* | 0 ck Iy ea Ms 
( ) 

The polynomial matrix [-" — A(z)] provides R x My nontrivial null values for the 

resolution of the R x Af unknown probabilities in (13). Notice that column My +1 
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through column Af in Ag. & = 0.1,---,R—1, are all columns of trivial elements. Let 

6=[o 0, op -:: ---). From © = 6P, we obtain the remaining R x (Mg + Ms) 

equations using the equations for ¢4.m,4:, & =0,1,---,-R—-1 andi=1,2,---,Me+Ms, in 

terms of o,. k =0.1.---.R-1. 

6.3.4. A Queueing Model with Multiple Markovian Arrivals and Servers 

We consider a queueing system in which both the arrival and service processes 

are composed of multiple Markovian processes. Let 7(j) be the number of entities in 

the system at the beginning of the j-th time slot, 6(j) the number of arrivals during 

the j-th time slot. and ¢&j) the number of entities served during the j-th time slot. 

The occupancy of the queueing system evolves according to the following relation 

. + 
fi(j +1) = (AG) + HH) — A), (31) 

where (-)+ = max {-.0}. 

Let R be the maximum number of entities that the server can serve during one 

time slot. We convert the service process into a pseudo-arrival process d(j) = R—c(j). 

Upon substituting this relation into (31), we get 
. . + | 

ij +1) = (A) + 5G) + di) —R) (32) 
Now &(j) is composed of a number of arrival streams, 6(j) = },, b*(j), and éj) is 

of several small servers. &j) = 3°, (7). Let R* be the maximum number of entities 

that the k-th small server can serve during one time slot. We have d(j) = >, d*(j) = 

>, RE - (5). Defining aj) = 4, 4°) = 4, HG) + 4, diz), we have | 

n(j +1) = (A(j) + 4G) — RY. (33) 

Let m(j) denote the state of the phase process at the beginning of the j-th time 

slot. The process {(f(j).77(j).7 > 0} 1s a vector, discrete valued, discrete parameter 

Markov chain on the state space {(n,m),n > 0,m = 1,2,---,M}, where M is the total 

number of states in the Markov chain, and the one-step transition probability matrix 

for the Markov chain is given by 

Yo Aj Ary Arye ARis ] 

Yeo Ae AR Arti Arte 

. Ay + Ay cy Ay Ay 

P= Ay Ay A» Ay 

() Ay Aj sly 

0 0 Ay Ay 

0 0 0 clo tee eee 

|g 0 0 Qo wee ee    



where A;, i > 0, is a M-square matrix of probability masses for a(j) =i. Now. let 

R-1-t 

Biz) = S- A; + SS Arise. (3-4) 
j=0 k=0 

The probabability generating function for the occupancy distribution is then given 

by (13). Upon substituting (34) into (13), we have 

R~-1 R-1-t 

Fr(z) = S- OF S- Agz*(zh-* — z') Ap (z) 

i=o k=0 

h-1 

x So Fizi + S° 

1=0 { jlo; ES.) } 

  — W(z;)Eobe2" | Ap z)e. (35) 

Let # and m denote, respectively, the number of entities in the system and the state 

of the phase process at equilibrium, ¢n mm = P{r = n,m =m}, bn = [Ona Png 

on.mj, and b=[do ¢; $2 --: ---]. Then, at stochastic equilibrium, 6 = 6P. Let a 

represent the arrival process at equilibrium and A(z) = 772, Aiz’ denote the probability 

generating matrix for a. Now, a= )>°, a at equilibrium. It is easy to verify that 

A(z) = &) A*(z) = A(z) @ A(z) @---, (36) 
k 

where A*(z) is the probability generating matrix for a*, and ® is the matrix Kronecker 

product operator. 

As an example, we consider the special case in which there is a one-to-one cor- 

respondence between the phase of the arrival process and the number entities that 

arrive during a slot. Denote the phase transition probability of the k-th arrival stream 

by P* and the number of phases by M*. Define A*(z) = Age (z*)P*, where Am(x;) iS a 

m x m diagonal matrix in which the i-th diagonal element is x; for i = 0,1,---,m —1. 

Let j be a row vector in which the k-th element is j,, and |j| =je =, jc. Define the 

j-th element of the row vector B(z) to be 

; el gb. (zRoll — 2!) for o<l<Rk B:(z) = ‘ i 
. 0 otherwise. 

Denoting the probability generating function of % by Fy(z), we have 

h-1 
~ 1 ; 

F(z) = B(z)A(z)AR (2) ) Fyz* + ) ——— (2; \eaoh a! Aj i(z)je. (38) 
é 1 — <0; 
1=0 { jlo; ES.) } 
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Equation (38) is equivalent to equation (2.20) in Li [1990]. The unknown probabilities, 

953 for 0 < |j] << Rand 0 <i < R-1~-|j|, are then solved using the set of linear equations 

developed in Section 2. 

6.4. Conclusions 

In this chapter, we have outlined a general approach for obtaining the probability 

generating function of occupancy for additional queueing models of the M/G/R type. 

In Sections 2, we discussed the general approach for constructing a set of linear equa- 

tions using the null values and vectors of [z?J— A(z)| for finding the unknown boundary 

probabilities in the probability generating function. In section 3, we described in de- 

tail the procedures for constructing sets of linear equations for finding the unknown 

boundary probabilities for the dam/storage model, the breakdown model of Towsley, 

and the meteor burst communications model. In addition, we discussed an approach 

for finding the probability generating function of occupancy for a queueing model 

with multiple Markovian arrival and service processes. Once the probability generat- 

ing function is found, the occupancy distribution is readily obtained by inverting the 

probability generating function, and the delay distribution follows. 
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CHAPTER 7 

CONCLUSIONS 

In this dissertation, we develop a computational methodology for finding im- 

portant measures of a queucing system in which time is slotted, the distribution of 

the number of entitites that arrive during a slot is dependent upon the evolution of 

a discrete time, discrete state Markov chain, and the number of entities that may 

be served during a slot is limited to some number. The behavior of many physical 

systems, such as telecommunications systems, storage systems and manufacturing 

systems, is well modeled by this type of queueing models. Using probabilistic argru- 

ments, Neuts (for example. Neuts [1989]) and his colleagues have been able to develop 

a system of algorithmic techniques for analyzing and obtaining useful performance 

measures for this type of queucing systems. The method developed by Neuts and his 

colleagues has become known as the matrix analytical method. The matrix analytical 

method has long been recognized as a powerful tool not only in obtaining important 

measures, but also in gaining informative insights into the probabilistic structure of 

many queueing models. The disadvantages of the matrix analytical method, however, 

are its incomprehensibility to many a nonpractitioner of probability theory, and its 

unpredictability and sometimes excessive computational effort in determining some 

of the critical parameters for obtaining important performance measures. In fact, 

among the very few numerical examples that use the matrix analytical method as the 

analytical tool in the literature. most of them are very simple and are usually limited 

to some special cases of the general model. Moments are presented most of the time; 

distributions are presented only in rare instances and are limited to cases of a single 

server. Yet. distributions are very important. not only in performance evaluation, but 

also in the design of many queueing systems. The purpose of our present investigation 

is to develop an alternative algorithmic approach for finding important distributions 

as well as moments for the type of queueing models mentioned above. 

Our solution methodology is a transform/eigenanalysis approach which is based 

upon classical eigenanalysis and partial fraction expansion, and can be applied for the 

analysis of a large number of quenuemg models that arise in many plvsical environ- 

ments. In this methodology. the queue length distribution is modeled in a transformed 

compact form using the probability generating function technique. au expression in 
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the form of an integral-difference equation is formed, expanded in a spectral series, 

and finally inverse transformed to obtained the distribution. Our algorithm is efficient 

in terms of computation speed and effective in terms of stability and accuracy. Once 

the queue length distribution is obtained, the delay distribution and mean statistics 

are readily found using simple probabilistic argruments. Since the type of queueing 

models considered herein has great potential for applications in the analysis of packet 

switching communications systems, we study two communications models in detail 

and present some numerical examples in order to illustrate the viability and appli- 

cability of our method. In particular, we obtain the stationary distributions and the 

means of queue length and actual waiting time at departure points. Special attention 

is given to the accuracy of the results. In cases where data is available, we compare 

our results with those published in the literature. Finally, we discuss approaches to 

the solution of some additional models that have more general sturctures than the 

two communications models have. 

We now recapitulate the main topics presented in this dissertation. In Chapter 

1, we stated the problem considered in this deissertation, discussed briefly the matrix 

analytical method and our transform/eigenanalysis approach, defined the scope of our 

investigation, and decribed the organization of this dissertation. In Chapter 2, we 

presented a brief survey on Queueing Theory. Chapter 3 gave a brief chronicle on the 

developments in Telecommunications. In Chapter 4, we illustrated our methodology 

through a detailed ananlysis of a communications model whose queueing process has 

a one-to-one correspondence between the phase of the arrival process and the number 

of entities that arrive during a time slot. In Chapter 5, we extended our approach in 

Chapter 4 to the analysis of a more complicated communications model. Specifically, 

while in the model of Chapter 4 each source alternates between active and idle periods, 

and each source generates one packet for each time slot during an active period, in 

the model of Chapter 5, each source generates one packet every, say, T slots of time 

during an active period. Additional models that have some new features as compared 

with those in the models of Chapters 4 and 5 are presented in Chapter 6. In this 

chapter, we conclude our discussions. 

The major steps in our transform/eigenanalysis methodology for finding the oc- 

cupancy and delay distributions for queues of the Af/G/R type are as follows: 

1. Obtain the probability generating function in matrix form using the z-trans- 

formation technique. 
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Factor out all the trivial null values from [z"7— A(z)], find the other null values and 

the corresponding null vectors in [z?I — A(z)] by first converting the polynomial 

matrix into an eigenanalysis problem of the form [zIJ — C], and then solve for the 

eigenvalues and eigenvectors of C. 

Construct a set of linear equations to solve for the unknown boundary probabili- 

ties in the probability generating function F;(z) using the null values and vectors 

obtained in Step 2. 

Construct additional equations to solve for the unknown boundary probabilities 

using the algebraic structure of each specific queueing model. 

Compute the principal parts of the partial fractions and invert the probability 

generating function to obtain the occupancy probability masses. 

Compute the delay probability masses using the occupancy distribution obtained 

in Step 5. 

We recommend the following for further investigation: 

. In the commuications model with speed conversion, we constructed a set. of lin- 

ear equations for solving the unknown boundary probabilities in the probability 

generating function. The number of equations thus constructed is usually greater 

than the number of unknowns for this particular model. A further investigation 

into the algebraic structure of this model to curtail computation inefficiency due 

to the presence of redundant equations is recommended. 

We have been fortunate in not including repeated eigenvalues in our numerical 

examples. However, we have no reason to dismiss the possibility of repeated eigen- 

values occurring in some other models or in cases that we have not investigated. 

Therefore, procedures that deal with repeated eigenvalues are needed. A plau- 

sible path is through finding efficient ways to invert elementary Jordan blocks. 

In addition, an efficient computational procedure for finding repeated eigenvalues 

and the corresponding principal vectors for a general matrix is needed. 

In our examples, we solve for the null values and vectors of polynomial matrices 

by converting them into standard eigenvalue-eigenvector problems of bigger sizes. 

We recommend further study to develop an efficient computational procedure for 

finding null values and vectors using the original polynomial matrices. 

There are some other interesting queueing properties of the M/G/R queueing 

system that one may wish to pursue; for example. the output distribution, the 

busy period distribution, and the blocking probability distribution for a M/G/R 
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queueing system with finite capacity. 

5). One may wish to continue investigation into multi-layered queueing systems with 

embedded micro-systems of the M/G/R type: for example. an ATM communica- 

tions system in which packet arrivals vary with time periods. 

6. Networks of queueing nodes of the Af/G/R type are also interesting research topics. 

8)
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APPENDIX A 
Source code for numerical examples in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 

#define MC68881_ 
[RK 

* Discrete-time analysis of a slotted transmission system: 
* Time is divided into frames. In each frame R slots are available for the 
* transmission of packets generated by N sources. Each source alternates between 
* passive and active periods. During an active period. A source generates a packet 
* every ms-1 frames. The aggregate arrival of packets is governed by a transition 
* probability matrix P. 
KK KK / 

#include <math.h> 
#include <stdio.h> 
#include <stdlib.h> 
#include <time.h> 
#include “util.h" 
#include “matrix_util.h" 
#include "complex_util.h" 
#include "eigen_util.h" 
#include "geigen_util.h" 
#include "svdcmp.h" 
#define TINY (double) |.0e-30 
#define SMALL (double) 1.0e-15 
#define BIG (double) 1.18973e+4932 

/* Functions declaration */ 
void get_model_parameters(int* ,int*,int* ,double* ,double*); 
void assign_P(int,int,double,double,double** int); 
void erg_arrival(int,int,double** ,int* double* ,double** ,double*); 
void factorize_sc_A(int,int,int,double** ,int* ,int* ,int* ,int*); 
void elimin_redun_var(int,int,int,double** ,int* ,int* ,int* ,int*); 
void assign_C(int,int,int,double**,int* ,int* ,int* ,int* ,int,double** double**); 

void pre_eigen(int,int,int,int* ,ouble** double** double** ,double* ,int*); 
void compute_index(int,double** ,int*); 
void eigen_anal(int,double**,double* ,double* ,double**); 
void norm_null_vec(int,double* ,double* ,double**); 
void assign_X(int,double* ,double* ,double**,c_rect**); 
void eigen_right(int,int,double* ,double* ,double**,int,double** ,double*,int*); 
void eigen_leftO(int,int,int,double* ,double* ,double**,c_rect** double**); 
void eigen_left(int,int,int,int,int,double,int*,double* ,double** ,double**,int*,int*,int*, 

double**); 
void compute_F(int,int,int,int,double** ,double**,int* ,int* ,int* double***); 
void solve_phi_O(int,int,int*,int* ,int*); 
void solve_phi_1(int,int,int,int* ,int,double* ,int* ,double** double double** ,double*,int*, 

int*); 
void solve_phi_2(int,int,int,int* ,int,double** ,int,double* ,int* double** double**, 

double*** ,double** double*,int* ,int* ,int* ,int,int); 
void solve_phi_3(int,int,double**,double*); 
void solve_phi_4(int,int,double**,double*); 
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void assign_B_phi_A(int,int,int,int* ,ouble** double**,int* ouble**); 
void partial_fract(int,double*,int* ,double** double** ,double***,c_rect**,int,int,intint, 

double** ,double**); 
void exp_queue(int,int,int,double**,int,double*,int* ,c_rect**,int* double*); 
void check_accuracy(int,int,int,double** ,int,double*,int*,c_rect**,int* ,double*); 
void pef_of_queue(double** int double* ,int* ,c_rect** int,int,intint,double* int*, 

double** double); 

FILE *ifp, *ofp; 
unsigned long aaa; 

main() 

{ 
c_rect **mu,**c_X; 
double alpha,beta,**P,*v,**a_m,Ea,**AOi,detO,**CO,**C1,**null_vec,*null_re, 

*null_ im; 
double EM,EP,rho,**S,*s,Ed,**nght_vec,**left_vec,*null_val,***F,**Phi,** gamma; 
double **B_Phi_A,Eg, error; 
int 1,j,.k,ms,M,*bn,N,R,nC,*skip,degree,*Rindex,*Lindex,n_eigen,*zero_bp,ind0, 

*compx; 
int r_size,c_size,row; 

time(&aaa); printf("%s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
ofp = fopen("slotted_out_data","w"); 
time(&aaa); fprintf(ofp,"%s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 

/* Assign transition probability matrices of arrival-and-phase. */ 
ifp = fopen(“slotted_in_data","r"); 
get_model_parameters(&N,&ms,&R,&EM,&EP); 
alpha = 1.0-1.0/EM;  /* alpha = prob. of remaining active after transmission */ 
beta = 1.0-1.0/EP; —_/* beta = prob. of remaining idle */ 
fclose(ifp); 
fprintf(ofp,"No. of sources = %d, no. of phases per source = %d, no. of servers = 

%d\n" ,N,ms,R); . 

fprintf(ofp,"message length = %5.1f, length of idle period = %9.6f\n",EM,EP); 
fprintf(ofp,"prob. of remaining active = %9.6f, prob. of remaining idle = 

%9.6f\n" alpha, beta); 
M = ncr(N+ms-1,N); P = dmatrix(1,M,1,M); 
assign_P(N,ms,alpha,beta,P,M); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nMk{]: "); 
bn = ivector(O,N+1); bn[O] = 1; 
for (i=0; i<=N; i++) {bn[i+1] = ner(N-i+ms-2,N-1)+bn[iJ; fprintf(ofp,"%3d" ,bn[i+ 1J- 

bn{il);} 
fprintf(ofp,”, No. of phases = %3d\n",M); 

/* Find ergodic prob. and exp. no. of packet arrivals in a frame. */ 
v = dvector(1,M); /* ergodic phase probabilities */ 
a_m = dmatnx(1,M,1,N);/* arrival probability conditioned on initial phase */ 
ere_arrival(M,N,P,bn,v,a_m,&Ea); rho = Ea/R; 
fprintf(ofp,"\nExp. no. of arrivals = %9.6f, Server utilization = %9.6f\n",Ea,rho); 
if(Ea >= R) {printf("Exp. no. of arrivals exceeds no. of slots.\n"); 
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printf("Exiting program....\n"); goto Done;} 

/* Find null values and null vectors. */ 
Rindex = ivector(1,M); Lindex = ivector(1,M); n_eigen = N*M; 
factorize_sc_A(M,N,R,P,bn,Rindex,Lindex,&n_eigen); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nn_eigen = %3d\n",n_eigen); 
skip = ivector(2*M-+1,(N+1)*M); 
elimin_redun_var(M,N,R,P,bn,Rindex,Lindex,skip); 
nC = M; for G=2*M-+1;1<=(N+1)*M;i++) if (skip[i] != 1) nC++; fprintf(ofp,"\nnC = 

%d\n" nC); 
CO = dmatnx(1,M,1,M); C1 = dmatrix(1,nC,1,nC); 
assign_C(M,N,R,P,bn,Rindex,Lindex,skip,nC,CO,C1); 
time(&aaa); printf("Assign C finished. Time: %s\n",ctime(&aaa)); 
AOi = dmatrix(1,M,1,M); 
pre_eigen(M,N,nC,skip,CO,C1,A0i,&det0,&degree); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nDeterminant of sc_AO = %14.6e\n",det0); 
if (fabs(detO) < TINY) {printf("Singular CO. Exiting program....\n"); goto Done;} 
time(&aaa); printf("CO inverted. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nDegree of sc_A after factorization = %3d\n" degree); 
free_ivector(skip,2*M+1,(N+1)*M); free_dmatrix(CO,1,M,1,M); 
compute_index(nC,C1,&ind0O); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nIndex of null-value 0 = %2d\n",indO); 
null_re = dvector(1,nC); null_im = dvector(1,nC); 
null_ vec = dmatrix(1,nC,1,nC); 
eigen_anal(nC,C1,null_re,null_im,null_vec); 
free_dmatnix(C1,1,nC,1,nC); 
norm_null_vec(nC,null_re,null_im,null_vec); 
if (indO == 1) { 

c_X =c_rect_matrix(1,nC,1,nC); 
assign_X(nC,null_re,null_im,null_vec,c_X); 

right_vec = dmatrix(1,M,1,n_eigen); null_val = dvector(1,n_eigen); 
compx = ivector(1,n_eigen); 
eigen_right(n_eigen,nC,null_re,null_im,null_vec,M,right_vec,null_val,compx); 

time(&aaa); printf("Right Eigenanalysis finished. Time: %s\n",ctime(d&zaaa)); 
free_dmatrix(null_vec,1,nC,1,nC); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nEigenvalues:\n"); 
left_vec = dmatrix(1,n_eigen,1,M); 
if (indO == 1) { 
eigen_leftO0(M,nC,n_eigen,null_re,null_im,AOi,c_X,left_vec); 
free_c_rect_matrix(c_X,1,nC,1,nC); 

} else 
eigen_left(M,N,R,n_eigen,degree,detO,compx,null_val,right_vec,P,bn,Lindex,Rindex, 

left_vec); 
time(&aaa); printf("Left Eigenanalysis finished. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
free_dvector(null_re,1,nC); free_dvector(null_im,1,nC); 
F = (double ***) calloc(ind0,sizeof(double**)); 
for (i=0;1<ind0;i++) Fi] = dmatrix(1,M,1,M); 
compute_F(M,N,R,ind0,A0i,P,bn,Lindex,Rindex,F); 
time(&aaa); printf("Compute F finished. Time: %s\n",ctime(&aaa)); 
free_dmatrix(A0i,1,M,1,M): 
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/* Resolution of boundary probabilities. */ 
zero_bp = ivector(1,R*M); 
solve_phi_0O(M,R,Rindex,&c_size,zero_bp); 
r_size = c_size; for G=1;i<=M;i++) r_size -= Lindex[i1]; 
if (r_size < c_size) for (k=N;k>R;k--) r_size += (bn[k+1 ]-bn[k])*(k-R); 
S = dmatrix(1,r_size,1,c_size); s = dvector(1,r_size); 
solve_phi_1(M,N,R,Rindex,n_eigen,null_val,compx,right_vec,Ea,S,s,&row,zero_bp); 
time(&aaa); printf("Solve 1 finished. Time: %s\n",ctime(&aaa)); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nNo. of z's such that (0 < z <= 1) = %4d\n",row- 1); 
if (row <= c_size) { 
solve_phi_2(M,N,R,Rindex,indO,P,n_eigen,null_val,compx,nght_vec, 
left_vec,F,S,s,&row,zero_bp,bn,r_size,c_size); 
time(éaaa); printf("Solve 2 finished. Time: %s\n",ctime(&aaa)); 
solve_phi_3(1r_size,c_size,S,s); 
time(&aaa); printf("Solve 3 finished. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
r_size = C_SIZe; 

solve_phi_4(r_size,c_size,S,s); 
time(&aaa); printf("Unknown probabilities found. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
free_dmatrix(S,1,r_size,1,c_size); 
/* Put unknown probabilities in a matrix. */ 
Phi = dmatrix(0,R-1,1,M); 
k = 1; for G = 0; 1 < R; i++) for G = 1; j <= M; j++) { 

if (zero_bp[i*M+j]) continue; Phi[i][j] = s[k]; k++; 

free_dvector(s,1,r_size); free_ivector(zero_bp,1,R*M); 
forintf(ofp,"\nUnknown boundary probabilities:\n"); 
for (i = 0; 1 < R; 1++) {for G = 1; | <= M; j++) 
fprintf(ofp,"%14.6e" ,Phi[i][j]); fprintf(ofp,"\n"); } 

/* Dertermination of joint occupancy-phase distribution, and delay distribution. */ 
B_Phi_A = dmatrix(0,N,1,M); 
assign_B_phi_A(M,N,R,Rindex,Phi,P,bn,B_Phi_A); 
free_dmatrix(P,1,M,1,M); free_ivector(bn,0,N+1); 
free_dmatrix(Phi,0,R-1,1,M); free_ivector(Rindex,1,M); 
mu = c_rect_matrix(1,n_eigen,1,M); 
gamma = dmatrix(0,N+indO-1,1,M); 
partial_fract(n_eigen,null_val,compx,left_vec,nght_vec,F,mu,N,M,R,indO,gamma, 

B_Phi_A); 
time(&aaa); printf("Partial fraction done. Time: %s\n",ctime(&aaa)); 
for (i=0;i<ind0;i++) free_dmatrix(F[i],1,M,1,M); free((char *) F); 
free_dmatrix(left_vec,1,n_eigen,1,M); 
free_dmatnx(nght_vec,1,M,1,n_eigen); 
free_dmatrix(B_Phi_A,O,N,1,M); 
exp_queue(M,N,indO,gamma,n_eigen,null_val,compx,mu,Lindex,&Eq); 
time(&aaa); printf("Expected queue length computed. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nExpected system occupancy (from derivative) = %14.6e\n",Eq); 
Ed = Eq/Ea; 
fprintf(ofp,"\nExpected delay (Little's formula) = %14.6e\n",Ed); 
check_accuracy(M,N,ind0,gamma,n_eigen,null_val,compx,mu,Lindex,&error); 
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time(&aaa); printf("Error computed. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(é&aaa)); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nError = %14.6e\n" error); 
fprintf(ofp,"\n"); fprintf(ofp,"'"*'\n"); 
pgf_of_queue(gamma,n_eigen,null_val,compx,mu,M,N,R,ind0,v,Lindex,a_m,Ea); 
free_dmatrix(gamma,0,N+indO- 1,1,M); 
free_c_rect_matrix(mu,1,n_eigen,1!,M); 
free_ivector(compx,1,n_eigen); 
free_dvector(null_val,1,n_eigen); 
free_ivector(Lindex,1,M); 

Done: 
free_dvector(v,1,M); 
free_dmatrix(a_m,1,M,1,N); 
time(&aaa); fprintf(ofp,"\n%s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); fclose(ofp); 
time(&aaa); printf("%s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 

} 

void pgf_of_queue(gamma,n_eigen,null_val,compx,mu,M,N,R,ind0,v,Lindex,a_m,Ea) 
int n_eigen,M,N,R,ind0O,*Lindex,*compx; double **gamma,*null_val,*v,**a_m,Ea; 
c_rect **mu; 

{ 
int j, k,n, m, no_pt, q_max, d, ub, d_max; 

double mag_sq, q_prob, *q_rprob, r_n, *d_prob, d_rprob, Ed, res, mean_q; 
c_rect sigma, c_temp, **s_pow_vec; 

time(d&caaa); printf("Finding distributions and first moments. Time: 
%os\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 

d_max = 150; q_max = (d_max+1)*R-1; no_pt = 90; mean_q = 0.0; 
q_rprob = dvector(1,M); 
d_prob = dvector(1,d_max); 
for (k=1; k<=M; k++) q_rprob[k] = v[k]; 
S_pow_vec = c_rect_matrix(1,n_eigen,!,M); 
for (k=1; k<=n_eigen; k++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) 

{s_pow_vec[k]|[j].re = 1.0; s_pow_vec[k][j].1m = 0.0;} 
res = 1.0; 

fprintf(ofp,"\nOccupancy \t Res. prob.\n"); 
for (n=0; n<=q_max; n++) { 

if (n < no_pt) fprintf(ofp,"%4d",n); 
for §=1;j<=M;j++) { 

m = n+Lindex{j]; 
if (m < N+indO) { 
q_prob = gamma[m]{j]; 
q_rprob[j] -= q_prob; 

} else { 
q_prob = 0.0; 
for (k=1; k<=n_eigen; k++) { 
mag_sq = null_val[(k]*null_val[k]; 
if (compx[k]) mag_sq += null_val[k+1]*null_val[k+1]; 
if (mag_sq <(1.0-SMALL)) { 

sigma.re = null_val[k]; 
if (compx[k]) sigma.im = null_val[k+1]; else sigma.im = 0.0; 

_ ¢_temp = c_mul(mu|[k|[j].s_pow_vec[k]|[j]); 
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S_pow_vec[k][{j] = c_mul(s_pow_vec[k][j],sigma); 
if (compx[k]) {q_prob += 2.0*c_temp.re; k++;} 
else q_prob += c_temp.re; 

} else if (compx[k]) k++; 
} /* end k */ 

q_rprob{j] -= q_prob; 
} /* end if-else */ 
res -= q_prob; 
if (n <= R) for (d=1;d<=d_max;d++) { 

ub = (d*R < N) ?d*R:N; 
for (k=(d-1)*R+1;k<=ub;k++) 
d_prob[d] += q_prob*a_m[j][k]*(k-(d-1)*R); 

for (k=ub+1;k<=N;k++) 
d_prob[d] += q_prob*a_m[j]{k]*R; 

h else { 
d = (n-1)/R; 
ub = (d+1)*R-n; 
for (k=1;k<=ub;k++) 
d_prob[d] += q_prob*a_m[j][k]*k; 

for (k=ub+ 1;k<=N;k++) 
d_prob{d] += q_prob*a_mf{j][k]*ub; 

for (d=(n-1)/R+1;d<=d_max;d++) { 
ub = (((d+1)*R-n) < N) ? ((d+1)*R-n) : N; 
for (k=d*R-n+1;k<=ub;k++) 
d_prob[d] += q_prob*a_mfj][k]*(k+n-d*R); 

for (k=ub+ 1;k<=N;k++) 
d_prob[d] += q_prob*a_mf[j][k]*R; 

} /* end d */ 
} /* end if-else */ 

} /* end j */ 
mean_gq += res; 
if (n < no_pt) fprintf(ofp,"\t %14.6e\n", res); 

}/* end n */ 
free_dvector(q_rprob,1,M); 
free_c_rect_matrix(s_pow_vec,1,n_eigen,1,M); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nMean occupancy = %14.6e\n" ,mean_q); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nDelay \t residual prob.\n"); 
Ed = 1.0; d_rprob = 1.0; 
for (d=1;d<=d_max;d++) { 

d_prob[d] /= Ea; d_rprob -= d_prob[d]; 
if (d <= no_pt) fprintf(ofp,"%3d \t %14.6e\n" ,d,d_rprob); 
Ed += d_rprob; 

} 
fprintf(ofp,"\nExpected delay = %14.6e\n",Ed); 
free_dvector(d_prob,1,d_max); 

} 

void check_accuracy(M,N,ind0O,gamma,n_eigen,null_val,compx,mu,Lindex,error) 
int M,N,indO,n_eigen,*Lindex,*compx; double ** gamma, *null_val,*error; c_rect **mu; 

int j, k, n; 
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double mag_sq, check_sum; 
c_rect c_one, sigma, c_temp; 

c_one.re = 1.0; c_one.im = 0.0; 
check_sum = 0.0; 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) 

for (n=Lindex[j];n<N+ind0;n++) check_sum += gamma[n]|[j]; 
for (k=1;k<=n_eigen;k++) { 
mag_sq = null_val[k]*null_val[k]; 
if (compx[k]) mag_sq += null_val[k+1]*null_val[k+1]; 
if (mag_sq < (1.0-SMALL)) { 

if (compx[k]) { 
sigma.re = null_val[k]; sigma.im = null_val[k+1]; 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 
c_temp = c_div(mu[k]|[j],c_sub(c_one,sigma)); 
check_sum += 2.0*c_temp.re; 

} /* end for */ 
k++; 

} else for G=15j<=M;j++) check_sum += mu[k][j].re/(1.0-null_val[k]); 
} else if (compx[k]) k++; 

\/* end k */ 
*error = 1.0 - check_sum; 

jt 

void exp_queue(M,N,indO,gamma,n_eigen,null_val,compx,mu,Lindex,Eq) 
int M,N,indO,n_eigen,*Lindex,*compx; double ** gamma, *null_val,*Eq; c_rect **mu; 

{ 
int j, k, n; 
double mag_sq, r_temp; 
c_rect c_one, sigma, c_templ, c_temp2; 

c_one.re = 1.0; c_one.im = 0.0; 
*Eq = 0.0; 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) 

for (n=Lindex[j]+ 1;n<N+ind0;n++) *Eq += ((double) (n-Lindex[j]))*gamma|[n][j]; 
for (k=1;k<=n_eigen;k++) { 
mag_sq = null_val[k]*null_val[k]; 
if (compx[k]) mag_sq = null_val{k]*null_val[k]+null_val[{k+1]*null_val[k+1]; 
if (mag_sq < (1.0-SMALL)) { 

if (compx[k]) { 
sigma.re = null_val{k]; sigma.im = null_val{k+1]; 
c_temp1 = c_sub(c_one,sigma); 
for §=15j<=M3j++) { 
c_temp2 = rc_mul(N+ind0-Lindex{j]-1,c_temp1); 
c_temp2 = c_add(c_temp2,c_one); 
c_temp2 = c_div(c_temp2,c_temp]1); 
c_temp2 = c_div(c_temp2,c_temp1); 
c_temp2 = c_mul(mu[k][j],c_temp2); 
*Eq += 2.0*c_temp2.re; 

} /* end 4 */ 
k++; 
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} else { 
r_temp = 1.0-null_val[k]; 
for G=1;j<=M3j++) 

*Eg += mu[k][j].re*((N+ind0-Lindex[j]-1)*r_temp+1.0)/r_temp/r_temp; 
} /* end if-then-else */ 

} else if (compx[k]) k++; 
+ /* end k */ 

} 

void partial_fract(n_eigen,null_val,compx,left_vec,nght_vec,F,mu,N,M,R,ind0,gamma, 
B_Phi_A) 

int n_eigen,N,M,R,indO,*compx; 
double *null_val,**gamma,**B_Phi_A,**left_vec,**right_vec,***F; c_rect **mu; 

{ 
int i,j,k, n; 
c_rect *beta, sigma, ctemp, *sigma_pow; 

beta = c_rect_vector(0,N); sigma_pow = c_rect_vector(0,ind0O); 
for (n=1;n<=n_eigen;n++) { 

/* Multiply the coeff. vectors by the right null-vector */ 
for (i=0;i<=N;i++) { 

beta[i].re = 0.0; beta[i].im= 0.0; 
for G=1;j<=M3j++) { 

ctemp.re = night_vec[j}[n]; 
if (compx[n]) ctemp.im = right_vec[j][n+1]; else ctemp.im =0.0; 
beta[1] = c_add(beta[i],rc_mul(B_Phi_A[i][j],ctemp)); 

} 
} /* endi */ 
/* Synthetic division of the N order polynomial by l-sigma*z */ 
sigma.re = null_vall[n]; 
if (compx[n]) sigma.im = null_val[n+1]; else sigma.im = 0.0; 
for (i=1;i<=N;1++) { 

beta[i] = c_add(beta[i],c_mul(beta[i-1],sigma)); 

complex_all_power(sigma,ind0,sigma_pow); 
/* save coefficients */ 
for (=031<=N;1++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 
ctemp.re = left_vec[n][j]; 
if (compx([n]) ctemp.im = left_vec[n+1 |[j]; else ctemp.im = 0.0; 
ctemp = c_mul(sigma_pow[indO],c_mul(ctemp,beta{i])); 
if (i<N) { 

if (compx[n]) gamma[i+indO][j] += 2.0*ctemp.re; 
else gamma[i+indO][j] += ctemp.re; 

} else { 
mu[n][{j].re = ctemp.re; mu[n][j]-im = ctemp.im; 

} 
} /* end j and 1 */ 
if (compx[n]) n++; 

} /* end n */ 
free_c_rect_vector(sigma_pow,0,indO); free_c_rect_vector(beta,0,N); 
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for (n=0;n<indO;n++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) for G=0;i<=N;1++) for (k=1;k<=M;k++) 
samma|[i+n][j] += B_Phi_A[il[k]*F{n][kIQj |; 

void assign_B_phi_A(M,N,R,Rindex,Phi,P,bn,B_Phi_A) 
int M,N,R,*Rindex,*bn; double **Phi,**P,**B_Phi_A; 
/* B_Phi_A = B(z)*Phi*A(z), coeff. vector of ith power of z stored at the ith row */ 

int n, 1, j, k, h; 
double temp, Ahij; 

for (n=0;n<R;n++) for (k=0;k<=(N-R);k++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 
h =k + Rindex[j]; 
for G=13;1<=M;i++) { 

if ((bn[h] <= j) && (j < bn[{h+1 ) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
temp = Phi in|{i}*Ahj: 
B_Phi_A[k+n][j] -= temp; 
B_Phi_A[k+R][j] += temp; 

+ /* end */ 
} /* end j,k, and n */ 

void solve_phi_4(r_size,c_size,S,s) int r_size,c_size; double **S,*s; 
/* Step 4 for solving the unknown boundary probabilities */ 

int j; 
double wmin,wmax,*x,*w,**V; 

w = dvector(1,c_size); 
V = dmatrix(1,c_size,1,c_size); 
x = dvector(1,c_size); 

svdcmp(S,r_size,c_size,w,V); 
wmax = 0.0; 
for G=1;j<=c_size;j++) if (w[j] > wmax) wmax = w[j]; 
wmin = wmax* 1 Qe-15; 
for G=1;j<=c_size;j++) if (w[j] < wmin) w[j] = 0.0; 
svbksb(S,w,V,r_size,c_size,s,x); 
for G=1;j<=c_size;j++) s[j] = x{jJ; 

free_dvector(x,1,c_size); 
free_dvector(w,1,c_size); 

free_dmatrix(V,1,c_size,1,c_size); 
} 

void solve_phi_3(r_size,c_size,S,s) int r_size,c_size; double **S,*s; 
/* Step 3 for solving the unknown boundary probabilities */ 

{ 
int 1,j,col,nrow,indx; 
double pivot,temp; 
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/* Row reduce S */ 
nrow = 1; 
for (col=1;col<=c_size;col++) { 

indx = nrow; pivot = S[nrow][col]; 
for G=nrow+ 1;i<=r_size;i++) 

if (fabs(S[i][col]) > fabs(pivot)) {pivot = S[i][col]; indx =1;} 
if (fabs(pivot) > TINY) { 

if (indx '= nrow) { 
for G=col;j<=c_size;j++) { 

temp = S[nrow}[j]; S[nrow][j] = Sfindx]{j}; S[indx]{j] = temp; 

temp = s[nrow]; s[nrow] = s[indx]; s[indx] = temp; 

} 
for G=nrow+ 1;i<=r_size;i++) if (fabs(S[i][col]) > TINY) { 
temp = S[i][col]/pivot; S[i][col] = 0.0; 
for (j=col+ 1 ;j<=c_size;j++) S[i][j] -= S[nrow][j]*temp; 
s{i| -= s[nrow |*temp; 

} 
} 
nrow++4; 

temp = s[nrow]; for G=nrow+ 1 ;i<=r_size;i++) if (fabs(s[i]) > fabs(temp)) temp = s[i]; 
s[nrow] = temp; for G=nrow+ 1 ;i<=r_size;i++) s[i] = 0.0; 
fprintf(ofp,"\ns_[c_size+1] = %14.6e\n" temp); 

void solve_phi_2(M,N,R,Rindex,indO,P,n_eigen,null_val,compx,right_vec,left_vec,F,S,s, 
row,zero_bp,bn,r_size,c_size) 

int M,N,R,*Rindex,ind0,n_eigen,*compx,*row ,*zero_bp,*bn,r_size,c_size; 
double **P,*null_val,**right_vec,**left_vec,***F,**S ,*s; 
/* Set up remaining equations. */ 

int c,1,j,h,k,m,n,p; 
double **f,**g,itemp,ub,Amic; 
c_rect ctemp1,ctemp2,sigma,*sigma_pow; 

j=M; 
for (kK=N;k>R;k--) for G=(bn[k+ 1 ]-1);j>=bn[k];j--) { 

f = dmatrix(1,M,0,k-1); sigma_pow = c_rect_vector(0,k-1); 
for (p=0;p<ind0;p++) for G=1;i<=M;i++) f{iJ[p] = F[pILJU]:; 
for (n=1;n<=n_eigen;n++) { 

sigma.re = null_val[n]; 
if (compx[n]) sigma.im = null_val[n+1]; else sigma.im = 0.0; 
complex_all_power(sigma,k-1,sigma_pow); 
if (compx[n]) { 
ctemp2.re = left_vec[n][j]; ctemp2.im = left_vec[n+1][j]J; 
for (p=indO;p<k;p++) for (i=1;1<=M;i++) { 

ctemp1I.re = night_vec[i][n]; ctemp1.im = nght_vec[i][n+1]; 
ctemp1 = c_mul(ctemp1,c_mul(ctemp2,sigma_pow[p])); 
f[il[p| += 2.0*ctemp1.re; 
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n++; 
} else for (p=indO;p<k;p++) for G=1;1<=M3i++) 

flij{p] += right_vec[i][n]*left_vec[n][j]*sigma_pow|[p].re; 
} /* end n */ 
free_c_rect_vector(sigma_pow,0,k-1); g = dmatrix(1,M,0,k-1); 
for (p=0;p<k;p++) for (i=1;1<=M;i++) { 

itemp = ((N-R) > R) ? (N-R) : R; ub = (p< itemp) ? p : itemp; 
for (n=0;n<=ub;n++) for (c=1;c<=M;c++) { 

m = (n+Rindex[c]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[{m] <= c) && (c < bn[m+1])) Amic = P[i][c]; else Amic = 0.0; 

g{il[p] += Amic*f[c][p-n]; 
} /* end n */ 

} /* end p */ 
free_dmatnx(f,1,M,1,k-1); 
for (m=R;m<k;m++) { 
c=1; 

for ((=03;1<R;1++) for (n=1;n<=M;3n++) { 
if (zero_bp[i*M+n]) continue; 

S[*row ][c] = g[n][m-R]-g[n][m-i]; 
C++; 

} 
*row += 1; 

} 
free_dmatrix(g,1,M,1,k-1); 

—} /*® endk */ 

} 

void solve_phi_1(M,N,R,Rindex,n_eigen,null_val,compx,right_vec,Ea,S,s,row,zero_bp) 
int M,N,R,*Rindex,n_eigen,*row,*zero_bp,*compx; double 
*null_val,Ea,**S,*s,**nght_vec; 
/* first step in solving the boundary probabilities */ 

{ 
int i,j, k,n, col; 
double mag_sq; 
c_rect z, *z_pow, *psi, ctemp; 

/* Set up the first row of equation using the null-value at | */ 
col = 1; 
for (k = 0; k< R; k++) for G=1:j<=M3;j++) 

if (!zero_bp[k*M+j]) {S[1][col] = R-k; col++;} 
s[1] = R-Ea; *row = 2; 

/* Set up the equations using null-values 0 < Izl < 1.0. */ 
Z_pow = c_rect_vector(0,R); 
psi = c_rect_vector(1,M); 
for (n= 1; n <= n_eigen; n++) { 

if (compx[n]) mag_sq = null_val{n]*null_val(n]+null_val[n+1]*null_val[n+1 ]; 
else mag_sq = null_val[n]*null_val{n]; 
if (mag_sq > (1.0+SMALL)) { 

if (compx[n]) {z.re = null_val[n]/mag_sq; z.im = -null_val[n+1|/mag_sq;} 
else {z.re = 1.0/null_val[n]}; z.im = 0.0;} 
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complex_all_power(z,R,z_pow); 
/* pre-multiplication by inv(AR) */ 
for (i = 1;1<= M; 14+) { 

k = Rindex[i]; psi[i].re = nght_vec[i][n]; 
if (compx[n]) psi[i].im = right_vec[i][n+1]; else psi[i].1m = 0.0; 
psi[i] = c_div(psi[i],z_pow[k]); 

col = 1; 
for (k = 0; k < R; k++) for G@ = 1; 1 <= M;3 1++) 

if (!zero_bp[k*M+i]) { 
ctemp = c_mul(psi[i],c_sub(z_pow[R],z_pow[k])); 
S[*row][col] = ctemp.re; 
if (compx[n]) S[*row+1][col] = ctemp.im; 
col++; 

if (compx[n]) {n++; *row += 2;} else *row += 1; 
} else if (compx[n]) n++; 

\/* end n */ 
free_c_rect_vector(z_pow,0,R); 
free_c_rect_vector(psi,1,M); 

} 

void solve_phi_O(M,R,Rindex,c_size,zero_bp) int M,R,*Rindex,*c_size,*zero_bp; 
/* Step 0 for solving the unknown boundary probabilities, determine the size of S */ 

int i,k; 

/* determine which boundary values are zeros */ 
for (i=1;1<=M;i++) for (k=0;k<Rindex[i];k++) zero_bp[k*M+i] = 1; 
*c_size = R*M;; for (i=1;1<=R*M;3i++) *c_size -= zero_bp[i]; 

t 

void compute_F(M,N,R,ind0,A0i,P,bn,Lindex,Rindex,F) 
int M,N,R,indO,*Lindex,*Rindex,*bn; 

double **A0i,**P,***F; 

{ 
int ij,.k,h,d,m; double **Matx,Ahim; 

for G=1;i<=M;i++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) F[O]GIU] = Aditi]; 
Matx = dmatrix(1,M,1,M); 
for (d=1;d<ind0O;d++) { 

for (=13;1<=M;i++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) Matx[i][j] = 0.0; 
for (k=d;k>=1;k--) { 

for (i=151<=M;i+-+) for G=1;j<=M;j++) for (m=1;m<=M;m++) { 
h = (k+Lindex[i]+Rindex[m]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= m) && (m < bn[{h+1])) Ahim = P{i][m]; else Ahim = 0.0; 
if (Ch == R) && (1 == m)) Matx[i][j] += (1.0-Ahim)*F[d-k][m][j]; 
else Matx[1][j] -= Ahim*F[d-k][m][j]; 

} /* end i */ 
1 /* end k */ 
for G=151<=M;i++) for G=1;j<=M;j++) 
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for (m=1;m<=M;m++) F[d][i]{j] -= AOi[i][m]*Matx[m][j]; 
/* endd */ 
free_dmatrix(Matx,1,M,1,M); 

void eigen_left(M,N,R,n_eigen,degree,detO,compx,null_val,right_vec,P,bn,Lindex, 
Rindex,left_vec) 

int M,N,R,n_eigen,degree,*compx,*Lindex,*Rindex,*bn; 
double detO,*null_val,**nght_vec,**P,**left_vec; 

int n,i,j,k,h,*indx; 
double z,temp,coeff,sum,d,**Matx,*vec,Ahij; 
c_rect c_one,c_z,c_temp,c_coeff, c_sum,sigma,**c_Matx,*c_vec,c_d,*detA; 

/* find the determinant of sc_ALR */ 
detA = c_rect_vector(0,n_eigen); detA[O].re = detO; 
printf("n_eigen = %3d\n",n_eigen); 
for (n=1;n<=n_eigen;n++) if (compx[n] == 1) { 

sigma.re = null_val{n]; sigma.im = null_val(n+1 J; 
for G=n;1>=1;1--) detA[1] = c_sub(detA[i],c_mul(detA [i-1],sigma)); 
sigma.im *= -1.0; n++; 
for (i=n;i>=1;1--) detA[i] = c_sub(detA [i],c_mul(detA[i-1],sigma)); 

} else for (i=n;i>=1;i--) detA[i].re -= detA[i-1].re*null_val[n]; 

/* find the principal parts of the partial fractions */ 
indx = ivector(1,M); c_one.re = 1.0; c_one.im = 0.0; 
for (n=1;n<=n_eigen;n++) { 

printf("n = %2d",n); 
if (compx[n]) { 

printf(", compx\n"); 
/* find inverse matrix and determinant */ 
c_Matx = c_rect_matrix(1,M,1,M); c_vec = c_rect_vector(1,M); 
sigma.re = null_val(n]; sigma.im = null_val[n+1]; c_z = c_div(c_one,sigma); 
c_temp.re = 1.0; c_temp.im = 0.0; 
for (k=0;k<=degree;k++) { 

for G=1;1<=M;1++) for GQ=1;j<=M;j++) { 
h = (k+Lindex[i]+Rindex[j]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && (j < bn[h+1])) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (i = j)) 
c_Matx[i]{j] = c_add(c_Matx[i][j],rc_mul(1.0-Ahij,c_temp)); 

else c_Matx[i]{j] = c_sub(c_Matx[i][j],rc_mul(Ahij,c_temp)); 

c_temp = c_mul(c_temp,c_z); 

} 
complex_ludcmp(c_Matx,M,indx,&d); 
c_d.re = d; c_d.im = 0.0; for G=1;1<=M;1++) c_d = c_mul(c_d,c_Matx[i][i]); 
/* divide det(sc_ALR) by (1-sigma*z) and then substitute in z */ 
c_temp.re = 1.0; c_temp.im = 0.0; 
c_coeff.re = c_sum.re = detO; c_coeff.im = c_sum.im = 0.0; 
for (i=1]s1<n_eigensi++) { 

_ ¢c_temp = c_mul(c_temp,c_z); 
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c_coeff = c_add(detA[i],c_mul(sigma,c_coeff)); 
c_sum = c_add(c_sum,c_mul(c_coeff,c_temp)); 

/* find left null-vectors */ 
c_d=c _div(c_d,c_sum); 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 

for (i=1;1<=M;1++) {c_vec[i].re = 0.0; c_vec[i].im = 0.0;} 
c_vec[j].re = c_d.re; c_vec[j].im = c_d.im; 
complex_!ubksb(c_Matx,M,indx,c_vec); 
for (i=151<=M;i++) if ((fabs(right_vec[i][n])+fabs(right_vec[i][n+1])) > TINY) { 
c_temp.re = right_vec[i][n]; c_temp.im = right_vec[i][n+1]; 
c_temp = c_div(c_vec[i],c_temp); 
break; 

+ /* end 1 */ 
left_vec[n][j] = c_temp.re; left_vec[n+1]|j] = c_temp.im; 

} /* end j */ 
free_c_rect_matrix(c_Matx,1,M,1,M); free_c_rect_vector(c_vec,1,M); 
n++4+; 

} else { 
printf(", real\n"); 
/* find inverse matrix and determinant */ 
Matx = dmatrix(1,M,1,M); vec = dvector(1,M); 
temp = 1.0; z = 1.0/null_val[n]; 
for (k=0;k<=degree;k++) { 

for (i=1;1<=M;i++) for G=1;j<=M3;j++) { 
h = (k+Lindex[i]+Rindex[j]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && Gj < bn[h+1])) Ahy = PLL; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (i == j)) 

Matx[i][j] += (1.0-Ahij)*temp; 
else Matx[i][j] -= Ahij*temp; 

temp *= z; 

} 
ludcmp(Matx,M,indx,&d); for (G=1;i<=M;1++) d *= Matx[iJ[1J; 

/* divide det(sc_ALR) by (1-sigma*z) and then substitute in z */ 
temp = 1.0; coeff = sum = det0; 
for (i=1;i<n_eigen;i++) { 
temp *= z; 
coeff = detA[i].re+null_val[n]*coeff; 
sum += temp*coeff; 

/* find left null-vectors */ 
d /= sum; 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 

for (i=1;1<=M;1++) vec[i] = 0.0; vec[j] = d; 
lubksb(Matx,M,indx,vec); 
for (i=1;1<=M;1++) if (fabs(night_vec[i][n]) > TINY) { 

left_vec[n][j] = vec[i]/nght_vec[i][n]; 
break; 

1 /* endi */ 
}/* end j */ 
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free_dmatrix(Matx,1,M,1,M); free_dvector(vec,1,M); 
} /* end if-else */ 

4 /* end n */ 
free_c_rect_vector(detA,0,n_eigen); 
free_ivector(indx,1,M); 

} 

void eigen_leftO(M,nC,n_eigen,null_re,null_im,AOi,c_X,left_vec) 
int M,nC,n_eigen; double *null_re,*null_im,**A0i,**left_vec; c_rect **c_X; 

int h, i, j, k, *indx; double d; c_rect **c_X1; 

c_ Xi =c_rect_matrix(1,nC,1,nC); for G=13i<=M;i++) c_Xifi][i].re = 1.0; 
indx = ivector(1,nC); complex_ludcmp(c_X,nC,indx,&d); 
complex_lubksb_matrix(c_X,nC,M,indx,c_X1); free_ivector(indx, 1 ,nC); 
k=1; 
for (i=1;i<=nC;i++) { 

if (k > n_eigen) break; 
if ((null_re[i]*null_re[i]+null_im[i]*null_im[i]) > TINY) { 

if (fabs(null_im[i]) > TINY) £ 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 

for (h=1;h<=M;h++) left_vec[k][j] += c_Xil[i][h].re*AOi[h][j]; 
for (h=1;h<=M;h++) left_vec[k+1][j] += c_Xifi][h].1m*A0i[h][j]; 

} 
i++; k++; 

} else for G=1:j<=M;j++) for (h=1;h<=M;h++) 
left_vec[k][j] += c_Xi[i][h].re*AOi(h][j]; 

k++; 
} /* end if not 0.0 */ 

} /* end i */ 
free_c_rect_matrix(c_Xi,1,nC,1,nC); 

} 

void eigen_right(n_eigen,nC,null_re,null_im,null_vec,M,right_vec,null_val,compx) 
int n_eigen,nC,M,*compx; double *null_re,*null_im,**null_vec,**nght_vec,*null_val; 
/* Store the nght null-vectors in a compact form */ 

int i, j, k; 

k=1; 
for G=1sj<=nC;j++) { 

if (k > n_eigen) break; 
if ((null_re[j]*null_re[j]+null_im[j]*null_im[j]) > TINY) { 

if (fabs(null_im[j]) > TINY) { 
compx[k] = 1; compx[k+1] = 1; 
null_val[{k] = null_re{j]; null_val[{k+1] = fabs(null_imfj]); 
for G=1;1i<=M;i++) { 

right_vec[(i|[{k] = null_vecfi][j]; mght_vec{i]{k+1] = null_vec{i}[j+1]; 

j++; k++; 
b else { 
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null_val[k] = null_re[j]; 
for (@=1;1<=M;14++) nght_vec[i][k] = null_vec[i][j J; 

} /* end if-else */ 
k++; 

\ /* end if not 0.0 */ 
} /* end j */ 

void assign_X(nC,null_re,null_im,null_vec,c_X) 
int nC; double *null_re,*null_im,**null_vec; c_rect **c_X; 

t 
int i j,COMPLEX; 

for (j=13j<=nC;j++) { 
if (fabs(null_im{[j]) > TINY) COMPLEX = 1; else COMPLEX = 0; 
for (i=1si<=nC;i++){ 

if (COMPLEX) { 
c_X[i]{j].re = null_vec[i][j]; 
if (null_im[j] > 0.0) c_X[i][j].im = null_vec[i}[j+1]; 
else c_X[i][j].im = -null_vec[i][j+1]; 
c_X[i][j+1].re = c_X[i][j].re; 
c_X[i]fj+1].im = -c_X[i][j].im; 

} else c_X[iJ[j].re = null_vecf[i][j]; 
} /* end */ 
if (COMPLEX) j++; 

} /* end j */ 

void norm_null_vec(n,null_re,null_im,null_vec) 
int n; double *null_re, *null_im,**null_vec; 

int i,j; 
double max_re,max_im,temp_re,temp_im,x_re,x_im,mag,max_mag; 

for G=1;j<=n;j++) { 
if( fabs(null_im[j]) > TINY) { 

max_re = null_vec{1][j]; max_im = null_vec[1][j+1]; 
max_mag = fabs(null_vec[1][j])+fabs(null_vec[1][j+1]); 
forGi=2;i<=n;1++) { 

mag = fabs(null_vec[1][j])+fabs(null_vec[i][j+1]); 
if(mag > max_mag) { 

max_re = null_vec[1][j]; max_im = null_vec[i][j+1]; 
max_mag = mag; 

for(i=1;i<=n;i++) { 
temp_re = null_vec[i][j]; 
temp_im = null_vec[i][j+1]; 
_cdiv(temp_re,temp_im,max_re,max_im,&x_re,&x_im); 

null_vec[i][j]= x_re: 
null_vec[i}[j+1]= x_im: 
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a 

L else { 
max_re = null_vec[1][j]; 

for(i=2;i<=n;i++) { 
if(fabs(null_vecfi][j]) > fabs(max_re)) 

max_re = null_vec[i][j]; 

for(i=1si<=n;1++) { 
null_vec[i][j] /= max_re; 

} 

} 

void eigen_anal(n,A,null_re,null_im,null_vec) 
int n; double **A,*null_re,*null_im,**null_ vec; 
/* Find null-values and right null-vectors of Ax = zIx using the Q-R method(elementary), 
where A[1..n][1..n]. x[1..n] 1s the null vector. */ 

int r, *lh, *bak, *cnt, max_iter; 
double *d; 

time(&aaa); printf("Finding null-values and null-vectors. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
d = dvector(1,n); 
lh = ivector(0,1); 
Ih{O] = 1; Ih[1] =n; ; 
r=s_balance(A,d,lh,n); /* balance matrix */ 
time(d&aaa); printf("Balancing finished. Time: %s\n" sctime(éraaa)); 
bak = ivector(1,n); 
s_elmhes(A,n,bak); /* transform into Hessenberg */ 
time(&aaa); printf("Elmhes finished. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(é&aaa)); 
s_elmtrans(A,null_vec,lh,bak,n); —/* get transformation matrix */ 
time(&aaa); printf("Elmtrans finished. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(é&aaa)); 
cnt = ivector(1,n); 
max_iter = s_hqr2(A,null_vec,null_re,null_im,lh,cnt,n); /* solve */ 
time(&aaa); printf("Hqr2 finished. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
r=s_balbak(null_vec,d,lh,n,n); /* get original null-vectors */ 
time(d&aaa); printf("Balbak finished. Time: %s\n" ,ctime(&aaa)); 
fprintf(ofp,"\nMax no. of iterations = %d\n" ,max_iter); 
free_dvector(d,1,n); 
free_ivector(bak,1,n); 
free_ivector(cnt,1,n); 
free_ivector(lh,0,1); 

} 

void compute_inde ex(n C,C1,indO) int nC,*indO; double **C1; 
/* Compute thei ex of null-value O */ 

{ 
int 1j,k,p,rank 1 ,rank2,*cp,c}; 
double *d,*vec,**Matx,t,**Q,tol = SMALL; 
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cp = ivector(1,nC); d = dvector(1,nC); vec = dvector(1,nC); 
Matx = dmatrix(1,nC,1,nC); Q = dmatrix(1,nC,1,nC); 
for (i=151<=nC;i++) for G=1;j<=nC;j++) Matx{iJUj] = C1] [; 
rank! =nC; p=1; 
/* house_upp_tri(rank1 ,Matx,tol,Q,cp,&rank2); */ 
house_upp_tri(rank1,nC,Matx,tol,cp,d,&rank2); 
house_upp_tran(rank1,nC,Matx,d,Q,rank2); 
fprintf(ofp,"p = %2d, rank = %2d\n",p,rank2); 
if (rank2 < nC) { 

for (p=2;p<=nC;p++) { 
for (G=15i<=rank2;i++) { 

for G=rank2;j>=1;j--) if (cp[j] '=3) { 
cj = cplj]; t= Matx[i][jJ; Matx{i][j] = Matx[i][cj]; Matx[i][cj] = t; 

for §=1;j<=rank 1;j++) vec[j] = Matx[i][jJ; 
for G=1j<=rank2;j++) { 

Matx{iJ[j} = 0.0; 
for (k=1;k<=rank1;k++) Matx[i][j] += vec[k]*Q[k][j]; 

} 

rank1 = rank2; 
/* house_upp_tri(rank1,Matx,tol,Q,cp,&rank2); */ 
house_upp_tri(rank1 ,nC,Matx,tol,cp,d,&rank2); 

house_upp_tran(rank1,nC,Matx,d,Q,rank2); 
fprintf(ofp,"p = %2d, rank = %2d\n",p,rank2); 
if (rank2 >= rank1) break; 

} 

free_dvector(vec,1,nC); free_dvector(d,1,nC); free_ivector(cp,1,nC); 
free_dmatrix(Matx,1,nC,1,nC); free_dmatrix(Q,1,nC,1,nC); 
*indO = p-1; 

void pre_eigen(M,N,nC,skip,CO,C1,A0i,detO,degree) 
int M,N,nC,*skip,*degree; double **CO,**C1,**A0i,*detO; 

{ 
int *indx, i,j, sum; 
double d,*vec; 

/* Multiply C1 by inv_CO */ 
indx = ivector(1,M); vec = dvector(1,M); 
ludcmp(CO,M,indx,&d); /* LU decomposition of CO */ 
for (j=1;J<=nC;j++) { 

for (i=1;1<=M3i++) vec[i] = C1Li] fj]; 
lubksb(CO,M,indx,vec); 
for G=151<=M3i++) C1 i]fj] = vecfi]; 

} 

/* find AO inverse and determinant of AO */ 
for (i=1;1<=M;1++) {AOi[i]f{i] = 1.0; d *= CO[i][i];} *detO = d; 
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lubksb_matrix(CO,M,M,indx,A0i); 
free_dvector(vec,1,M); free_ivector(indx,1,M); 

/* Determine the degree of sc_A after factorization */ 
for (i=2;1<=N;i++) { 
sum = 1; for G=1;j<=M;j++) sum *= skip[i*M+]; 
if (sum == 1) break; 

*degree = 1-1; 

} 

void assign_C(M,N,R,P,bn,Rindex,Lindex,skip,nC,C0,C1) 
int M,N,R,*Rindex,*Lindex,*skip,nC,*bn; double **P,**CO,**C1; 
/* linearize [Z“R*I-A(z)] to become [CO-zC1] */ 

int h,i,j,k,row,col; double Ahij; 

/* Assign the constant coeff. matrix */ 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) for G=1si<=M3it-1) £ 

h = (Rindex[j]+Lindex[i]) % (N11); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && G < bn[h+1])) Ahij = P[i]{j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (i == j)) COLA] [j] = 1.0-Ahij; 
else CO[iJ[j] = -Ahy; 

/* Assign the coeff. matnx of z */ 
. for G=1yj<=M;j++) for G=1;1<=M;i++) { 

h = (1+Rindex[j]+Lindex[i]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && Gj < bn{h+1]})) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && ALi = j)) C1L)j) = Ahij-1.0; 
else C1{i]{j] = 

}/*endk=1 
col = M; 
for (k=2;k<=N;k++) { 

for (j=1;j<=M;j++) { 
if (skip[k*M 34] —= 1) continue; 
col++; 
for (i=1;1<=M;i++) { 

h = (k+Rindex[j]+Lindex[i]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && Gj < bn[h+1])) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (i == j)) C1 [iJ[col] = Ahij-1.0; 
else C1 [ijf{col] = Ahij; 

} /* endi */ 
}/* end j */ 

} /* end k */ 

/* assign Is */ 
row — M; 
for G=M+ 1;j<=2*M;j++) 

if ('skip§j+M]) {row++; C1 [row][j-M] = 1.0;} 
col — M; 
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for G=2*M-+ 1;j<=N*M3j++) { 
if (skip[j]) continue; else col++; 
if (skip[j+M]) continue; else row++; 
C1 [row ][col] = 1.0; 

} 
} 

void elimin_redun_var(M,N,R,P,bn,Rindex,Lindex,skip) 
int M,N,R,*Rindex,*Lindex,*skip,*bn; double **P; 
/* eliminate redundant varibales in linearizing [Z4R*I-A(z)] */ 

int h,i,j,k; double sum,Ahjj; 

for G=M;j>=1;j--) { 
sum = 0.0; 
for (i=1;1<=M;i++) { 

if ((bn[N] <= j) && G < bn[N+1])) Ahi = PfiJ[j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((Rindex[j]+Lindex[i]) == 0) sum += Ahi; 

} 
if (sum == 0.0) skip[N*M+j] = 1; 

4 /* endk=N */ 
for (k=N-1;k>1;k--) for G=M;j>=1,)--) { 
sum = 0.0; 
for (i=1;i<=M3i++) { 

h = (k+Rindex[j]+Lindex[i]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && (j < bn({h+1])) Ahi = P[i][j]; else Ahiy = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (i == j)) sum += 1.0-Ahij; 
else sum += Ahij; 

} 
if (!skip[(k+1)*M+j]) sum += 1.0; 
if (sum == 0.0) skip[k*M+j] = 1; 

} 
} 

void factonze_sc_A(M,N,R,P,bn,Rindex,Lindex,n_eigen) 
int M,N,R,*Rindex,*Lindex,*n_eigen,*bn; double **P; 
/* factorize [z4R*I-A(z)] into sc_AL*sc_AR and then sc_ALL*sc_ALR*sc_AR*/ 

int h,i,j,k; double sum,Ahij; 

/* factorize out sigmas from columns and then rows */ 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 

sum = 0.0; 
for (k=N;k>R;k--) { 

for (i=1;i<=M;3i++) { 
if ((bn[k] <= j) && (j < bn[k+1])) Ahij = PliJ[j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
sum += Ahjj; if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
Rindex[j] = k-N; 
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} 
for G=M;i>=1;i--) { 
sum = 0.0; 

for (k=N;k>R;k--) { 
for G=1;j<=M;j++) { 

h = (N+1+k+Rindex[j]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn{h] <= j) && G < bn[h+1])) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahi = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (j == 1)) sum += 1.0-Ahiy; 
else sum += Ahy; 
if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
Lindex[i] = k-N; 

for (i=151<=M;i++) *n_eigen += (Lindex[i]+Rindex[i]); 

/* get the nght factor sc_AR */ 
for G=1:j<=M;j++) { 

sum = 0.0; 
for (k=0;k<R;k++) { 

for G=1;1<=M3i++) { 
if ((bn[k] <= j) && G < bn[k+1])) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
sum += Ahij; if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} /* end k */ 
Rindex{j] = k; 

} /* end j */ 

/* get the left factor sc_ALL */ 
for G=1;i<=M;i++) { 

sum = 0.0; 
for (k=0;k<R;k++) { 

for G=1;j<=M3j++) { 
h = (k+Rindex[j]) % (N+1); 
if ((bn[h] <= j) && G < bn[h+1])) Ahi = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
if ((h == R) && (j == 1)) sum += 1.0-Ahij; 
else sum += Ahijj; 
if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
if (sum != 0.0) break; 

} 
Lindex{i] = k; 

for (i=1;1<=M;i++) *n_eigen -= (Lindex[i]+Rindex[i]); 

} 

void erg_arnval(M,N,P,bn,v,a_m,Ea) int M,N,*bn; double **P,*v,**a_m,*Ea; 
/* Find expected no. of arrival. */ 

{ 
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double **Q, d, *Eam, Ahij; 
int i,j, k, *indx; 

Q = dmatrix(1,M,1,M); /* Q is first M-1 rows of I-A' plus a row of I's */ 
for (@ = 1;1< M; i++) { 

for (j = 1; j <= M; j++) QLIGj] = -PUJG); Qf [i] += 1.0; /* the ith row */ 
Q([M][i] = 1.0; /* the Mth row */ 

} 
Q[M][M] = 1.0; /* the (M,M) element */ 
v[M] = 1.0; /* the R.HLS. */ 

/* solve for the ergodic phase probabilities */ 
indx = ivector(1,M); ludcmp(Q,M,indx,&d); lubksb(Q,M,indx,v); 
free_ivector(indx,1,M); free_dmatrix(Q,1,M,1,M); 

/* find expected no. of arrivals */ 
Eam = dvector(1,M); 
for G=15i<=M;1++) for (k=1;k<=N;k++) { 

for (j=1;j<=M;j++) { 
if ((bn[k] <= j) && Gj < bn[k+1])) Ahij = P[i][j]; else Ahij = 0.0; 
a_mfi|{k] += Ahiy; 

} 
Eaml|i] += ((double) k)*a_m[i][k]; 

*Ea = 0.0; for G=1;j<=M;j++) *Ea += v[j]*Eam{[j]; 
free_dvector(Eam,1,M); 

} . 

void assign_P(N,ms,alpha,beta,P,M) 
int N,ms,M; double alpha,beta,**P; 

double b_alpha, b_beta, *alpha_pow, *b_alpha_pow, *beta_pow, *b_beta_pow; 
int row, col, *1, *j, r, kl, k2, k3, k4, proper_trans, sum, Ib, ub; 

/* P = Transition prob. matrix of the phase process. */ 
b_alpha = 1.0-alpha; b_beta = 1.0-beta; 
alpha_pow = dvector(0,N); b_alpha_pow = dvector(0,N); 
beta_pow = dvector(0,N); b_beta_pow = dvector(0,N); 
alpha_pow[0] = 1.0; for (r=1;r<=N;r++) alpha_pow[r] = alpha*alpha_pow{[r- 1]; 
b_alpha_pow[0] = 1.0; for (=1;r<=N;r++) b_alpha_pow[r] = b_alpha*b_alpha_pow[r- 

1); 
beta_pow[0] = 1.0; for (r=1;r<=N;r++) beta_pow[r] = beta*beta_pow/[r-1]; 
b_beta_pow[0] = 1.0; for (r=1;r<=N;r++) b_beta_pow[r] = b_beta*b_beta_pow|r-1]; 
1 = ivector(1,ms); j = ivector(1,ms); i{1] =N;j[1] =N; 
for (col=1; col<=M; col++) { 

for (row=1; row<=M; row++) { 
proper_trans = 1; 
for (r=3;r<=ms;r++) if ([r] != ifr-1]) proper_trans *= 0; 
if (proper_trans && ((i[{1]+if{ms]) == G[1]+j[2]))) { 

P[row ][col] = 0.0; 

Ib = (G[2]-i[1]) > 0) ? G2]-i[1)) : 0; 
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ub = (i{ms] < j[2]) ? if{ms] : j[2]; 
for (r=lb; r<=ub; r++) { 

kl =r; k2 =i[ms]-r; k3 = if 1J-j[2]+1; k4 = j[2]-r; 
P[row ][col] += ner(i{ms],r)*nerG[1],j[2]- 

r)*alpha_pow[k1]*b_alpha_pow[k2]*beta_pow[k3]*b_beta_pow[k4]; 

} 
1{2]++4+; 
sum = QO; for (r=2;r<=ms;r++) sum += ifr]; 
for (r=2;r<ms;r++) { 

if (sum > N) {sum -= (i[r]-1); ifr] = 0; ifr+1]++;} 
else break; 

} 
i[1] = N-sum; 

i[1] = N; for (r=2;r<=ms;r++) i[r] = 0; 
j[2J++; 
sum = 0; for (r=2;r<=ms;r++) sum += j[r]; 
for (r=2;r<ms;r++) { 

if (sum > N) {sum -= Gj[r]-1); j[r] = 0; j[r+1]++;} 
else break; 

} 
jl1] = N-sum; 

} 
free_dvector(alpha_pow,0,N); free_dvector(b_alpha_pow,0,N); 
free_dvector(beta_pow,0,N); free_dvector(b_beta_pow,0,N); 
free_ivector(i,1,ms); free_ivector(j,1,ms); 

} 

void get_model_parameters(N,ms,R,EM,EP) int *N,*ms,*R; double *EM,*EP; 

fscanf(ifp, "%d", N); /* N =No. of sources */ 
fscanf(ifp, "%d", ms); /* ms = No. of phases per source */ 
fscanf(ifp, "%d", R); /* R=No. of slots served per frame */ 
fscanf(ifp, "%lf", EM); /* EM = exp. message length */ 
fscanf(ifp, "%lf", EP); /* EP = exp. length of idle period */ 
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APPENDIX B 
Procedures in C for finding the eigenvectors and principal vectors 

corresponding to real eigenvalues 

void jordan_chains(n,npv,A, V,Pie,ind,rnk,X ,ofp) 
int n,npv,*ind,*mk; double **A,**V,**Pie,**X; FILE *ofp; 
/* Jordan chains are computed from V and Pie. */ 

{ 
int i,j,k,g,r,x_c,v_c,p,rank,*rp,n; double *d,**B,**Y ,tol = SMALL.,t; 

x_c =npv+l; g = *ind; 
for (v_c=mk[g]+1;v_c<=mk[g-1];v_c++) { 

X_c--; printf("x_c = %3d\n",x_c); 
for (r=1;r<=n;r++) X[r][x_c] = V[r][v_c]; 
for G=1;i<g;i++) { 

x_c--; printf("x_c = %3d\n",x_c); 
for (r=1sr<=n;r++) { 

X[r][x_c] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=n;k++) X[r][x_c] += Alr][k]*X[k][x_c+1]; 

4 /* end v_c */ 
rp = ivector(1,n); d = dvector(1,n); 
for (g=*ind-1;g>=1;g--) { 

p = mk[g-1]-rnk[g]; B = dmatnx(1,p,1,n); 
for G=1;j<=p;j++) { 

v_c=rnk(g]+j; 
for G=15i<=n;i++) { 

BUjJfi] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=n;k++) B[j][i] -= Pie[iJ][k]*V[k][v_c]; 
Bulla += VIillv_cl: 

} 
house_low_tri(p,n,B,tol,rp,d,&rank); printf("rank = %3d\n",rank);fprintf(ofp,"rank = 

%3d\n" rank); 

for G=1;i<=p;i++) for G=i+1;j<=n:j++) B[i][j] = 0.0; 
for G=rank;i>=1;1--) if (rp{i] !=1) { 

n= rplil; ney. or aes 
for G=1;j<=rank;j++) {t = BiJU); Bl) = B[nJG); Bin}j] = t;} 

Y = dmatrix(1,n,1,rank); 
for G=1;j<=rank;j++) for G=1;i<=n;i++) { 

Y[i]Lj] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=p;k++) {v_e= k+mk{g]; Y[iUj] += VIilfv_cl*BIkIGj1:} 
free_dmatnx(B,1,p,1,n); 
for G=1;j<=rank;j++) { 

x_c--; printf("x_c = %3d\n",x_c); 
for (r=15r<=n;r++) X[r][x_c] = Yr] {j 1; 
for G=1;1<g;1++) { 

X_c--; printf("x_c = %3d\n",x_c); 
for (r=15r<=n;r++) { 
X[r][x_c] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=n;k++) X[r][x_c] += Alr][k]*X(k][x_c+1]; 
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f 
} 

free_dmatnix(Y,1,n,1,rank); 
} /* end g */ 
free_ivector(rp,1,n); free_dvector(d,1,n); 

} 

void jordan_struct(n,A,Pie,V,ind,rnk,ofp) int n,*ind,*mk; double **A,**Pie,**V; 
FILE *ofp; 

/* find the Jordan structure of a nxn matrix A. indO is the maximum height of the Jordan 
chains. mk contains informations on ranks. Pie is a projector on the range space of A. V 
contains the auxilliary bases of the null spaces. */ 

{ 
int i,j,k,p,rank1,rank2,*rp,ri; 
double *vec,t,**Q,tol = SMALL; 

rp = ivector(1,n); vec = dvector(1,n); Q = dmatrix(1,n,1,n); 

p = 1; house_low_tni(n,n,A,tol,rp,vec,&rank2); 
house_low_tran(n,n,A,vec,Q,rank2); mk[p] = rank2; 
fprintf(ofp,"p = %2d, rank = %2d\n",p,rank2); 
if (rank2 <n) { 

/* row permutation */ 
for (i=rank2;1>=1;1--) if (rp[i] !=1) £ 

ri=rplis | a 
for G=1;j<=rank2;j++) {t = Af); AGU] = An) Gj]; Alri] = t;} 

/* find projector Pie */ 
for (i=131<=rank2;1++) for j=1;j<=rank2;j++) { 

VUiJhj)] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=n;k++) V{iJ{j] += ALk][i]* ALKI[j);} 
for (i=1;i<=rank2;i++) Pie[i][i] = 1.0; 
ludemp(V,rank2,rp,&t); lubksb_matrix(V ,rank2,rank2,rp,Pie); 
for G=1;1<=rank2;1++) for G=1;j<=n;j++) { 
VU] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=rank2;k++) V[i][j] += Pie[i][k]*A[j][k];} 

for G=1;1<=n;i++) for G=1;j<=n;j++) { 
Pie[i][j] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=rank2;k++) Pie[i]{j] += AUI(k]* V[kI[j1;} 

/* pre-multiplication by the unitary matrix */ 
for §G=1;j<=rank2;j++) { 

for G=1;1<=n;i++) vec[i] = Alti][j]; 
for G=1;1<=rank2;i++) { 

AtiJUj] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=n;k++) Afi]{j] += Qlil[k]*vec[k];} 

/* save the unitary matrix */ 
for G=1;i<=n;1++) for G=1;j<=n;j++) Vii {j] = OG Ii: 
/* find null spaces of grade 2 and above */ 

for (p=2;p<=n;p++) { 
rank] = rank2; house_low_tn(rank1,rank1,A,tol,rp,vec,&rank2); 
house_low_tran(rank]1,rank1,A,vec,Q,rank2); mk[p] = rank2; 
fprintf(ofp,"p = %2d, rank = %2d\n",p,rank2); 
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if (rank2 >= rank1) break; 
for G=1;j<=rank2;j++) { 

for (i=rank2;i>=1;1--) if (rpfiJ != 1) { 

ri =rpli}; t= Lilli}; ATL) = Alibi AGILE] = & 
} 

for (i=1;i<=rank 1;i++) vec[i] = Afil{j]; 
for G=1;i<=rank2;i++) { 
Aili] = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=rank1;k++) Afilfj] += QLi[k]*vec[k];} 

for G=15i<=ns1++) { 
for G=1;j<=rank1;j++) vec{j] = VUil{j]; 
for G=1;j<=rank1;j++) { 
Vib) = 0.0; for (k=1;k<=rank1;k++) V{i}[j] += vec[k]*Q]j][k];} 

} /* end p */ 
} /* end if */ 
*ind = p-1; free_dvector(vec, 1,n); free_dmatrix(Q,1,n,1,n); free_ivector(rp, | ,n); 
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